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ABSTRACT 
At their cores, both rhetoric and public sphere theory have conceptualized how 
membership in public and counterpublic settings, as well as participation in public life 
and discussion, is cultivated, shared, contested, and shaped. Previous case studies on 
publics and counterpublics have looked at the experiences of individuals and collectives 
who enact practices in rhetorical invention that mark participation in public life. Much of 
public sphere scholarship focuses squarely on seasoned individuals in positions of 
authority and decision making in mainstream publics. Conversely, counterpublic spheres 
focus on the labor of individuals who have extensive experience in articulating discursive 
practices in response to dominant publics. However, a quietude that has permeated much 
of rhetoric and public sphere scholarship comes by way of the absence of youth-based 
voices in the public sphere. It is these same youths who are expected to lead the very 
publics that claim to represent them, yet do not afford them a mode of participation or 
agency in their own right. Given that studies in critical and vernacular rhetoric invest 
significant inquiry into the ways that marginalized communities enact responses towards 
dominant and mainstream ideologies, it is necessary to consider how these youthful 
perspectives contribute to rhetoric and the public sphere writ large. 
In an effort to inform the rhetorical tradition of its potential in accounting for the 
voices of youth, this study explores the ways in which youth speak, perform, and embody 
the various ways in which they belong to a public sphere. Through fieldwork in the 
LGBTQ youth organization One n’ Ten, I aim to speak to the ways in which rhetorical 
scholarship can begin to move towards a rhetoric of youth in public life. In this field, I 
utilize the concepts of enclaving and imagining in counterpublic spheres to examine the 
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practices, discourses, and values that give rise to a queer counterpublicity that emboldens 
LGBTQ youth to speak and act in a way that honors their identities. Moreover, I draw on 
theories of critical and vernacular rhetorics to make sense of how One n’ Ten provides 
youth with opportunities to enact rhetorical agency conducive toward participation in 
public and counterpublic spheres. Finally, I discuss implications pertaining to how the 
experiences of young individuals stand to substantially inform theories in public, 
counterpublic, critical, and vernacular rhetorics, all of which contain opportunities to 
represent the experiences of both LGBTQ youth and youth writ large as members of 
public life.  
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  CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 
 In the context of today’s political and social discourse, we have come to witness a 
myriad of youth leading the charge of addressing numerous social ills. A federal appeals 
court ruled in favor of Our Children’s Trust, an organization that amplifies the voices of 
youth in the fight for climate change, and its current lawsuit against the current 
presidential administration’s lack of action on climate change. February 2018 saw an 
uprising of youth in Parkland, Florida, the site of a tragic mass shooting that left 
seventeen people killed and many others injured, leading protests against the gun lobby 
and members of congress who have not listened to their concerns on stricter gun control. 
Finally, as of this writing, youth have gathered one month after this shooting on a 
national day of school walkouts to protest the lack of action taken by Congress against 
the wicked problem of gun violence and gun control.  
In the face of these youth-led protests and youth-inspired actions, our theories of 
rhetorical discourse and the public sphere are conspicuously quiet about the roles of 
youth in the constitution of public life. From the development of germinal theories of the 
public sphere (Dewey, 1954; Habermas, 1991) to critiques that extend the reach of this 
model to marginalized communities (Fraser, 1992), there has yet to be a compelling 
theoretical perspective about youthful experiences in the public sphere. To this end, this 
project interrogates this quietude and poses a shift in how rhetoric and public sphere 
theory can affirm the experiences and voices of young individuals. 
Overview of the Public Sphere 
Germinal theories of the public sphere address the significance of public life in 
the context of opposition against state entities. Such was the case in 1962, when German 
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philosopher Jürgen Habermas brought forth into academic circles his work on public 
sphere theory. The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Inquiry into a 
Category of Bourgeois Society offered an historical account of the emergence of public 
spheres in three European countries and laid the groundwork for how private individuals 
(many at the behest of government and state entities) would be able to cultivate 
opportunities for engaging in critical debate about social issues that are of the utmost 
importance to them. Public opinion, in this sense, meant that individuals were moved to 
congregate into factions revolving around matters of mutual interest. The formation of 
such factions could be seen as sites of public opinion that would speak against the 
overarching prevalence of state-based entities.  
In a similar spirit, John Dewey (1954) invested a great deal of inquiry into the 
ways in which public opinion was formed. Written amidst the challenging contexts of 
positivist thinking and advents of communication technologies, The Public and its 
Problems articulated the ways in which democratic life and ways of thinking could find 
its way into public spaces amidst these constraints. Whereas Habermas formed a theory 
of publicity out of opposition to the state, monarchies and overarching institutions, 
Dewey takes a more organic approach to cultivating public spheres of discussion. In 
terms of forming a public, collectives and populaces largely rely on the prevalence of 
human activity that bears both direct and indirect consequences on members of said 
public. Given his interest in the intersections of democratic life and education, Dewey 
posited a sense of hope when it came to reinvigorating public life with opportunities for 
articulating shared interests and subsequently, more participation towards a stronger 
sense of democratic life.  
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 As theories of the public sphere grew over the years, numerous extensions of the 
public sphere would come to light. In addition to building upon the work of Habermas, 
many of these extensions were crucial for critiquing the bourgeois public sphere it for its 
shortcomings and oversight of individuals and social groups who did not fit the mold of 
the public sphere. Indeed, Habermas’s conceptualization of the public sphere came 
during the context of a bourgeois society, characterized not only by the prevalence of 
monarchies and states, but with an emphasis of individuals’ connections to social status, 
wealth, and status markers indicative of privilege. In this sense, one may consider what 
counts as a competent set of requirements for discursive exchanges in the public sphere. 
Hauser and Blair (1982) note that the growth in cities, groups representing numerous 
special interests, and an overall increase in mobility have made it difficult for publics to 
maintain themselves. If we are to consider the variety of public spaces that encourage 
public, private, and more technical orientations to conducting public discourse 
(Goodnight, 1982), is it not the case that a public should be open to more individuals who 
possess faculties and capabilities that extend beyond high social class, wealth, and 
privilege? As this was not the case with earlier works in public sphere theory, individuals 
not represented by markers of elite class and wealth would be left out of the arena of 
public discussion and, subsequently, have no effect on the public that they hope would 
represent them.  
This issue, taken up in earnest by Nancy Fraser (1992), critiques the germinal 
conceptualization of the public sphere and its exclusion of numerous identities and 
interests that could augment spaces of social discussion and inquiry. Despite the idea that 
“‘private persons’ assembled to discuss matters of ‘public concern’ or ‘common 
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interest’” (p. 112), this theory, according to Fraser, only perpetuates a function of critical 
discussion that is in essence a façade and upholds a dominant social order. Through a 
feminist framework and gesture toward subalterity in public sphere theory, Fraser argues 
for a way in which critical theory can “render visible ways in which social inequality 
infects formally inclusive existing public spheres and taints discursive interaction within 
them” (p. 121). It is also important to consider informal practices and strategies that 
individuals rely on due to being marginalized from the formal structures that Fraser has 
taken to task. This may be optimally articulated by Negt and Kluge’s (1993) critique of 
the conditions that give rise to the “proletarian public sphere,” which is a response to the 
bourgeois version that is characterized by “the dialectic between living and dead labor – 
between living generations and all past generations in the history of the human race – into 
social forms of expression that can be understood by everyone” (p. 82). In a holistic 
sense, the labor of Fraser (1992) and Negt and Kluge (1993) was essential in challenging 
germinal theories of the public sphere with the hope of coming up with theories that 
address multiple voices, perspectives, and experiences that were not optimally captured 
by formal structures and practices.  
 From this point on, the public sphere has since evolved in much needed ways, 
accounting for the ways that power, identity, and material judgment come to bear on the 
ways that membership and belonging in numerous publics are articulated, changed, and 
contested. One necessary change was accounting for the emergence of “counterpublics,” 
which often rise up as a result of individuals whose needs and interests are rejected by 
dominant publics.  Since counterpublics are essentially the “constitution of a discursive 
arena, and a dialectic of retreat from and engagement with other publics” (Brouwer, 
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2006, p. 197), it is important to remember that counterpublics are a crucial component in 
the broader conversation towards acknowledging and affirming rhetorical practices that 
go unseen or are underrepresented in the public eye. Similarly, Robert Asen (2000) 
highlights that counterpublics “illuminate the differential power relations among diverse 
publics of a multiple public sphere” (p. 425). More specifically, a public sphere 
characterized by multiple voices is more likely to reveal how various perspectives, nodes 
of power, and identities may come to complement one another, clash with each other, and 
reveal how public life may or may not be afforded to all of its members. Michael 
Warner’s (2002a) acknowledgment of counterpublics as publics is also important, 
especially since subordinated groups are not only at the behest of dominant social groups, 
but they are also working to circulate and articulate their performances and values into 
mainstream publics. By communicating its “subaltern status” to other dominant 
collectives, fundamental and normative discourses can be isolated in the hopes of carving 
out room for other individuals and voices who have not been given room to speak or be 
heard.  
 Knowing very well that marginalized communities and collectives exist that are 
not adequately affirmed as more mainstream or dominant publics, scholars have long 
advocated for versions of the public sphere that do not essentialize the experiences of 
distinct communities, but versions that embrace these communities in a concerted attempt 
to bring them into the folds of democratic life. Scholars such as Catherine Squires (2002), 
Karma Chávez (2011), and Robert Asen (2002) have contributed significantly to theories 
of the public sphere that push for how we think about the organization and cultivation of 
public life along lines of race, class, sexuality, and identity overall. Much of public 
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sphere scholarship, and rhetorical scholarship writ large, has focused on the methods and 
strategies utilized by members of public life who are in positions of power, who seek to 
challenge individuals in said positions, and largely, adult individuals. However, much of 
what is absent or underdeveloped in public sphere scholarship includes the ways in which 
youth work to become members of the public sphere. Indeed, case studies of both publics 
and counterpublics look at the experiences and discursive enactments of older 
individuals. However, it is time for rhetorical critics and public sphere scholars to turn 
their attention to what youth have done, what they are currently doing, and what they can 
do in order to become members of many public spheres.  
The Rationale for Youth 
In an attempt to model Nancy Fraser’s call for a more representative public 
sphere, this dissertation offers a new direction for public sphere theory and rhetoric as it 
pertains to youth. Theoretically speaking, I adopt the frameworks of critical rhetoric and 
vernacular rhetorics to better advocate for how rhetorical scholarship and public sphere 
theory must be more mindful of the experiences of youth. McKerrow’s (1989) critical 
orientation toward a rhetoric that critiques powerful discourses in order to begin 
processes of emancipation and creating new social relations. In a similar spirit, Ono and 
Sloop (1995) posit a theory of vernacular discourse as a way to describe how cultures and 
communities are comprised of values and perspectives that not only challenge dominant 
discourses, but also constitute opportunities for reflexive affirmation. In utilizing these 
theorists’ orientations towards rhetoric, public sphere scholarship continues to be 
amended in order to highlight the ways in which democratic life and public engagement 
can be extended for those who are not directly afforded such modes of participation. 
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This has, indeed, been the case for rhetorical scholars who have interrogated 
problem spaces that counter-hegemonic communities have been excluded from (see 
Chávez, 2011; Enck-Wanzer, 2006; Middleton, 2014a; Middleton, 2014b Pezzullo, 2003; 
Squires, 2002). From homeless communities not being given a platform in political 
deliberation to the exclusions of public participation by way of migrant and queer status, 
communities and spaces that identify in a counterpublic spirit are tasked with working 
against the grain in order to carve out spaces for public life. While this is a worthwhile 
and necessary endeavor, I am concerned as to whether or not young individuals are given 
the same (if not more) opportunities to participate in rhetorically minded practices 
towards becoming members of the public sphere. Scholarship both in the communication 
discipline and writ large have paved the way for understanding the communication 
practices of young individuals (Clark, 2015; Hess, 2011; Huffman, 2013; Way, 2012; 
Webb, 2014). Moreover, scholars have also explored the ways that communities develop 
distinct practices and literacies necessary for navigating problem spaces marked by 
differences in identity (Fecho & Clifton, 2017; Flower, 2008; Harris & Roose, 2014). 
With everything considered, it stands to reason that rhetorical scholarship and theorists 
invested in reinventing the boundaries of the public sphere would pay close attention to 
the lived experiences of young individuals who seek to enter the folds of public 
citizenship. Conversely, scholars should further critique democratic structures and 
systems that do not adequately affirm the experiences and perspectives of the young 
people who do not feel adequately represented or included (Fraser, 1992). If we are to 
better articulate how public life and democratic societies are to account for the lived 
experiences and intersections of bodies marked by race, class, gender, and sexuality 
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(among many others), it is necessary that we start all the way from the outset of young 
individuals lives.  
This dissertation project is invested in exploring and articulating for a rhetorical 
theory that is inclusive of youth in theories of the public sphere. I argue that youth are 
capable of participating in public life not through the most traditional means (e.g., college 
education or voting), but instead through efforts and programs that work to augment and 
bolster their agency and voices. Specifically, youth broadly construed are often trained 
and prepared for public life by common avenues such as public education (leading up to 
college education), voting in public elections, and seeking bountiful employment. Indeed, 
this is often the case for many adolescents turned adults. However, many youths may not 
have the same access to said forms of public participation. Whether by constraints 
grounded in economic class, race, gender, sexuality, or even legal status, not all youth 
benefit from the same types of public practices, which is contingent on their identities 
and social locations. Public sphere scholarship stands to benefit even further by opening 
up avenues of participation for youth that are non-normative and agentic and that 
empower youth to become members of public life in their own right. Using frameworks 
from both critical and vernacular rhetorics, along with a methodological orientation to 
rhetorical field methods, I argue how rhetorical studies broadly must take up the task of 
including the voices and experiences of youth who are currently contributing to public 
discourse, as well as the youth who will one day become meaningful leaders and 
stakeholders that sustain our public spheres and arenas of influence. 
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Chapter Overview 
 This dissertation sheds light on theorizing youth in alternative public spheres 
through my time with One n’ Ten, a youth organization in Phoenix, Arizona, devoted to 
strengthening and empowering LGBTQ youth. During my time as a volunteer for the 
organization (a year and three months as of this writing), I became witness to the myriad 
ways that a youth program such as One n’ Ten cultivates and generates opportunities for 
LGBTQ youth to enter into public life in their own right. As both a volunteer and 
participant observer within the organization, I collected fieldnotes, participated in One n’ 
Ten programming, and interviewed youth and staff involved with the program. While this 
inquiry is grounded in my observations of both young and LGBTQ individuals, these 
identities are not to be treated in mutually exclusive lights. Indeed, all LGBTQ people are 
(or were) youth, but not all youth are LGBTQ. Youth broadly construed do not face the 
same obstacles and challenges that LGBTQ youth may face in their lifetime. If one were 
to extend this critique further, queer youth who are marked by facets of race, migrant 
status, or class are subject to even more exigencies that the average young person never 
has to worry about in their lifetime. As a result, this dissertation will not only add to the 
conversation about how rhetorical scholars are apt to amplify the voices of young 
individuals, but also how the lives of queer youth are a necessary starting point for 
sustaining productive conversations about how to be advocates for the youth in our lives.  
 Chapter 2 further elaborates the theoretical and methodological lines of research 
undergirding this project. Specifically, I draw upon studies critical rhetoric and 
vernacular discourses and pair them with theories of both the public sphere and 
counterpublic spheres. As previously mentioned, public sphere scholars beyond Dewey 
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and Habermas have taken up the task of problematizing the functions of the public 
sphere, what alternatives or additional resources can be used to broaden the scope of 
publicity, and how counterpublic spheres serve as both adequate and necessary responses 
to dominant publics. This task has been ideally accomplished by taking up theories in 
critical rhetoric and vernacular discourses, both of which explore the ways that 
interlocutors have worked to form communities grounded in values, material judgments, 
and perspectives that seek to challenge dominant discursive structures and practices that 
do not invest in their realities. Additionally, I will also outline the literature and 
scholarship of participatory critical rhetoric, which is the methodological commitment 
informing the entirety of my data collection throughout this project. Ultimately, I make 
the case for how public sphere theory is best framed as a critical commitment through the 
lenses of critical rhetoric and vernacular discourses.  
Next, Chapter 3 offers a contextualization of youth in public life. Specifically, I 
take stock of current events in which youth enact publicity in their own unique 
circumstances, which are of their own volition and as a response to exigent 
circumstances. It is necessary to contextualize youth on two fronts. First, I present 
different forms of contemporary popular press and current events that talk about youth in 
a variety of ways, many of which are distinguished on local, national, and international 
levels. Second, I contextualize scholarship surrounding youth and their discursive 
practices writ large, which is needed in order to orient rhetorical scholarship directly 
towards opening up public sphere studies to the current forms of existing democracies for 
youth. This contextualization is done both in and outside of communication studies) 
which take into account the experiences of youth who are not only excluded from public 
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life but also make concerted efforts to carve their way into it. Finally, this chapter will 
contextualize the rhetorical landscape of LGBTQ youth. As I mentioned previously, 
LGBTQ youth face a decidedly distinct field of challenges and constraints that youth 
broadly conceptualized may never have to encounter. Challenges may include lack of 
social support from family structures, institutional roadblocks in the form of political 
legislation, bullying and isolation in schools, economic constraints that largely lead to 
experiences in homelessness and navigating through foster systems. Taken together, this 
chapter provides an impetus not only for the conversations about youth, but about 
LGBTQ youth more importantly.   
 Chapter 4 serves as the first chapter of analysis, which outlines the ways that the 
youth and staff of One n’ Ten engage in rhetorical modalities and practices conducive to 
cultivating queer and critical forms of counterpublicity. Across the entirety of my 
analysis chapters, both my participation in the field of One n’ Ten and interviews with 
youth and staff inform my argument that queering public participation for youth is a 
meaningful and necessary step to cultivate spaces for LGBTQ youth. This is especially 
the case for said youth who do not have the same resources and opportunities for public 
participation outside of programs such as One n’ Ten. I primarily draw upon the 
following areas of theory to inform this chapter:  Nancy Fraser’s (1992) critique of the 
Habermasian public sphere, Robert Asen’s conceptualization of imagining in the public 
sphere to draw out this aspect of capacity building for young individuals, and Catherine 
Squire’s rethinking of counterpublic strategies that are marked by race and culture.  
Chapter 5 presents an analysis of how LGBTQ youth of One n’ Ten are provided 
with resources, structures, and opportunities to enact rhetorical agency. Whereas the 
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previous chapter will introduce queer critical counterpublicity, this chapter explores the 
rhetorical practices and gestures that youth engage within their material conditions and 
constraints, engage in meaningful relations with one another, and perform extraordinary 
rhetorical practices toward the path to rhetorical agency. During my time as a volunteer 
for One n’ Ten, I have witnessed significant growth in the youth who have been 
consistent members of the program. I have also met youth who may not have consistently 
attended programs, yet are still testaments to the ways in which theorists and practitioners 
must invest more in the experiences and challenges of youth who are consistently 
excluded from numerous avenues of public life. For this chapter, I draw upon the 
following lines of inquiry: Raymie McKerrow’s (1989) critical rhetoric and vernacular 
critiques of discourse by Kent Ono and John Sloop (1995).  
 In the final chapter, I present conclusions and future directions for developing this 
project as it pertains to the question of how we can better articulate and support the 
experiences and public engagement of young individuals through past, current, and future 
scholarship in the public sphere. In recognizing the differences in material and discursive 
realities between LGBTQ youth and youth broadly, I discuss the ways that critical 
rhetoric and public sphere theory can be extended in order to elevate the importance of 
difference towards a more current and equitable version of the public sphere. I view this 
project as an opportune moment to question and push on theories of publicity as they 
pertain to youth broadly framed, as multiple social systems and practices push youth on 
generally limiting paths. More specifically, I also use this chapter as an opportunity to 
articulate how communication scholarship and discussions surrounding youth advocacy 
must be more cognizant of the vastly different experiences that LGBTQ youth encounter 
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on a daily basis. I also provide practical implications that may be of use to organizations, 
practitioners, and advocates for youth who may seek to augment the scope and depth of 
their efforts and services to better serve young individuals. Ultimately, this project toward 
a “youthful public sphere” is not without its challenges yet is necessary in our tasks as 
rhetorical critics and advocates invested in opening up public participation for youth far 
and wide. 
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CHAPTER 2: AN OVERVIEW OF PUBLIC SPHERE THEORY AND 
METHODOLOGY IN PARTICIPATORY CRITICAL RHETORIC 
 Throughout this chapter, I will elaborate on both the theories that have come to 
influence this project, as well as the methodological areas I draw on in order to inform 
my inquiry on how youth work towards becoming part of the public sphere. Next, I will 
describe the texts and data stemming from the broader field of One n’ Ten, all of which 
will be utilized to argue for why youth must be included in public sphere and rhetorical 
scholarship. Shortly after, I will shed light on the field that I am a part of—specifically, a 
field comprised of activity that revolves around and is sustained by youthful individuals 
in an LGBTQ youth organization located in the Phoenix-metro area.  
I proceed from the premise and commitment that characterizes this project, which 
is critical rhetoric. First, a critical rhetoric tasks critics with examining discursive 
structures and practices in the spirit of emancipation from dominant discourses 
(McKerrow, 1989). A commonality among these frameworks involve broad discourses 
(e.g., the state) to which individuals can respond. Second, these frameworks speak richly 
to how members of a public engage with the state. In his work The Public and its 
Problems, John Dewey (1954) describes how the state is the consequence of individuals 
who take on official capacities in an attempt to regulate and frame human activity. In this 
sense, semblances of the state may not resonate with members of a public, which may 
lend themselves to the formation of vernacular and critical rhetorics. Third, the concept 
of the public sphere has, according to Nancy Fraser (1992), been a boon to critical theory 
since its inception. Fraser pauses on whether or not the concept of the public sphere 
serves as either an ideal or a mechanism of domination (p. 117), to which we must 
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respond with alternative histories and multiple publics in order to address the lack of 
parity and inequality when participating in public discourse. With the recent turn towards 
in situ rhetoric, these lines of inquiry can be further amplified through participatory 
critical rhetoric (to be discussed in the methodology and methods section) when 
considering how the public sphere stands to benefit from including the voices and lived 
experiences of youthful individuals.  
Public Sphere Theory 
 The public sphere has come to be known as a space for creating and sharing 
critically sound discussions, often through the study of oratory and public address. In the 
U.S., rhetorical scholars can begin to trace notions of the public as part of U.S. history 
(Dewey, 1954). Among many other considerations of the constitution of a public, Dewey 
notes that “every group springs out of and realizes a positive human interest; the church, 
religious values; guilds, unions and corporations, material economic interests, and so on” 
(p. 4). Additionally, he states, “The state is said to be the complete and inclusive 
realization of all social institutions” (p. 26). Indeed, the state is a common and frequented 
site of public engagement for many individuals. While social institutions are places 
where individuals practice and impute their values, it is also necessary to remember that 
not all institutions encompass or adequately represent the values of all individuals 
(Dodson, 2009). It stands to reason that public sphere scholarship must understand how 
human interests not only move people towards public action and activities that sustain 
their connection to the state, but to also consider how members who do not feel 
represented by the state function in the public. Members of a public are capable of acting 
or responding in a manner that reflects how “the public consists of all those who are 
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affected by the indirect consequences of transactions to such an extent that it is deemed 
necessary to have those consequences systematically cared for” (Dewey, 1954, pp. 15–
16). More recent additions to the concept of a public include the ability for a public to 
constitute itself by virtue of being addressed and acknowledged, being comprised by 
individuals both familiar and strange to one another, and creating a space for highly 
reflexive discourse (Warner, 2002a). In this sense, a public is dynamic and constituted by 
many individuals professing various discourses. Additionally, one might consider 
members of a public as preparing for, but not yet belonging to, the folds of public life 
until they are called into being. To this end, this project focuses on the ways that youthful 
individuals constitute a public that they not only belong to, but also have an active role in 
shaping (even though recognition of these attributes is infrequent).  
 In addition to acknowledging Dewey’s recognition of the connection between 
publics and states, it is crucial to consider the significance of a Habermasian 
conceptualization of the public sphere. Primarily known as a space for the conducting and 
facilitation of critical rational debate, the Habermasian version of the public sphere is 
known for its construction in relation to its proliferation from high forms and locations of 
culture (e.g., newspaper outlets and coffee shops). Through discussing matters that were 
of importance to individuals in a class-centric society, the public sphere gained traction as 
both concept and arena that could be used to take the state to task and hold it accountable 
via public opinion. However, a significant constraint behind this notion of the public 
sphere is its reliance on bourgeois principles. Specifically, public opinion and critical 
rational discussion emerged from individuals and public participants’ interactions with 
monarchical entities and the press, among other things. That is to say, when “religious 
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academies, political forums, and literary organizations owe their existence to the critical 
review of a culture worthy of discussion and in need of commentary” (Habermas, 1991, 
p. 164), one must consider the intentionality behind the emergence of a public sphere that 
was conceptualized by Habermas. This is especially the case when contextualizing the 
bourgeois public sphere in its connection to commercial trade, commercialization of the 
press, and economic conditions that would otherwise prevent individuals (e.g., non-
propertied women and men, people of color, and queer individuals) from participating in 
public discussion and affairs. Although both Dewey’s and Habermas’s germinal models 
of the public sphere continue to provide a solid foundation from which to work, 
extensions and critiques of the public sphere have continued to pave the way for 
articulating the need for public deliberation and discussion that can push past 
economically restrictive conditions of membership. 
 A great deal of inquiry and scholarship beyond Deweyian and Habermasian lines 
of public sphere scholarship redirect attention toward conditions that allows a variety of 
individuals, not just a select few, to participate in public discussion and enacting 
discursive practices. Nancy Fraser (1992) notes about Habermas, “His analysis of the 
public sphere needs to undergo some critical interrogation and reconstruction if it is to 
yield a category capable of theorizing the limits of actually existing democracy” (p. 111). 
The interrogation and questioning of a bourgeois public sphere helps us to move beyond 
the commodification and commercialization of public interests (Negt & Kluge, 1993). In 
shedding light on the illusion of democracy from this version of the public sphere, Negt 
and Kluge (1993) assert: “Under the present conditions of the developing consciousness 
industry and the changing organization of commodities throughout the industrial process, 
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there are emerging impulses toward a public sphere that attempts to break through the 
context of exploitation” (p. 84). Extending this further, an ideal spirit of the public sphere 
should be one that prioritizes the deliberative, democratic, and agentic spirit of a 
populace over purely material interests and conditions that they may or may not represent 
or produce. Given the lineage of existing critique, a normative version of the public 
sphere is based on a premise of exclusionary dimensions, rather than inclusionary ones. 
In scholarly conversations, the call for more inclusionary public practices began with 
Fraser’s call for a feminist public sphere. In the case of youth in the public sphere, it is 
important to consider the efforts being made to include them, as well as other 
marginalized communities. This is where counterpublic sphere theory comes to bear on 
this project. 
Counterpublic Sphere Theory 
 Generally speaking, a counterpublic sphere is often imagined in opposition to 
more dominant publics and modes of discussion. While there is value in theorizing 
counterpublics as being in opposition to broader publics, the expansion of the public 
sphere must be made more accessible by making inclusive gestures that do not yield a 
critical sense of publicity (Asen & Brouwer, 2001, p. 6); that is, it is necessary to further 
evince how counterpublics come into being. Asen and Brouwer (2001) go on further to 
explain that “counterpublics will differ with regard to density, complexity, breadth, and 
access to resources and power; they may be episodic, enduring, or abstract” (p. 10). In 
this spirit, counterpublics carry dynamic and malleable capacities that allow discourses of 
marginalized communities to come under more focus.  
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The constitution of and conditions for counterpublic spaces, much like more 
mainstream publics in the past, are dynamic and should be conceptualized as quite 
malleable. Asen and Brouwer (2001) remark upon such boundaries of the public sphere, 
or more specifically, the functions and goals of the public sphere. Having long eclipsed 
the deliberative capacities of a bourgeois public sphere, more permeable public spheres 
are known for the purposes of celebration, raising awareness, and enabling play, among 
others (p. 12). To this end, lively and thriving public spheres are marked for their 
extensions and adaptability, which is what this project will speak to in terms of the 
creative and adaptive potential that youth have in their own experiences as members of 
public life. Moving from these boundaries of the public sphere, another important 
question to consider is whether or not these theories were designed to account for youth 
to begin with. Indeed, classical rhetorical theories have described young individuals 
training in oratory and the development of arête through speaking in public settings. 
However, the roles and perceptions of youth are often taken for granted, which will be 
discussed in further detail throughout the next chapter.  
 Such efforts toward counterpublicity can be chalked up to Warner’s (2002a) 
criteria for a public sphere. While his criteria primarily address publics, I argue that 
counterpublics also bear these criteria. I proceed from the assumption that all 
counterpublics are publics, yet publics are not counterpublics. Doing so addresses the fact 
that counterpublics work towards the same characterization that broader publics have 
become known for. Among other reasons to think about the importance of a public, I 
pause on the importance of a public being a relation among strangers (Warner, 2002a, p. 
55). He goes on to note that a public chooses “strangers by criteria of territory or identity 
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or belief or some other test of membership” (p. 56). In other words, members of a public 
may be strangers by virtue of not having directly met one another, yet may have imagined 
relations by way of their shared interests, struggles, and experiences that they can share 
with one another.  
 Finally, theories of counterpublicity are crucial to understanding how this project 
is framed. For starters, a counterpublic sphere arises out of “oppositionality, constitution 
of a discursive arena, and a dialectic of retreat from and engagement with other publics” 
(Brouwer, 2006, p. 197). Reasons for retreating from other publics may include a failure 
of having one’s public interests reflected in the dominant public, and perhaps, being 
directly ostracized by the logics and members of more dominant publics. Another reason 
for the formation of counterpublic spheres may be to “voice oppositional needs and 
values not by appealing to the universality of the bourgeois public sphere but by 
affirming specificity of race, gender, sexuality, ethnicity, or some other axis of 
difference” (Asen & Brouwer, 2001, p. 7). Counterpublic spheres are formed and 
sustained when their needs and desires are not met and addressed by the vocabularies and 
languages of more dominant spheres of influence. Robert Asen (2002) remarks on how 
“counterpublics often struggle to gain access to the very forums in which others are 
imagining them, often in ways objectionable to counterpublic agents” (p. 360). Squires 
(2002) best posits this conceptualization when thinking about the possibility of multiple 
public spheres, which are more likely to arise as a result of having varied strategies of 
information distribution and forms of organizing.  
Taken together, this review leads to an important reminder in rhetorical 
scholarship that all counterpublic spheres are public, but not all public spheres are 
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counterpublic. Additionally, the depth of publicity can also vary across counterpublics 
and their distinct goals and values (Chávez, 2011; Squires, 2002). This theorizing bears 
repeating as the conditions for how the conditions of public spheres invite different forms 
of participation; conversely, we must also think about the conditions and actions that 
discourage or prevent individuals from optimally participating in varied aspects of public 
affairs.  
Counterpublic spheres of influence will often find opportunities to disrupt the 
dominant imaginings and narratives touted about them (Chávez, 2011; Middleton 2014a; 
Middleton 2014b) in order to be recognized and affirmed in meaningful ways. Karma 
Chávez’s work on coalition building with both queer and migrant communities, 
specifically in the context of protesting immigration and anti-LGBTQ policies in 
Arizona, highlights how social movements and organizations enact public rhetoric as a 
way to form intersectional identities and connections with one another. Middleton’s 
(2014a; 2014b) work with the activist group SafeGround Sacramento also highlights 
actions that represent the counterpublic dimension of rhetorical criticism, where activism 
in the name of homeless individuals is done in order to reclaim agency and citizenship 
that are otherwise stripped away by dominant political figures. Given that public sphere 
theory has been extended beyond bourgeois conditions that would otherwise prevent 
optimal participation in a democratic society (Fraser, 1992), it stands to reason that 
counterpublic scholarship can significantly inform how youth are making concerted 
efforts be recognized in their own immediate communities on their own terms.  
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Critical Rhetoric 
 Studies of the public sphere have proven to be informative in terms of 
understanding the constantly changing parameters of rhetorical expression and 
articulation. The commitments of public sphere scholarship are made more malleable 
when it is framed through more critical and interventionist perspectives. A germinal 
perspective in mid-20th century rhetorical appears in Edwin Black’s work on Rhetorical 
Criticism (1978), which largely provided a blueprint for how rhetorical critics must 
engage in criticism as a process of gauging the potential of rhetorical discourse. At the 
time of his work, Black took previous forms of criticism to task (i.e., Neo-Aristotelean) 
for failing to bring “congregations of discourses” together in a way that illuminates the 
goal of a rhetorical critic, which is to use rhetorical criticism as a way to assess the 
potentiality and quality of discourse addressed to audiences. In doing so, the critic hones 
in on rhetoric as a distinct practice, a site of invention, and a source of intentional 
discourse that is reflective of the values characterizing an audience. Given that the work 
of Black was written at a time where rationality and close-textual analysis were in their 
prime in the field of rhetorical criticism, it is now a crucial task for a rhetorical critic to 
reinvent the ways in which we come to learn about how discourse can be emancipatory 
and critical of mainstream rhetorics.   
One of the theoretical contributions salient to this project is crafting connections 
between the public sphere and critical rhetorical theory as they pertain to a youthful 
population. To this end, I turn to Raymie McKerrow (1989) and his goal of critical 
rhetoric: “the task of a critical rhetoric is to undermine and expose the discourse of power 
in order to thwart its effects in a social relation” (p. 98). Specifically, critical rhetoric is 
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invested in critiquing dominant discourses that maintain hierarchical and hegemonic 
ideologies, leaving less dominant publics with the opportunity to evince their unique 
values. With regards to social relations, rhetorical critics are then moved to take up 
“criticism that is primarily motivated by ethical or political concerns” (Crowley, 1992, p. 
452), with such concerns bearing direct and indirect effects on the structures and 
practices relevant to our understanding of rhetorical criticism.  
Delving into the relationships that individuals have with social structures and 
practices that influence how they move through the world, Pierre Bourdieu’s (1977) 
concept of the habitus figures prominently in the larger conversation of how critical 
rhetoric is used to evaluate and unmask how power may have drastic effect on the social 
relations forged in and across distinct communities. At its core, the habitus functions as 
our set of conscious and unconscious enactments of social realities in a field of 
experience, which is also in turn largely determined by a larger context and history that 
influences how we play into that field of experience. The habitus functions in the spirit of 
“playing the game,” where awareness of the rules and constraints of said game will 
greatly determine whether or not a person moves through the game with great efficiency. 
The more individuals practice their experience in a field (as well as accumulate and 
adjust their experience), the more they can speak to laying claim towards how to 
optimally experience and participate in a chosen field.  Ultimately, a critical rhetoric can 
be well informed by Bourdieu’s concept of the habitus in order to make sense of how 
rhetorical agents respond to the exigencies that fall upon their communities, which is 
largely the case in vernacular communities that craft local discourses to compete with 
dominant judgments (Sloop & Ono, 1997).  
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 Another path by which social relations and power can be incorporated in the 
broader scheme of this project is generating novel vocabularies that can be used to 
describe and name the realities of specific individuals (Brummett, 1999; Campbell, 2006; 
McCormick, 2003; Palczewski, 2003). Rhetorical criticism is utilized to generate an 
understanding of the potential behind discourse, and how the resulting vocabularies can 
be extended and molded to address varied audiences. Thus, creating rhetorical forms in 
the spirit of vocabularies speaks to Palzcewski’s (2003) understanding of how rhetoric 
functions more optimally as a “heuristic” rather than as a “method.” Moreover, Karlyn 
Kohrs Campbell (2006) remarks upon how the study of public discourse is undertaken 
and celebrated in the name of dominant figures such as Cicero (p. 359), who penned 
some of the more frequently used vocabularies for the understanding of rhetoric and 
public speaking. While invaluable to the discipline, placing too much emphasis on 
dominant rhetorical vocabularies leads to overlooking rhetorical practices in vernacular 
communities (which I will discuss in the section on vernacular rhetorics below)  
 Another aspect crucial to understanding critical rhetoric is its inventive spirit. 
McKerrow (1989) argues that the critic plays the part of inventor, who bears the 
responsibility of creating “addresses out of the fabric of mediated experience prior to 
passing judgment on what those addresses might tell us about our social world” (p. 101). 
Similarly, Angus (1992) asserts that “communication is understood not merely as a 
reflection of something underlying it, but as an active component…in the construction of 
social reality” (p. 537). In framing its connection to rhetoric and studies of the public 
sphere, much of current rhetorical scholarship has contributed significantly to the study 
of human activity and relations as being constitutive of democratic and public life 
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(Dewey, 1954). On the other hand, McGee (1990) notes that rhetoric and criticism are 
valued so long as they can be framed as performances and fragmented enactments as 
opposed to a solitary artifact ripe for criticism (p. 276).  
To echo the previous statement on Black’s focus on abstract and philosophical 
thought, highlighting the performative potential of rhetoric has the potential to bring 
rhetorical critics closer to the fleeting and immediate sensations of how individuals and 
communities shape rhetorical practices and gestures. In his exploration of a cultural 
dimension to ethnography, Dwight Conquergood (1991) notes: “recognition of the bodily 
nature of fieldwork privileges the processes of communication that constitute the ‘doing’ 
of ethnography: speaking, listening, and acting together” (p. 181). Resonant with the 
“doing” of ethnography, rhetoric operates on a similar plane of existence, especially since 
rhetoric “is open, embodied, enacted, capable where writing is not, in its capacity to bear 
communication and engender community” (McGee, 1990, p. 278). The relationship 
between critical rhetoric and performance highlights a crucial turn in the ways that critics 
enact their roles in more immediate and reflexive ways (which speaks to the connection 
between performative and participatory approaches to rhetoric, which I will elaborate on 
later). Gesturing towards the performative elements of critical rhetoric substantially 
“alters the power relations of fieldwork and changes the hierarchy of observer and 
observed into more of a partnership” (Conquergood, 1992, p. 87), re-emphasizing how 
critical rhetorical theory can reconfigure people’s rhetorical gestures to broader publics 
and settings.  
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Vernacular Rhetorics 
 Vernacular rhetorics and the rhetorics of social movements also serve as 
foundations that orient this project towards the dimension of advocating for communities. 
Building off the established literature of critical rhetoric, I argue that vernacular 
discourses help to forge the idea that rhetoric distinctly shapes the realities of all 
individuals rather than just those in power (Brummett, 1999). McCormick (2003) goes on 
to argue that the aspects of everyday talk: 
bring with them a powerful mode of analyzing the subtle, often fleeting displays 
of emotion and spur-of-the-moment decisions that riddle public speech, that are 
omitted then recording an orator’s words. The long and short of it, discourse 
analysts argue, is that talk has a sound, the meaning of which often exceeds our 
words and phrases. (p. 110) 
Ultimately, to take seriously the phenomenon of everyday talk to create new 
heuristics (or vocabularies) is but another one of critical rhetoric’s promises. This is 
especially the case when such vocabularies must be better understood through 
historicizing and contextualizing the experiences of vernacular communities. That we are 
better able to grasp and apprehend the everyday realities and experiences of individuals 
(and their connection to powerful social institutions and relations) is a commitment that 
critical rhetoricians must consider in the scope of their work.  
In examining the experiences of oppressed peoples, critical and rhetorical scholars 
have posited an approach to rhetorical criticism that examines the rhetorical and 
vernacular practices that emanate from local communities (Ono & Sloop, 1995; Sloop & 
Ono, 1997). Ono & Sloop (1995) define vernacular discourses as forms of speech and 
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cultural practices that emanate from local, oppressed, and historically ostracized 
communities. Specifically, they argue for what can count as a form of vernacular 
discourse or rhetorical practice, such as “the music, art, criticism, dance, and architecture 
of local communities” (p. 20). This is a stark departure from scholarship in social 
movements, which is grounded in examining the rationality and quality of arguments 
being posited by social movements and collectives (Cox & Foust, 2009). Indeed, 
rhetorical criticism has traditionally placed emphasis on formal or traditional practices 
(such as speech) that allow for emancipation and liberation from oppressive structures 
(i.e., protests and demonstrations). Sloop and Ono (1997) further state that “the role of 
critical rhetoricians is to produce ‘materialist conceptions of judgment,’ using out-law 
judgments to disrupt dominant logics of judgment” (Sloop & Ono, 1997, p. 54). In other 
words, critical rhetoricians must maintain a consistent focus on the material realities that 
undergird how members of a community move through their social worlds. In opening up 
the opportunities for performing resistance and articulating belonging to a public sphere 
and sense of life, both vernacular rhetoric and social movement rhetoric stand to inform 
the ways that youth are making concerted efforts to engage their own set of rhetorical 
practices. 
 The material realities of participants in a community that Ono and Sloop (1995) 
emphasize are invaluable topics of inquiry from a critical and interventionist perspective. 
However, it is also important to give due diligence to Hauser’s strand of vernacular 
rhetoric as it pertains to this dissertation project. Hauser (1999) defines a rhetorical public 
sphere as “a discursive space in which individuals and groups associate to discuss matters 
of mutual interest and, where possible, to reach a common judgment about them. It is the 
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locus of emergence for rhetorically salient meanings” (p. 61). The primary aspect here of 
this definition is common judgment and intelligible meanings through mutual interests, 
which contains undertones of Habermasian or Deweyian perspectives on the public 
sphere. Through these perspectives, operating and speaking in line with the experiences 
and commonalities of people in a rhetorical public sphere prove to be productive and 
highlight the subjectivities that constitute a vernacular community (perhaps in a more 
dialogic sensibility). However, the position of youth in the public sphere (or how they are 
making concerted efforts to be affirmed as members of the public sphere) warrants more 
of a focus on Ono and Sloop’s (1995) conceptualization of vernacular rhetorics for two 
distinct reasons. First, Ono and Sloop’s version of vernacular discourse and criticism 
focus on the personal experiences and subjectivities of marginalized interlocutors. 
Indeed, Hauser’s (1999) conceptualization of vernacular rhetorics also acknowledges 
personal experiences insofar as how they work to constitute accessible and salient 
meanings of rhetoric. However, Ono and Sloop’s (1995) commitment to vernacular 
discourses is grounded in examining the political and material realities of marginalized 
communities. In pairing the two conceptualizations together, I argue that a renewed 
understanding of the public sphere can be both conversational and interventionist. 
Nevertheless, throughout this project I primarily draw upon Ono and Sloop’s scholarship 
to inform the material and outlaw judgments that are experienced and posited by youthful 
members of the public arena that I am invested in. Doing so is both an academic 
commitment and a personal endeavor that I must see through in order to shed light on 
how youth carry themselves in their day to day encounters with dominant individuals or 
institutional configurations of the public sphere.  
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 Previous studies demonstrate the generative potential for vernacular rhetorics’ 
placement in the scope of this present project. Enck-Wanzer (2006) brings to light the 
ways in which marginalized populations are able to craft something from practically 
nothing, or more specifically, coming to power through seemingly constrained means. 
Enck-Wanzer directed his attention to the rhetorical strategies of the Young Lords 
Organization (YLO) a group that launched “garbage offensives” as a way to demand that 
their communities be paid more attention to in terms of sanitary efforts. In their critical 
moments of protesting in the streets of New York, the YLO was able to textualize 
garbage. Specifically, Enck-Wanzer (2006) notes: “This creates a methodological 
problem because we are now forced to make sense of the event by stringing together the 
many utterances of different members of the Lords” (p. 184). Moreover, this presents a 
unique take on social movement rhetorics by framing it as a fragmented (McGee, 1990) 
and discursively flexible area of critique. Texts and phenomena are never whole and 
complete, but instead are fragmented and ready for both audience and critic to piece 
together into a “rhetorical mosaic.” This is the case in Phaedra Pezzullo’s (2001, 2003) 
exploration of “critical interruptions,” specifically in her contexts of breast cancer 
activism and environmental justice tours in Louisiana. Long before vernacular rhetorics 
could be placed in the same distinct category as participatory critical rhetoric, studies of 
this nature focused on the material experiences and outlooks of members in a community 
that reframed a critic’s relationship to their objects of interest and study.   
While acknowledging the value of the origins behind public sphere scholarship, 
there is great value to the ways in which the public sphere can be better understood 
through “being there” and experiencing first-hand the practices, utterances, and gestures 
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that constitute one’s experience of the public sphere. Doing so helps support the 
pedagogical values of rhetorical theory, especially since “the critic himself or herself, 
perhaps acting as a representative participant, actually did assemble message sets in a 
rhetorical transaction” (Brummett, 1984, p. 102).  
 In order to speak to the spirit of rhetorical realities representative from 
participants, it is important to acknowledge that rhetoric begins from the assumption that 
“rhetors make discourses from scraps and pieces of evidence” (McGee, 1990, p. 279). As 
a result, the commitment towards constructing and envisioning rhetorical realities of 
distinct participants within distinct communities rests upon how rhetoricians and 
audience members alike are well prepared to address the exigence of how “doxa can be 
used to authorize a redress of human grievances” (p. 281). To this end, rhetorical field 
methods is the most optimal way by which one can gradually shed light on the necessity 
for a youthful public sphere.  
Participatory Critical Rhetoric 
 Rhetorical critics have long been invested in the process of textual criticism, 
particularly due to critics’ need to take more seriously the importance of historical 
context (Thompson, 1947). Thompson also notes that a critic must both be grounded in 
principles of rhetorical criticism, yet also cannot be close to the topic they are examining, 
lest the critic risk imposing limitations upon their endeavor to study public address (p. 
276). However, I argue for the notion that “being there” in the space and place where 
rhetoric unfolds is a task marked with methodological rigor and personal commitment 
that highlights the state of today’s subdiscipline of rhetorical theory. In this case, 
participatory critical rhetoric is the most optimal approach that informs my inquiry of 
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youth and public participation. Following the theoretical foundations of critical rhetoric, 
participatory critical rhetoric is utilized in manners that sharpens a critic’s sensibilities, 
orientations, and awareness to the voices from vernacular and marginalized communities 
(Hauser, 1999; Middleton, Senda-Cook, & Endres, 2011; Sloop & Ono, 1997). What 
follows is an account of participatory critical rhetoric in its development and various 
forms, case studies that have extensively utilized the approach (both in spirit and across 
different names), and a rationale as to how this approach complements this project. 
Recent scholarship has shifted the attention of rhetorical criticism to more in situ driven 
approaches that paint a sharper image of how communities, collectives, and their 
members craft and share their realities.  
Through adopting a rhetorically interventionist form of inquiry, rhetorical 
scholarship and criticism is marked by elements of “rich rigor” and a resonant view of 
what is going on in a field of influence (Tracy, 2010, p. 840). With specific focus on what 
constitutes a “field” in the scope of rhetoric and field methods, McKinnon, Asen, Chávez, 
and Howard (2016) bring to attention the role of “context” in how critics can more 
acutely analyze their texts of interest. By moving from a “text-centric” approach of 
criticism, to one that is marked by a sustained engagement with a community that cues a 
critic in to rhetorical practices that broaden or constrain contexts (McKinnon et al., 2016, 
p. 10), rhetorical field methods help to pinpoint what practices are the most conducive to 
the creation and constitution of a rich rhetorical experience.  
 Rhetorical scholars have taken it upon themselves to inculcate rhetorical 
sensibilities into what one may typically consider to be qualitative research at its core. 
Indeed, qualitative research is best known for its iterative process and reflexive account 
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on how lived experiences can be made sense of in the context of dominant social sciences 
(Bochner & Ellis, 1992; Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; González, 2010; Tracy, 2013). In 
borrowing from Aristotelean language, Tracy (2013) argues for phronetically driven 
research in qualitative studies, which “assumes that perception comes from a specific 
(self-reflexive) subject position and that the social and historical roots of an issue precede 
individual motivations and actions” (p. 4). More specifically, qualitative research that 
investigates the values, motivations, and practices that clarify the underpinnings and 
rationale for distinct fields is what rhetorical theory and criticism have been primed for 
since the days of classical rhetoric. Although it can be simple for qualitative research to 
subsume rhetorical field methods, it is important to distinguish the two for two reasons. 
First, whereas qualitative field methods places researchers in a position to pose 
and develop distinct claims as a participant observer, rhetorical field methods tasks critics 
(or the researcher) with a more immediate responsibility. In their description of 
participatory critical rhetoric as a political endeavor, Middleton, Hess, Endres, and 
Senda-Cook (2015) argue that participatory critical rhetoric is characterized by the 
“commitments to emancipatory politics and praxis it shares with critical rhetoric; as well 
as efforts by scholars to focus their attention on in situ rhetorics, by embracing the 
potential to engage in an immanent politics of criticism” (p. 42). More specifically, 
participatory critical rhetoric shifts a critic’s role from being a simple participant observer 
to being a social agent with the capacity to both analyze and intervene.  
Second, participatory critical rhetoric faithfully extends the roles of fieldwork 
undertaken in qualitative research methods and pushes critics to further understand how 
rhetoric is embodied and performed in lived settings. Specifically, “immanent 
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participation challenges participatory rhetorical critics to focus on the immediate social 
relations in which they are present when in the field of rhetorical practice” (Middleton et 
al., 2015, p. 43). Whereas qualitative research methods tasks researchers to identify a 
distinct role of fieldwork that will guide them in answering research questions, 
participatory critical rhetoric tasks scholars with positioning themselves alongside 
members of the very communities they serve and do research for.   
As a part of justifying how participatory critical rhetoric will prove generative in 
my inquiry of youthful publics, I now turn to case studies that have drawn from this 
approach in both spirit and name. Prior to scholars coming up with the name for this 
method (Hess, 2011; Middleton et al., 2015; Middleton et al., 2011), some rhetorical 
scholars have utilized performative and cultural dimensions to understanding how 
rhetorical practices unfold in distinct problem spaces (Pezzullo, 2001; Pezzullo, 2003a; 
Pezzullo, 2003b).  
In her work on environmental rhetorics, Pezzullo argues for the ways that citizen-
driven collectives share narratives and stories that challenge overarching narratives that 
cloud environmental rhetoric. Such was the case in her work on Warren County, where 
her work focused on the ways that citizens utilized narratives and performances as forms 
of critical interruption against state officials in North Carolina. Similarly, her inquiry into 
the cultural interruptions of “cancer alley” in New Orleans, Louisiana, sheds further light 
on the ways that cultural performances can invite observers to take on the role of co-
creators in challenging dominant narratives. In the case of “cancer alley,” onlookers of 
this tourist site were invited to spectate upon and witness “toxic tourism.” By shedding 
light on how Warren County and “cancer alley” is home to discourses and practices 
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characterized by hegemonic discourses, Pezzullo provides a framework for how 
participant observation, cultural, and performative dimensions to rhetorical criticism help 
underscore how lived experiences can augment the need for witnessing rhetoric first 
hand.   
The previously cited works have all drawn upon rhetorics that utilized cultural 
and performative dimensions of rhetorical field methods sans the formal name for the 
approach. I now introduce works that began to gradually name the approach (both 
rhetorical field methods and participatory critical rhetoric). This largely begins with 
Aaron Hess (2011), who penned the initial concept of “rhetorical ethnography” as a way 
to reconsider how rhetorical criticism can be used as both a research methodology and a 
form of practicing advocacy in the field. Specifically, he makes the case for investigating 
the process of rhetoric in situ through his advocacy work and time spent in the field with 
DanceSafe, an organization that provided positive drug use education and literature to 
attendees of rave festivals. In this field, he was able to further expand upon two key 
rhetorical concepts that can figure into the spirit of rhetorical fieldwork. First, the concept 
of Kairos figures in rhetorical field methods, which is defined by way of its 
“consideration of the decorum of a situation along with the inventive goal of creative 
deliberation” (p. 138). Although it has been commonly thought of as the opportune 
moment in public speaking, Kairos comes into play as a component of rhetoric in the 
field, encouraging rhetorical critics and advocates to be mindful and open to engaging 
practices that support the visions and values of a distinct community characterized by the 
exigencies it faces.  
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Second, Hess engages the concept of Phronesis (traditionally known through the 
Aristotelean version of practical wisdom) as a way in which a rhetorical critic acts and 
makes decisions in a discursive field characterized by deeply held beliefs and values. 
Hess (2011) notes that phronesis is grounded in both rhetorical theory and praxis, which 
“operates to guide the researcher as he or she continues to advocate. It is not enough to 
merely observe and describe vernacular rhetorical communities; critical rhetoricians 
should act alongside protestors, advocacy groups, and social movements” (p. 140). In 
bringing the notion of Kairos (or moments of invention) to the field, phronesis is the 
vehicle needed to bring Kairos into being. Both Kairos and phronesis function in fields 
such as DanceSafe by way of engaging with participants by way of their conventional 
wisdom, common practices, and opportunities they encounter in said field. Moreover, 
critics can engage with participants in a way that is characterized by an advocacy 
grounded in both knowledge-seeking and care for the other.   
In a similar fashion, Michael Middleton, Samantha Senda-Cook, and Danielle 
Endres (2011) have articulated an approach to “rhetorical field methods” in the same 
critical commitment as that of Hess. Utilizing critical rhetoric as their overarching 
framework, Middleton and colleagues (2011) define rhetorical field methods as:  
the rhetorical intervention into rhetorical spaces and action in which we engage 
when we describe and interpret insights gained through in situ rhetorical 
study…and to rhetorical field methods focus on the processual forms of rhetorical 
action that are accessible only through participatory methods. (p. 387) 
They continue to articulate how rhetorical field methods, through subdisciplines and 
methods such as performance studies and ethnography, stands to “challenge who counts 
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as a rhetorical community worth studying, and what counts as a form of rhetorical action 
worthy of scrutiny” (Middleton et al., 2011, p. 389). As I will discuss in subsequent 
chapters, rhetorical communities comprised of young individuals are characterized by 
rhetorical practices that vary in form and scope. The framework for rhetorical field 
methods is generative insofar that these communities can be further understood in their 
efforts to not only equip members with bodies of knowledge and values to address 
mainstream publics, but to consider how marginalized groups draw upon “minor 
rhetorics” to elevate their sense of publicity (Deleuze & Guattari, 1987).  
 Some of the other case studies utilizing rhetorical field methods and participatory 
critical rhetoric help to shed light on the variety in scope and form of how rhetorical 
practice and advocacy is enacted in distinct fields. Moreover, this also points to rhetorical 
scholarship that is also viewed in a co-created spirit alongside numerous participants 
(Heron & Reason, 1997), which is another impetus for delving into the rhetorical modes 
of production and practices that give rise to distinct communities. Through his work and 
participation in advocacy groups that address discourses of homelessness, Middleton 
(2014a; 2014b) highlights two central components that speak to the co-creation of 
rhetorical practices in distinct communities. First, the co-creation of vernacular discourse 
follows a spirit of intervention and efforts aimed at a local level in order to reframe and 
redirect dominant narratives of homeless individuals (Middleton, 2014a). Through the 
disruption of such narratives, groups such as “SafeGround Sacramento” challenge (or 
invoke “dissensus”) of the practices and policies that keep homeless individuals as 
passive criminals. Second, this disruption gives rise to what Middleton (2014b) refers to 
as a reclamation of “substantive citizenship.” This concept sheds light on how members 
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of the homeless population selected and made use of distinct rhetorical strategies to once 
again become politically visible to members of the broader Sacramento community (p. 
124). Through disrupting city council meetings, sending letters to the editor of local 
newspapers, and public addresses immediately following city hall meetings, the moves 
made by this activist collective demonstrates the ways that communities cultivate 
different modes of participation. 
This co-created spirit, although apparent in extraordinary cases such as advocacy 
for homeless communities, can also be seen in more “everyday” or ordinary contexts of 
rhetoric. Samantha Senda-Cook (2012) conducted field-based rhetorical analysis in the 
context of outdoor recreation in Zion National Park, where she observed varied rhetorical 
practices and interviewed those who took part in outdoor recreation to get a sense of how 
participants created varied experiences of recreation. By looking at the emplaced and 
embodied practices in this distinct field, she came to the construction of an “experiential 
degradation,” which points to how members of the field construct “authentic” 
experiences and visions, many of which are at odds with one another’s experiences. 
Through looking at seemingly ordinary practices such as walking and hiking, she argued 
for a case of rhetorical practices as being highly dynamic and fluid in the context of 
everyday activities.    
In the case of the public sphere for young individuals, I argue that there is very 
little in the way of limitations1 that youth should have when it comes to constructing their 
own sense of publicity. The case studies I have cited all unearth myriad ways in which 
                                                 
1 It goes without saying that there are legal and situational limitations that rhetorical scholars and critics 
must consider in not only working with youthful populations, but any population deemed at-risk by human 
subject boards at their respective institutions.  
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communities and individuals construct experiences and rhetorical practices that impute 
distinct values and ideals. As I will argue in the coming chapters, the ways in which 
organizations such as One n’ Ten encourage and motivate youth to enact their own 
publicity must be considered in fluid, creative, and imaginative ways. In doing so, 
rhetorical scholarship can be in a better position to acknowledge the public work of 
youth, past and present, who seek to make their voices heard in distinct and agentic ways. 
 Participatory approaches and orientations to rhetorical criticism are useful in order 
to learn how members of a population, organization, or community experience and 
practice their distinct rhetorical gestures (Charland, 2003; Silvestri, 2013). In this spirit, 
Maurice Charland (2003) calls for reinvigorating the field of rhetoric by way of the 
elasticity and autonomy given to rhetorical critics (p. 120). Moreover, he justifies the 
“non-identity” of rhetoric as it can “serve as alibi for eccentricities, for interdisciplinarity 
and the violation of disciplinary boundaries, and for the development of alternate 
intellectual strategies and rogue practices” (p. 121). Thus, I believe that a participatory 
orientation serves as an ideal way to reinvigorate and renew appreciation for rhetorical 
criticism.  
 In sum, the use of participatory critical rhetoric (Middleton et al., 2015) embraces 
the in situ turn of rhetorical studies in order to better examine “the relationship between 
critic, rhetor, text/context, and audience by placing the critic in direct contact with 
audiences and rhetors, inviting new perspectives on these complex rhetorical processes” 
(p. 7). Extending this further, I define participatory critical rhetoric as a generative 
methodological framework that is apt for analyzing and understanding the experiences, 
values, and practices of vernacular communities that are largely comprised of young 
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individuals who aspire to be members of public life, as well as youth who may be 
perceived being unfit for public life (to be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3).  
 Participatory critical rhetoric is also generative as a methodological framework as 
it is greatly informed by the previously mentioned bodies of literature in vernacular 
rhetoric. Specifically, the political and material significance of vernacular communities 
(Ono & Sloop, 1995) informs how participatory critical rhetoric can shed light on the 
political and emplaced instantiations of rhetoric in distinct fields of practice. Middleton 
and colleagues (2015) note that “the relationship between critics and the rhetorical field 
they (temporarily) inhabit through immanent participation further shapes participatory 
critical rhetoric as a politically engaged mode of critical inquiry” (p. 43). More 
specifically, being in the midst of rhetorical action and emplaced performances opens up 
critics to arcs of inquiry that would not be accessible through more text-centric 
approaches. In the case of youth in the public sphere, such an approach would be 
necessary in order to acquire an immediate sense of how youth create, share, contest, and 
articulate their values worthy of a public or counterpublic space. To this end, I pose the 
following research questions: 1) Where are youth located in theories of the public sphere? 
2) How do youth imagine themselves as members (or aspiring members) of public and 
counterpublic spheres? 3) Through counterpublic practices, how do queer youth imagine 
themselves as members of public life? Having addressed my research questions, I now 
turn to an account of my methods.  
Methods 
 Thus far, this chapter has outlined the relationships and gaps that exist among 
critical rhetorical theory, concepts of the public sphere, vernacular rhetorics, and I have 
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outlined key presumptions and tenets of participatory critical rhetoric. Having identified 
the theoretical impetus across these bodies of scholarship, I will now conclude this 
chapter with an account of my field site and data collection procedures. First, I will 
provide an account of One n’ Ten and the services it renders to youth in the Phoenix 
metropolitan area. Second, I will describe my role as a volunteer in this field. Third, I will 
describe the nature of my fieldwork that I conducted throughout my time in the field. 
Finally, I will describe the nature of my interviews that I conducted with both youth and 
staff in the organization.  
 My fieldwork originates from my participation and volunteer work with the non-
profit organization, One n’ Ten. The mission statement of the organization is as follows: 
“Our mission is to serve LGBTQ youth and young adults ages 11–24. We enhance their 
lives by providing empowering social and service programs that promote self-expression, 
self-acceptance, leadership development, and healthy life choices” (One n’ Ten, 2018). In 
serving lesbian, gay, bisexual, trans*, and questioning youth (among many others), One 
n’ Ten provides a wide range of initiatives and programs that these youths do not have 
access to in other places.  
Located primarily out of Downtown Phoenix, One n’ Ten serves youth in the 
aforementioned age ranges by providing crucial services in the following areas: wellness, 
youth leadership, homelessness and housing, and education. Each strand of service of 
service is supported by programs and initiatives that encourage youth to become more 
involved in their communities and come into their LGBTQ identities, which are very 
likely to be frowned upon in contexts outside of the program. Although the primary youth 
center is located in Downtown Phoenix, satellite locations exist in other parts of 
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Maricopa County, with locations in Mesa, Scottsdale, Tempe, Queen Creek, and a newly 
opened satellite in Flagstaff.  
 It is also important to note a significant event that significantly altered the 
landscape of the program in both physical and figurative senses. In July of 2017, the 
building that housed the former youth center was burned in a fire by a former youth in a 
case of arson. Although there were plans to transition to a new youth center located off of 
Central Avenue in Downtown Phoenix, this event proved to be a turning point for many 
of the seasoned youth who had previously attended programming at the former youth 
center. Many of the youth and staff who took part in the work of this center were deeply 
connected to it, and this proved to be a significant loss for longtime members of the 
program.  
Since then, the new youth center opened up in September 2017 and is home to 
many of the same services and resources that the previous center had. Some of the 
resources include but are not limited to: snack packs donated by a local food bank, 
clothing made available through donations, hygiene packs, showers, a music room 
(colloquially known as the “fishbowl”), programming, computer stations, and staff that 
youth can talk to. While the youth of One n’ Ten visit the youth center in Downtown 
Phoenix for access to these resources, the satellite locations are largely responsible for 
hosting programming for youth who are local to their respective areas.  
One of the other resources (and a part of my time in the field) that One n’ Ten 
offers is the experience of Camp OUTdoors. Started in 2007 by Kado Stewart, Director 
of Programs at One n’ Ten, this camp provides LGBTQ youth with a weekend experience 
in outdoor recreation and camping, which in turn would also allow them to come into 
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their own as leaders and engaged members of their community. Camp OUTdoors is 
comprised of over 150 youth from different parts of the United States, as well as over 60 
volunteers and staff members who help to facilitate the activities at camp. In addition to 
outdoor recreation, there are also workshops that youth can sign up for that address 
certain subject matter relevant to their LGBTQ identities. Such workshops include: 
maintaining healthy relationships, LGBTQ politics, being trans* in the workplace, and 
making zines for LGBTQ people. The camp celebrated 10 years of service for LGBTQ 
youth last September 2017, of which I was fortunate and grateful to be a part.  
I was a volunteer with the organization since October of 2016, with sustained 
fieldwork taking place between September 2017 and March 2018. In my volunteer role, 
my responsibilities included, but were not limited to: handing out snack packs for visiting 
youth, informally checking with youth who were recurrent attendees of program, 
participate in and help program coordinators oversee “group,”2 and debrief with fellow 
volunteers and staff at the end of group. In addition to my volunteer role at the youth 
center, I also took part in two other subfields of the program. From January through 
March of 2018, I volunteered at the Mesa satellite, which serves a weekly average of 40 
youth every Monday night from 7:00 p.m. to 8:45 p.m. Housed in a small church facility, 
this location provides many discussion-centric forms of programming where youth can 
engage with one another and staff. Additionally, I was also a volunteer for the 
aforementioned Camp OUTdoors from August 31st through September 4th, 2017. My 
role in camp was as a cabin counselor, where another colleague and I oversaw a cabin of 
                                                 
2 Group, broadly speaking, refers to the structured program or activity that is planned for youth from 
approximately 4:30pm to 6pm. The youth center is open from 3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m., with other times 
designated for youth to make use of various services the center has 
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youth ages 19 through 22, as well as develop positive relationships and a safe space for 
them in the “plum cabin.” Other cabin counselors at this program oversaw youth from 
different age ranges, some as young as 11–13 and as old as 22–24. Given my 
commitments thus far, the role of active participant (Spradley, 1980) was the most 
optimal form of membership that would both inform my inquiry and honor the work and 
values established across the spaces and discourses of One n’ Ten. 
My data collection involved visiting the Downtown center as well as the Mesa 
satellite location during their nights of programming. I adopted the role of participant 
observer (Tracy, 2013) during my visits, which involves my taking down of fieldnotes 
that I will then use to write up and transcribe my interpretations and orientations to the 
utterances and gestures by youth. Programming at One n’ Ten locations range in breadth 
and depth of subject matter. In my time as a volunteer for the organization (since October 
of 2016), some of the programming that has taken place includes: how to become 
politically active, learning how to plant organically, dance classes, sex education with an 
emphasis on LGBTQ audiences, drag shows, and communication workshops. The youth 
across these locations vary in terms of amount and age. For example, it is more likely for 
youth to participate in the Mesa location in younger ages (i.e., 14 through 17), whereas 
college aged youth are more likely to attend meetings at the Scottsdale location. 
Additionally, the new location in Downtown Phoenix (which replaced the former center 
that collapsed in an arson incident) has started offering age exclusive days on Thursdays 
(ages 11–17) and Fridays (ages 18–24). As a result, differently-aged youth can discuss 
various topics relevant to their age range. Although I was not able to witness rhetorical 
enactments across all of the satellite locations, these program opportunities across One n’ 
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Ten satellites prove ideal in offering me opportunities to witness the gestures and 
enactments of publicity that youth are engaging and performing within a sponsored safe 
space. 
 In addition to my role as a participant observer, I also carried out interviews with 
both One n’ Ten staff and youth over the age of 18. The purpose of this is twofold. First, 
volunteers and staff in this particular organization hold a unique task and position in 
encouraging youth to better express themselves in what we refer to in the organization as 
a “safe space.” At the same time, volunteers and staff are also tasked with counseling and 
possibly intervening with youth who may not adhere to the expectations and decorum set 
forth in the program. Second, youth ages 18 and up are in a unique position to speak 
about their experiences as a youth who institutionally identifies as someone of adult age, 
yet is still considered to be a youth according to the standards of the program. I 
conducted 13 interviews overall3 (7 with youth, 6 with staff or volunteers4), with 
interviews lasting anywhere from 15 minutes to an hour. Throughout the course of our 
interviews, participants and I discussed a wide range of topics such as noteworthy 
moments when youth were prepared to take part in public life, the importance of youth 
programs for LGBTQ youth and youth broadly, and how it is important to listen to the 
experiences and voices of youth (a detailed list of interview questions can be found in the 
appendices section of this dissertation). I also opted to interview youth aged 18 and up in 
terms of IRB approval, as they do not require written parental consent due to their 
                                                 
3 I had also intended on interviewing former participants of the program to add to the broader rhetorical 
mosaic I am painting regarding the rhetoric of youth. Unfortunately, I was not able to get in contact with 
former youth participants due to scheduling constraints. 
4 One of the interviews I conducted ended up having a corrupted audio file; I was able to recover some 
statements from the interview for my findings. 
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protected status as a research population. Additionally, I decided to not seek interviews 
from youth below the age of 18 in order to avoid outing them as LGBTQ to their parents 
and/or guardians who would otherwise need to provide consent for participation. 
 Throughout the entirety of this project, I attend to the ways in which youth are 
trained and prepared to participate in public life, which will gradually serve as a 
theoretical contribution to our understanding of how contemporary public spheres prepare 
rhetorical agents for the “next phase in life.” Thus, former participants from the program 
can provide insight on how the services and initiatives they consulted may or may not 
have prepared them for life beyond being a youth. I will be working with volunteer 
coordinators and program directors in order to get connected to former participants, who 
may have unique and much needed perspectives as youth. This is especially the case with 
individuals who “age up” from One n’ Ten. Rather than using the term “age out,” aging 
up presents a more constructive connotation that not only positions the youth as 
advancing forward in life but circumvents the connotations of being “outed” that may be 
typical for LGBTQ youth.  
 Along the way, I conducted member checks with gatekeepers of the organization 
to ensure that I am practicing an ethic of care as both a researcher and advocate. This 
delves into the territory of how to best represent the communities we study as scholars, 
and more specifically, how to carry out research that does not solely privilege the 
researcher (Denzin & Lincoln, 2005). Denzin and Lincoln (2005) contextualize the 
history of qualitative research by way of how past qualitative researchers have fallen into 
a crisis of representation, which is often linked to European colonialism and imperialism. 
Specifically, the crisis of representation is one where “researchers struggled with how to 
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locate themselves and their subjects in reflexive texts” (p. 3). Indeed, fieldwork at the 
intersections of rhetoric and qualitative research is a power-laden labor where the 
researcher’s personal commitment to a population and fieldsite may be overlooked in an 
attempt to translate personal observations and experiences into academic findings. To this 
end, both participatory critical rhetoric and sensibilities in qualitative research echo the 
purpose and significance of advocacy as a necessary supplement to rhetorical criticism 
(Hess, 2011) and proves generative in meaningfully and accurately representing the lived 
experiences of the youth, volunteers, and staff of One n’ Ten.   
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CHAPTER 3 
YOUTH IN ACTION: CONTEXTUALIZATIONS OF YOUTH-BASED RHETORIC  
Consider the following three occurrences. The first: in April of 2017, a group of 
students at a Kansas high school were credited for their journalism skills in revealing the 
questionable credentials of a recently hired principal. The principal in question, Amy 
Robinson, was revealed to have credentials that could not be traced back to their original 
institutions. The second: around the same time, the Advocacy Academy based in South 
London provided social justice fellowships for young individuals to make a difference in 
their areas of influence. In their call for youth applications, the website states that 
applicants must “tell us what makes them angry via a nifty online form, followed by an 
informal interview” (Advocacy Academic, 2017).5 Third: in September of 2014, Nobel 
Peace Prize recipient and education activist Malala Yousafzai started her first day at the 
renowned Oxford University in England, five years after being shot by Taliban militants 
in Pakistan. These three distinct contexts dramatize the impact that youth have as 
members of their distinct public spheres. Indeed, as these examples illustrate, young 
individuals’ public contributions and participation in the public sphere vary in scope and 
form. However, they have not received the attention due to them. If we as rhetorical 
scholars are to invest more fully in valuing the rhetoric of youth in the public sphere, we 
would do well to begin by accounting for the vernacular discourse and the material 
conditions that guide the practices and judgments of this population (Ono & Sloop, 1995; 
Sloop & Ono, 1997). 
                                                 
5 The organization also notes that they are “especially looking for applications from women, people from 
black and ethnic minority backgrounds, disabled and LGBTQ people. We are committed to ensuring all 
voices are equal. We do not require our Advocates to have any particular grades or experience to apply.” 
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Having thoroughly accounted for my methodological approaches to this 
dissertation project, I use the following chapter to situate my scholarly commitment to the 
rhetorical study of the public potential of LGBTQ youth. More broadly, I also utilize this 
chapter to situate how more resonant claims about youthful publicity can be made as 
well. This chapter has five main sections. First, I use structural definitions and 
articulations of youth to situate my study. Second, I overview vernacular accounts of 
youth and their own public engagement in order to frame how the present study will shed 
light on youthful rhetorics and publicity. Third, I select studies of public forums for youth 
to highlight resources that can support the public potential of youth. Fourth, I 
demonstrate—through a review of disciplinary scholarship on youth’s communicative 
action—the contributions that such studies make (whether directly or indirectly) to 
rhetorical theory. Finally, I contextualize the public potential of LGBTQ youth in tandem 
with my chosen fieldsite to preview this study’s contribution to this important and often 
neglected area of scholarship.  
Structural Definitions and Articulations of Youth 
 On structural levels, the ways that youth are defined and framed influence not 
only this present project, but also day-to-day, or vernacular, conversations about youth 
writ large. The Association of Maternal and Child Health Programs “defines youth as 
those under 25 years old in three stages: early adolescence (under 14), middle 
adolescence (15–17), late adolescence and early adulthood (18–24).” The United Nations 
classifies youth differently. Here, youth are defined as “those persons between the ages of 
15 and 24 as youth without prejudice to other definitions by Member States” (United 
Nations, 2018). Taken together, even just these two definitions show how framings of 
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youth can vary; around the world, definitions are problematized and complicated due to 
factors such as race, socioeconomics, and institutional constraints. The above definitions 
points to a structural naming of youth. Among such accounts and reports about youth, 
this current dissertation project seeks to make visible how vernacular conceptualizations 
of how youth can broaden our understandings of their rhetorical potentiality.  
Structured definitions serve as a starting point in describing the politics, 
performances, and practices of communication that youth enact in order to participate in 
distinct problem spaces. This is the case given that rhetorical practices are not solely 
defined by overarching structures and institutions, but also by individual agents who seek 
to bring their own experiences to the table (Flower, 2008). In drawing upon Dewey’s 
(1954) appreciation for human activity as on influence on democratic experience, Flower 
(2008) argues that “experience is an expansive turbulent place – a diverse and mutable 
cultural, social, and individual space. Inquiry rooted in experience cannot take a 
disinterested or spectatorial approach to knowing” (p. 57). In light of the myriad of 
structures, such as the U.N., that label the identities and experiences of young individuals 
without directly knowing them or living them, it stands to reason that youth experience 
and put forward varied experiences into public and counterpublic spaces that deserve our 
attention. 
Vernacular Accounts of Youth and Their Own Engagement 
When it comes to youth being incorporated into the folds of public life, it is 
important to consider what criterion are established for them to bring this labor to 
fruition. Vernacular accounts of the public participation of youth shed light on how youth 
are framed in the broader context of civic life. For example, the National Coalition for 
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Dialogue and Deliberation (NCDD) posit principles aimed toward public engagement, 
with such principles including “inclusion and demographic diversity, openness and 
learning, and sustained engagement and participatory culture” (NCDD, 2009). Taken 
together, these criteria are generative in exploring how various structures, practices, and 
personal accounts of involvement with youth can improve the quality of life for young 
people. To complement the occurrences previewed above, I’ve selected several more that 
came across my news feed while conducting this study.  For example, a nine-year old by 
the name of Madeline Fox was credited for raising over $4,000 for victims of Hurricane 
Matthew in 2016. Recently, she resurfaced in the news for seeking to render aid to 
victims of Hurricane Irma. Additionally, in the 2015 court case of Juliana v. U.S., a 
group of youth sued the federal government for their lack of attention towards climate 
change, asserting that its actions “has violated the youngest generation’s constitutional 
rights to life, liberty, and property, as well as failed to protect essential public trust 
resources” (Our Children’s Trust, 2018, para. 2). The case was filed in 2015 and will 
come to an appeals trial in February of 2018 where youth ages 10 to 21 will stake their 
claims in court. Third, Darren Keenan, a graduate from the previously mentioned 
Advocacy Academy in South London, grew up amidst challenges with placement in 
foster care and mental health issues that may otherwise constrain other youth. In going 
through this academy and fellowship program, Darren learned fundamental skills in areas 
such as public speaking and social media skills, communicated and collaborated with 
politicians, and ultimately, got the chance to deliver a public address to British parliament 
(Cosslett, 2017).  
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As of this writing, a recent tragedy exposed prevailing assumptions that young people are 
not adequately prepared for public life and involvement. On February 14, 2018, a mass 
shooting took place at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School in the state of Florida, 
leaving seventeen people deceased, sixteen others injured, and adding further fuel to the 
debate for increased gun control and regulation. This tragedy has moved many of the 
young students at the school to take the reins of the gun control debate and force the hand 
of politicians and political lobbying groups to address said issues. One such youth is 
Emma Gonzalez, a senior at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School. Gonzalez, along 
with her classmates, have since participated in public events and press following the 
incident to raise awareness on the issue. Gonzalez delivered a rousing and fiery speech  
at an anti-gun rally in Florida just days after the shooting, where she explicitly defied 
dominant perceptions of youth:  
The people in the government who are voted into power are lying to us. And us 
kids seem to be the only ones who notice and are prepared to call BS. Companies 
trying to make caricatures of the teenagers nowadays saying that all we are is self-
involved and trend obsessed, and they hush us into submission when our message 
doesn’t reach the ears of the nation, we are prepared to call BS. Politicians who sit 
in their gilded house and senate seats funded by the NRA telling us nothing could 
have ever been done to prevent this. We call BS. They say that tougher gun laws 
do not decrease gun violence. They say a good guy with a gun stops a bad guy 
with a gun. We call BS. They say guns are just tools like knives and they are as 
dangerous as cars, we call BS. They say that no laws could have been able to 
prevent the hundreds of senseless tragedies that have occurred. We call BS. That 
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us kids don’t know what we’re talking about, that we’re too young to understand 
how the government works. We call BS. If you agree, register to vote, contact 
your local congresspeople, give them a piece of your mind. (CNN Staff, 2018) 
Political Experts and pundits have praised the remarkable rhetorical acumen of 
youth like Gonzalez. One account credits the Broward School District’s debate program, 
which provides instruction in extemporaneous speaking from a young age (Gurney, 
2018). Many students on the debate team at Stoneman Douglas have learned how to 
construct arguments, conduct meaningful research, and argue about current events 
productively. In an interview with the Miami Herald, Stoneman sophomore Katherine 
Guerra explained how her involvement with the debate team moved her and her 
classmates to engage with discourses surrounding the shooting. She stated: “We know 
what we want, and we have the research. We know how things work and that gives us 
more liberty to speak out because we’re not unsure of things” (Gurney, 2018). The youth 
of Stoneman Douglas have not only participated in a great deal of training in public 
speaking and debate, but also have been simultaneously thrust into positions of publicity 
and bringing their skills to more public spaces of discussion.  
Vernacular accounts spur normative descriptions of youth activists’ commitments 
and capacities as public knowledge-makers. Whether it is the story of nine-year old 
Madeline assembling fundraisers for hurricane relief, or a youth such as Darren 
undertaking rigorous training in social justice and activism, the aspirations of youth 
across personal, professional, and personal lines can be actualized in dynamic, 
generative, and fruitful ways. In their research on youth organizing and participation, Fox 
et al. (2015) outline a series of commitments that youth carry in their unique 
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engagements. Specifically, they argue that youth are not “small adults, in need of being 
filled up with the political wisdom of their elders; rather, they are social agents who seek 
recognition that youth hold important knowledge about their social conditions and about 
social change” (p. 17). Although this recognition of knowledge originates from their 
research on youth organizing groups, I argue through the course of this project that youth 
carry this drive, desire, and capacity to be recognized as knowledge bearers and 
knowledge seekers, ultimately leading towards membership and inclusion in a public 
sphere that acknowledges their humanness and agency.  
Studies of Public Forums for Youth 
Studies of public forums for youth highlight the breadth and depth of resources 
available to generate youth’s potential for participating in public life. Below, I highlight 
studies featuring three distinct kinds of resources grounded in particular historical 
moments: the chamber of rhetoric; the land-grant university; and contemporary programs 
for publicly oriented youth, including the Community Literacy Center in Pittsburgh. 
Though these resources differ in scale and reach, together they underscore the role of 
such resources in defining what it takes to become a potentially public agent on a 
personal level in a given milieu (Arnett, 2000; Drake, Fergusson, & Briggs, 2014). These 
resources facilitate connections to adult leaders, mentors, and programs; such connections 
are a first step in “treat[ing youth] reasoning and decisions as resources to be harnessed 
[in ways] that recognize their autonomy and value their free will” (Drake et al., 2014, p. 
25). 
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In their historical account, van Dixhoorn and Roberts (2003) explain a “chamber 
of rhetoric” that was instituted for middle-class youth in seventeenth century Holland.6 
Whereas elite youth were better positioned to participate in institutionalized education, 
middle class youth were able to take part in rhetoric chambers, where the authors state: 
“they corrected each other’s writing techniques, learned how to compose texts, improved 
their vocabulary, sharpened their wits by having debates, and practiced their oratory 
skills” (pp. 332–333). In addition to this, youth in the chambers were also instilled with 
values of civility, specifically by way of refraining from drinking or playing immoral 
games that would steer from their curriculum. Indeed, this points to a historically 
significant moment where the prevalence of youth in speaking roles comes to bear on 
how one can engage in critical and rational discussion. However, these chambers of 
rhetoric in seventeenth-century Holland are historically parallel to what Habermas (1991) 
outlines in his bourgeois iteration of a public sphere where membership is marked by 
property ownership. Given historical accounts of how youth practice their rhetorical 
training, it is necessary to chart out contemporary iterations of youth in public life beyond 
a rhetorical tradition.  
In addition to professional and civic development, another component to how 
youth are conceptualized, trained, and brought to become members of public life is by 
way of education and schooling. Thus, an additional resource that has shaped the context 
of youth in the U.S. and this project specifically is the mission of higher education by 
way of the land-grant university.  
                                                 
6 It is important to note that the youth taking part in the “Chambers of Rhetoric” were all men, which is a 
stark reminder of the affordances for young men in oral cultures and the lack of opportunity for young 
women aspiring for a role in civic engagement.  
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The Land-Grant University: Preparation for Public Life  
The concept of the Land-Grant University came about by way of the Morrill 
Land-Grant Acts of 1862 (with subsequent additions in 1890 and 1994), which paved the 
way for creating land-grant colleges and institutions (Association of Public Land-Grant 
Universities, 2018). The Association of Public and Land-Grant Universities (APLU) 
notes that this iteration of public education aimed “to teach agriculture, military tactics, 
and the mechanic arts as well as classical studies so members of the working classes 
could obtain a liberal, practical education” (para 2). Under the act, each state was given at 
least 30,000 acres of federal land to establish land grant institutions for the purpose of 
inviting and recruiting young workers from industrial and agricultural backgrounds. In 
doing so, this act was created “to provide a broad segment of the population with a 
practical education that had direct relevance to their daily lives” (APLU, 2018, para. 6). 
In other words, this act not only served the practical purposes of providing training in 
trade skills to farmers and mechanics, but also helped create an engaged citizenry 
(Flanagan, Faust, & Pykett, 2013) not restricted to the elite population.  
Given that land grant institutions provide pathways to students to their respective 
communities and pockets of public life, much of the conversation in public sphere and 
rhetorical scholarship can stand to benefit from exploring how different resources more 
or less afford entryway into public participation. At the time this act was passed, 
agricultural and industrial opportunities were plentiful. Today, the landscape of education 
has drastically changed, and the vision of the land grant university has steadily drifted 
away from its vision of a citizenry suited for working individuals. Flanagan and 
colleagues (2013) state that the model of the land grant university was predicated on “a 
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progressive notion that members of the working classes were capable of learning, even 
grappling with classical ideas and critical thought” (p. 248). Today, some elements of the 
vision and ideal of land-grant universities have all but disappeared due to students not 
being able to afford a public education. In 2012, “87 percent of public-university students 
and provosts said they fear that access for low-income and nonwhite students is being 
jeopardized by budget cuts and the resulting price increases” (de Vise, 2012, para. 9). The 
exigence of a costly education, especially for low income families and students, is a 
constraint between distinguishing students as customers and clients of an educational 
industry or treating them as aspiring members of an engaged public and citizenry 
(Flanagan et al., 2013). This trend indicates that individuals characterized by higher 
economic status are more likely to be propelled into opportunities for public life 
(Habermas, 1991). 
Another resource that land-grant universities provided aspiring citizens was 
courses in public speaking. Public speaking is not only a mainstay of communication 
(traditionally speech communication) programs, but it is also a commonly featured class 
across many land-grant universities. In contrast, schools such as Harvard University do 
not offer public speaking, yet they offer classes in medieval Welsh literature and Chinese 
literary culture (Klosko, 2006). The land-grant institution has a role of training citizens in 
rhetorical discourse (van Dixhoorn & Roberts, 2003), providing students with 
opportunities to become more attuned with formal versions of public life. In contrast, 
institutions such as Harvard “have opted out of providing students with some very useful 
knowledge, while also failing to recognize the value of the discipline to humane studies” 
(Klosko, 2006, para. 13). Such knowledge, be it in public speaking or other strands of 
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rhetorical training, is invaluable for students in their desire to be more proficient in 
speaking and performing in public. Since schools such as Harvard invest less in this 
training, other organizations and vernacular communities are available for youth to take 
on training in skills needed for publicity. Whether through organizations such as One n’ 
Ten, a Boys and Girls club in one’s local neighborhood, or other prominent 
organizations, youth often turn to spaces and collectives that encourage discovering one’s 
skills, identities, and beliefs in a field of experience (Bourdieu, 1977).  
Although land-grant universities are not the focus of this project, it is still 
important to incorporate this institution into my discussion for two distinct reasons. First, 
opportunities for participation and engagement in rhetorical environments are de facto 
exclusionary of youth. Whether by way of institutional, cultural, or personal constraints, 
youth are in the least optimal position to take part in nuanced discussions and activity that 
reflect their capability and desire to be recognized as engaged and knowledgeable 
individuals (which I will discuss in more length in a section on contextualizing LGBTQ 
youth). In pushing and extending the idea of the public sphere, Nancy Fraser (2007) 
states, “Here we are talking about informal impediments to participatory parity that can 
persist even after everyone is formally and legally licensed to participate” (p. 119). In the 
context of legal and formal approval to participate in any public context, the land-grant 
university (and higher education generally today) might represent the presumed threshold 
youth cross to access the public sphere (or adulthood). Moreover, the mission of the land-
grant university has expanded beyond the professions agricultural workers and 
mechanical experts, and has opened possibilities for studying in other areas, academic 
degrees, and training in fields requiring more specialization (i.e., business, 
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communication, or English and writing). Even if students pursue completely different 
fields of study, democratic institutions of learning very much align with Hauser’s (1999) 
conversational model of a public sphere, where students may discuss topics of mutual 
interest and benefit.  
Second, as a cultural phenomenon, the land-grant university is relevant to my 
study because this institution underscores that participation and engaging in public life 
appear differently for youth at different phases in their lives. Although universities and 
other educational institutions provide individuals and youth the opportunity to become 
engrained in the fabric of public life, this does not guarantee automatic or immediate 
membership to any public sphere. In their critique and analysis of vernacular discourses, 
Ono and Sloop (1995) push for “a critical orientation toward discourse that puts into 
question the very concept of marginalization while asking rhetoricians to refocus their 
mode of inquiry toward localized discourses through which cultural discourse is 
coordinated” (p. 39). This critical orientation highlights that vernacular communities will 
take on different forms and be occupied by different individuals with different 
experiences and perspectives. The stories of youth, academic studies of youth, and 
account of LGBTQ youth previously described all speak to an orientation that not only 
spans beyond the historical context of the land-grant university, but also addresses a need 
to think about what youth themselves desire today, as opposed to what others think they 
need. If youth can be conceptualized further in terms of their creative and novel 
involvement in the public sphere, rhetorical scholarship and studies surrounding youth 
can be more just. We can imagine youth in a variety of contexts, exploring personal and 
professional aspirations that they see fit for themselves and helping to shape a public 
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sphere that they deem meaningful rather than fitting into a mold that is imposed by 
others.  
Publicly Oriented Community Programming: Contemporary Sanctuaries for Youth  
Community programs provide contemporary resources for youth’s engagement in 
public life. These programs complement and possibly compete with more formal 
institutions and governing structures that sponsor practices and initiatives to encourage 
youth participation. One such program, the Community Literacy Center (CLC) of 
Carnegie Mellon University (Peck, Flower, & Higgins, 1995), provided outlets and 
resources for inner-city residents of Pittsburgh to engage policy makers about the 
institutional policies and practices affecting their lives. In doing so, members of this 
center create a mix of discourses to pursue personal and public inquiry into such matters 
as identity and difference. Programs such as the CLC, I argue, are experiential in nature: 
together, participants swap and refine strategies for navigating and transforming 
challenges across institutional, cultural, and relational lines.  
Commonly, youth in civic life are often framed by way of their participation in 
volunteer capacities and extracurricular activities (Cushing, 2014; Tereshchenko, 2010; 
Way, 2012; Weller, 2006). This participation is vital especially the case when youth are 
encouraged to start participating in public affairs at a young age, commonly seen as an 
entryway to “adulthood” and leadership within their communities. However, participation 
in civic and public life can take various forms, as I will argue throughout the course of 
my fieldwork with One n’ Ten. 
Addressing the formal dimensions of public participation, I turn to Varney (2007), 
who further explores youth participation across her study of 31 youth programs 
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sponsored by the “Project for Public Spaces” in the United States, many of which were 
developed in tandem with the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child (p. 
648). In her study, Varney analyzes the mission statements, activities by youth in 
physical environments and settings, and information provided by program websites to 
determine the degree of “authentic participation” along the lines of youth being leaders, 
laborers, and learners. By exploring different levels of involvement and participation by 
youth ages ranging in ages 10 through 19+, Varney accounts for the ways that youth 
enact direct leadership roles or are offered opportunities to participate in their 
communities. However, she notes that “some programs limit participatory opportunities 
for youth who live in low-income, high-risk environments, framing them as little more 
than ‘laborers’ in need of support and guidance” (p. 667).  
Cushing (2014) explores the idea of youth master planning (YMP) that 
encourages youth to be stakeholders in their communities, helping with “improving 
perceptions of young people within a community” (p. 53). Specifically, she advocates for 
four key components that are central to beginning any program centered around and in 
control by youth: valuing youth voices as assets, opening up chances for meaningful 
participation in everyday life and communities, accounting for the presence of multiple 
communities, and identifying specific strategies for implementing change (p. 54). Finally, 
Taylor (2005) surveyed and interviewed over twenty young men enrolled in educational 
and trade programs in Australia.7 Through her study, she discovered how students 
constantly wrestled with stringent expectations of finding careers beyond school, living 
                                                 
7 The author notes that one female student was initially enrolled in the study, but dropped out of her 
program halfway through the academic year.  
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up to familial expectations of finding employment beyond mandatory education, and 
even dealing with the ramifications of leaving school early.  
Taken together these studies suggest that youth are not only afforded chances to 
become leaders and members of their communities but are also bombarded with 
pressured messages of becoming professionals and working individuals beyond their time 
in school, or becoming involved with causes in their community in the hopes of gaining 
valuable life skills. If one is to consider the ways that youth have multiple pathways for 
becoming meaningful participants in their communities of influence, then it is also 
necessary to acknowledge that participation may look different for youth across different 
strands of identity. 
Structured programs and initiatives (Cushing, 2014; Taylor, 2005; Varney, 2007) 
are important to acknowledge as part of framing the experiences and potential of youth, 
but other resources for youth that are more vernacular and informal in nature (Harris & 
Roose, 2014; Juris & Pleyers, 2009) may prove to be more relevant to youth who desire 
more personal and immediate resources rather than professional and educational ones. 
Theoretical Contributions to Rhetoric: Studies in Youth Communication 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, rhetorical scholarship in the communication 
discipline is characterized by a relative lack of concerted effort to explore the contours 
and nuances of youth in communicative contexts. However, recent scholarship has delved 
into contexts and programs that shed light on the practices of youth that reveal their 
agentic capacities (Clark; 2015; Hess, 2011; Huffman, 2017). Studies like these show it’s 
feasible to theorize youth in the field of communication and that doing so contributes 
valuable insight to disciplinary conversations. Prior studies in youth communication 
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contribute (sometimes direct and sometimes indirect) theoretical insight into such 
disciplinary concepts as rhetorical invention, adaptive strategies, phronesis and Kairos, 
and praxis. If we take the following concepts and continue pushing on them in regards to 
youth culture, more in-roads can be taken towards the production of rhetorical 
scholarship that brings to attention the creative and invention practices of youth in many 
publics.  
Rhetorical Invention  
Through his rhetorical and ethnographically driven fieldwork with the drug 
education organization DanceSafe, Hess (2011) explored how advocacy platforms open 
spaces to “advocate on behalf of youth through adaptive strategies of invention” (p. 141). 
Specifically, strategies of invention are cultivated, practiced, and sustained to help 
interlocutors in distinct problem spaces. The conceptualization of rhetorical invention can 
also be gleaned in the following studies centered around youth as social actors. Although 
the concept of rhetorical invention is not explicitly named in the following studies, they 
are tantamount to the ways that rhetorical practices of youth can be made sense of in-situ. 
Adaptive Strategies  
In his study of compassionate practices in support of homeless young adults, 
Huffman (2017) explores how young homeless adults come to shape and make sense of 
compassionate practices in their material and social worlds. Youth in this study reported 
presence, immediacy, and meaningful acts of service as being fundamental to the ways 
that they frame compassion in organizations. This is also similar to Clark’s (2015) 
research of youth enrolled in the Comfort Zone Camp, a program that opens a space and 
place for youth to grieve the loss of a loved one (i.e., a parent or sibling). In the process 
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of learning how to grieve (both alone and alongside others), the youth in this camp 
discovered inventive strategies (i.e., sharing stories or performing memories of loved 
ones) that speak to the “co-performances” of compassion and emotions associated with 
grieving (p. 116). Across both studies, youth are framed as social actors with both 
experience and desire to build capacities and repertoires for engaging their distinct 
problem spaces. By framing this present project through the concept of rhetorically 
adaptive strategies, one would be more apt to discovering novel and distinct ways that 
youth engage critical modes of belonging in a public sphere.   
Phronesis and Kairos  
Through these communication-specific studies and research, the importance and 
role that youth play in shaping our social realities is further amplified. In terms of Hess’s 
research, through a sustained rhetorical lens, we can see that inquiry surrounding drug 
culture and health advocacy addresses practices that are more salient and relevant to 
youth. Although Clark’s (2015) and Huffman’s (2017) organizational and compassionate 
scholarship primarily enhances theories of organizational compassion, one may also 
glean from this work the generative potential behind framing youth as rhetorical agents 
who cultivate shared spaces. Hess (2011) recontexualizes the Greek rhetorical concepts 
of phronesis and Kairos in his DanceSafe research, which play a role in the ways that we 
theorize and talk about youth in action. Phronetic approaches to rhetorical scholarship fall 
in line with optimal ways of acting and making decisions in a field shaped by 
conventional and practical forms of wisdom. Building off of this, decisions and 
appropriate acts of speaking are shaped by kairotic moments in a field of experience, 
which “can be understood as the decorum or propriety of any given moment and speech 
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act, implying a reliance on the given or known” (Hess, 2011, p. 138). Indeed, phronetic 
and civically oriented approaches to rhetoric in situ rely on both critic and audience to 
engage in sustained meaning making and shaping. This comes to be the case in moments 
like that of youth in bereavement camps or among young adults, where we come to learn 
more about how youth see themselves and in relation to other social actors and forms of 
civic engagement.   
Praxis  
If we begin to frame youth as producers and practitioners of culture (Juris & 
Pleyers, 2009), more possibilities of youth’s role in public life will germinate, paving the 
way for enhancing how rhetoric in a public sphere can contain heuristic and pedagogical 
value (Brummett, 1984). In their fieldwork, Juris and Pleyers (2009) pen the concept of 
“alter-activism” in order to describe how youth organize. They state:  
Alter-activism refers to a mode of activism based on lived experience and 
process; a commitment to horizontal, networked organization; creative direct 
action; the use of new information and communication technologies; and the 
organization of physical spaces and action camps as laboratories for developing 
alternative values and practices. (p. 58) 
At a first glance, it is likely that alter-activism is a mode of engagement that can 
be adopted by anyone, rendering its “alterity” a moot point. However, the spirit of praxis 
that characterizes “alter-activism” can be compared to the spirit of counterpublicity. If 
individuals and collectives are shunned by unilateral or societal pressures from authority 
figures described in previous studies (Taylor, 2005; Varney, 2007), then it can be argued 
that such forms of activism are necessary for addressing mainstream discourses. Given 
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the previous examples of youth in public life, highlighting the restraints against youths’ 
attempts to take part in public life is a crucial move in acknowledging their alterity and 
counterpublicity. When the pressures on youth are stripped away, we may begin to 
consider how youth enact meaningful practices and gestures that help to transcend the 
stereotypes and stigmas of naiveté and delinquency, which individuals such as the 
Stonewall Douglas students continue to experience. In their study of 80 young Muslim 
citizens in Australia, Harris and Roose (2014) bring the concept of “DIY citizenship” into 
the discussion of youth as cultural producers in everyday activity. The authors note that 
the findings and reports from youth interviewed brought to light a variety of practices in 
civic engagement in the context of marginalization as Muslims and people of color. From 
following discussions in online communities and creating fashion blogs, to educating 
other citizens about the meanings and tenets of Islam, Muslim youth in Australia bring to 
mind how “social action is more broadly defined to include a range of ways of promoting 
change, acting for the public good, and especially challenging discrimination and 
disadvantage” (Harris & Roose, 2014, p. 809). This helps affirm the potential, agency, 
and capabilities of youthful citizens that make conscious efforts to be members of an 
engaged citizenry, rather than deeming them as delinquent and unfit for public 
engagement.  
Alter-activism could be framed from other rhetorical standpoints where 
collectives and communities emerge as a response to pressing exigencies (Enck-Wanzer, 
2006; Middleton, 2014a, 2014b). For example, Enck-Wanzer’s (2006) examination of the 
Young Lords Organization (YLO) illuminates the social change that young sons and 
daughters enacted on behalf of their migrant parents from Puerto Rico. By lighting trash 
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on fire in busy intersections of New York, the YLO challenged the “city’s unwillingness 
to provide services to them equal to those offered the affluent white citizens down the 
street” (p. 182). Similarly, Middleton’s work with homeless activists alerts us to the ways 
that “alter-activism” serves as a serious response to the challenges and constraints that 
prevent marginalized communities such as youth from meaningfully participating in 
public life.  
The aforementioned scholarship contributes—whether directly or indirectly—to 
concepts from rhetorical theory while also addressing the state of youth and their 
communicative enactments in numerous public settings. However, the fieldsite that I am 
examining through rhetorical sensibilities not only engages youth identities, but LGBTQ 
identities as well. To this end, I will now address the contexts pertinent to LGBTQ youth.  
Contextualizing LGBTQ Youth 
 The following section will shed light on important statistics, information, and 
developments pertaining to the broader landscape of LGBTQ youth. Although my time in 
this fieldsite (which I describe in Chapter 4) eventually leads to making resonant claims 
that can be made about the rhetorical practices and gestures by youth of all sorts (Tracy, 
2013), contextualizing the landscape of LGBTQ youth is necessary on two fronts. First, 
the ways that youth come to grow past adolescence and eventually into adult life become 
far more complex when considering the intersections of youth identity. Specifically, these 
intersections come by way of race, class, gender, sex, sexuality, and socioeconomic 
status, among others. Across the board, there are over 1.6 million youth who struggle 
with the plight of homelessness (True Colors Fund, 2018). When one delves deeper into 
the status of youth, the numbers become far more troubling. According to the Williams 
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Institute of UCLA, 40 percent of homeless youth identify as LGBTQ; further, the 
institute’s study found youth represent 7 percent of the homeless more broadly 
(“America’s shame: 40% of homeless youth are LGBT kids,” 2012). Reasons for 
LGBTQ youth experiencing homelessness include but are not limited to the following: 
the intersecting exigencies of homophobia and transphobia, long-term experiences with 
poverty, and overall failures with systems seemingly designed to aid LGBTQ youth (i.e., 
foster care and service providers). Moreover, the 2015 National Youth Risk Behavior 
Survey reports on the following data collected from 15,624 students: approximately 29 
percent of gay and lesbian youth attempted suicide, with 40.8 percent of bisexual youth 
and 26.9 percent of questioning youth reporting attempts respectively.8  This brief 
statistical overview on queer youth bring us back to the stark reality that not all publics 
are optimally created for wide participation.  Although youth are often assumed to 
undergo preparation for public life in spaces such as school, their preparation is 
nonetheless linear, especially when issues of well-being for queer youth (e.g., suicide) are 
overlooked and not examined closely.  
Second, the consequences resulting from these intersections pave the way for 
varying lived conditions that youth come to experience in their day-to-day lives, 
particularly along the lines of material, economic, cultural, and structural conditions. 
Although this project makes the case for opening up a space for public life by and for 
youth broadly, there are segments of youth populations who lack access to the same 
opportunities and resources (e.g., youth programs) that help youth thrive in their 
                                                 
8 The 2015 National Youth Risk Survey leaves out transgender youth in its survey. However, The Williams 
Institute (2012) accounts for the experiences of transgender youth, such as homelessness and abuse within 
family units. 
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professional contexts and personal relationships. In other words, social inequities and 
injustices significantly impact the extent to which young people can access and make use 
of the resources in distinct public spheres.  
 Specifically, LGBTQ youth encounter institutional obstacles that reveal how 
participation in public spaces is particularly challenging for them. Recently, the Trump 
administration informed the Departments of Education and Justice that guidance for 
protections against sex discrimination by way of Title IX would not be applied to 
transgender students. In turn, this affected trans* students and their being able “to use 
restrooms and facilities consistent with their gender identity” (American Civil Liberties 
Union [ACLU], 2017). The plight of trans* youth dates back long before the current 
presidential administration, particularly in having their identity acknowledged 
institutionally. In April of 2013, the ACLU came to the defense of Issak Wolfe, a male 
transgender student who was prohibited from running for “prom king” at his 
Pennsylvania high school, was forced by the principal to run for “prom queen” using his 
female name assigned at birth (ACLU, 2013). Beyond Wolfe’s challenge in being 
acknowledged, the school district in which he is a student refused to allow trans* students 
the right to use a name that matches with their gender identity. In cases such as Wolfe’s, 
LGBTQ youth encounter symbolic forms of violence that are detrimental in their 
participation in public life, and in this case, finding a place in the public sphere. 
Addressing how LGBTQ youth acknowledge and respond to experiences of adversity, 
Kenta Asakura (2016) provides insight as to how youth enact resilience in their 
interactions with medical professionals, school settings, and family structures. In gauging 
and learning about the hardships they face as a result of their queer bodies, a few youths 
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in Asakura’s study frequently cited they were “doing well” while dealing with pain and 
hardship, specifically in contexts where hetero- and cis-normativity (p. 12) come up 
frequently as obstacles towards self-actualization. As I will discuss in the coming 
chapters, the spaces that LGBTQ youth navigate through are predominantly occupied 
through these heteronormative and cisnormative ideologies. 
 These societal and institutional exigencies LGBTQ youth face are also further 
contextualized by way of physical violence, lack of resources, and immediate harm that 
arises in queer youth’s endeavors toward a livable reality. Through the Center for Disease 
Control’s Youth Risk Behavior Survey (YRBS), a survey of over 15,000 teenagers in 
2015 (CDC, 2015) brought the following matters to light for LGBTQ youth: 34% of 
LGBTQ youth report being bulled in school, 33% experienced sexual violence, and 30% 
reported attempting suicide within the past year. In a different survey by the Human 
Rights Campaign (HRC) of more than 10,000 youth (in the age range of 13–17) who 
identify as being LGBTQ, 4 out of 10 report that the community they live in are not 
accepting (Human Rights Campaign [HRC], 2017). Twenty-six percent of the same 
youth find difficulty being “accepted by their family, trouble at school/bullying, and a 
fear to be out/open” (HRC, 2017). Finally, 73% of LGBTQ youth report being more 
honest about themselves in online spaces rather than in public ones (HRC, 2017). The 
stigmatization that LGBTQ youth face in light of structural changes to the ways that they 
are welcomed and embraced in public spaces (i.e., school and the workplace) drastically 
shifts how they may come to see themselves as belonging to a public.  
While this survey reports on LGBTQ youth broadly, it is also necessary to 
contextualize this in terms of how race and ethnicity are sources of social injustice that 
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youth are faced with. For instance, the National Black Justice Coalition (NBJC) reported 
in 2012 that “32 percent of children being raised by Black same-sex couples live in 
poverty, compared to 13 percent of children being raised by heterosexual Black parents 
and just 7 percent being raised by married heterosexual white parents” (HRC, 2012, para. 
5). Moreover, the experiences of Latino and Latina LGBTQ youth, as noted by the HRC, 
are crucial in this broader discussion; they note that 9 out of 10 are out to close friends, 
72% are out to high school classmates, and 1 in 4 youth do not have an adult they could 
talk to about their struggles in their communities (HRC, 2012). This is not an exhaustive 
account of constraints that LGBTQ youth encounter on both personal and institutional 
levels. In considering the population of LGBTQ youth in this particular fieldsite, 
however, it is necessary to consider the material and social conditions that constitute the 
lives of this specific segment of youth.  
Scholars have accounted for these conditions by way of LGBTQ youth who are 
also homeless, in foster care, or are migrants and refugees (Chávez, 2011; Freudnlich & 
Avery, 2004; Welle, Fuller, Mauk, & Clatts, 2006). Freundlich and Avery (2004) explore 
the experiences of LGBTQ youth in the New York City foster care system, examining 
“the extent to which these youth’s service needs are met, and the safety issues that 
GLBTQ youth face in congregate care settings” (p. 41). Through their qualitative 
fieldwork across three New York foster care systems, the authors take a look at the 
conditions parallel to findings by the HRC, particularly for youth ages 12 and up. 
Freundlich and Avery explored the challenges faced by New York youth, which include 
challenges such as being chastised for their sexual orientation (and subsequently, being 
prevented from optimal care placement), encountered hostility from foster care staff and 
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social workers, and being discouraged from applying to educational programs and 
internships due to their sexual orientation. Adults in this study acknowledged the 
concerns of youth, whereas the youth were very explicit about not feeling supported. 
Welle and colleagues (2006) examine the experience of two trans-identified youth who 
shared narratives of queerness that come to shape how LGBTQ youth are on the margins. 
These narratives consist of discovering trans* specific terminology (i.e., M-to-F, F-to-M), 
articulating lesbian or gay identity to their friends and parents, and questioning whether 
or not to engage in medical transitioning procedures for fear of not being wanted by 
potential partners.  
The experiences of youth broadly, and more LGBTQ youth, across legal, medical, 
and material contexts fundamentally reshape how youth are supported in their efforts to 
participate in public life. Thus, it is crucial to extrapolate how additional markers of 
identity contribute to this fundamental reshaping. One such marker is that of migrant 
status, and how it may shape the discussion of both affordances and disadvantages for 
LGBTQ youth. In her research on coalition building between migrant and queer 
populations, Chávez (2011) points to LGBTQ migrant communities as a site 
characterized by a disparity of access to much needed services (i.e., health, housing, and 
legal representation). In interviewing service providers, LGBTQ migrants, and supporters 
of migrants from the LGBT center Wingspan, participants shared their insights about the 
experiences that characterize LGBTQ migrants’ encounters with programs and services 
in Southern Arizona. Queer migrants in this study described their dissatisfaction in areas 
such as straight health care providers who could not connect to their experiences, dealing 
with public anger directed at providing services to undocumented migrants, and the 
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challenge of being both LGBTQ and migrant ostracizing them from housing services. 
Chávez recommends more immediate and relevant resources for LGBTQ migrants facing 
concerns over healthcare, legal representation, and housing. Her rationale for this 
recommendation is embodied in the “LGBTQ Migrant Taskforce,” where members in 
this community can help one another through an awareness of their unique needs that 
cannot be met by broader institutions and practices. One participant thought “that it 
would be helpful if services could be provided for LGBTQ migrants using a sort of 
trading system where LGBTQ migrants felt as if they were giving something back for 
services received” (Chávez, 2011, p. 209).  
Harkening back to theories of the public sphere while contextualizing 
aforementioned studies of youth, Habermas (1991) offered the public sphere as a 
potential resource to check against authorities and states that failed to encourage 
meaningful engagement in public affairs. In the context of this work, it is necessary to 
acknowledge how parameters of class influenced whether or not participation in the 
public sphere was possible for some individuals and severely constrained for others. 
Thus, the Habermasian iteration of the public sphere does not adequately speak to facets 
of experience that are not directly linked with class or socioeconomic status. I draw on 
Nancy Fraser’s (1992) body of work, which squarely addresses Habermas’s theory of the 
public sphere. While acknowledging his account of the public sphere being open to all, 
she notes, “we should recall that the bourgeois conception of the public sphere requires 
bracketing inequalities of status” (p. 118). She continues to argue “that in stratified 
societies, arrangements that accommodate contestation among a plurality of competing 
publics better promote the ideal of participatory parity than does a single, comprehensive, 
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overarching public” (p. 122). Moreover, Nash and Bell (2007) dialogue with Fraser about 
dimensions of participatory life that are often misrepresented or lack adequate framing. In 
this spirit, Fraser defines “injustice in terms of institutionalized obstacles to parity of 
participation in social life” (p. 76). In the midst of what lived experiences and inequalities 
public spheres can or cannot speak to, critical and youth-centric scholarship must hone in 
on both the absence and presence of opportunities that encourage youth to address said 
inequalities.    
In terms of youth who participate with One n’ Ten (an organization I describe at 
length in the next chapter), over 906 youth have encountered a myriad of services and 
platforms that the organization provides.9 More specifically, 49 percent of these youth 
(about 444 youth) identify as trans*, over 31 percent are nonwhite or persons of color, 
and 14 percent of these youth are 18 years of age.10 Beyond demographic information, 
One n’ Ten has established its commitment to youth by serving LGBTQ youth in 
different areas. Such areas include homelessness and housing, health and wellness, 
education, and leadership skills. In the case of housing, the organization provides a 
program known as the Youth Education and Success (Y.E.S.) program, which helped 78 
percent of active youth to obtain stable employment while under the guidance of an adult 
mentor. Finally, there are more specific services beyond programs and activities, that 
youth call upon, many of which I have been witness to during my time as a volunteer. For 
example, youth often rely on bus passes for the local light rail, which are given by 
                                                 
9 Information about youth participants with One n’ Ten comes from the 2015 annual report, which contains 
the most up to date information about youth who are active in the organization.  
10 Other pertinent statistics of different aged youth include but are not limited to: 10 percent are aged 16, 10 
percent at age 17, 11 percent at age 19, and even 7 percent at age 23.  
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program staff and volunteers in exchange for their assistance in cleaning some part of the 
youth center (such as mopping the lounge or cleaning the bathrooms). Youth also come 
to the center for food (or snack packs), as well as for hygiene needs (i.e., showering), and 
for clothing. Although I cannot quantify or track these latter services, there is something 
important to be said about physiological needs that youth experience, with programs such 
as One n’ Ten making efforts to help view themselves as members of public life. As I 
will argue in my analysis chapters, arguments must be made for the importance of 
fulfilling fundamental needs for youth (i.e., food and clothing), which are paramount to 
youth being able to optimally participate in public life. This is where organizations such 
as One n’ Ten are crucial in providing both social knowledge and material resources in 
order to address the exigencies and needs that queer youth face regularly. 
Ultimately, today’s youth should not be forced through a career or educational 
path that places them in a sector of public life that does not prove to be meaningful to 
them. Throughout this chapter, I have painted the broad landscape of how youth are 
articulated, studies of youth that point to direct and indirect semblances of public activity, 
and how LGBTQ youth are to be seriously considered in the span of their material, 
economic, and cultural conditions in terms of becoming a part of the public sphere. 
Throughout my volunteer work and research in the context of One n’ Ten, my goal is to 
contribute to theories in both rhetoric and public sphere scholarship in order to amplify 
the voices and experiences of young individuals. If rhetorical scholarship aims to explore 
different iterations and versions of how individuals become engrained in the fabric of 
public life, scholars must further explore how youthful individuals have made past efforts 
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to engage in public participation, what these efforts look like currently, and what forms 
they can take in the future.  
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CHAPTER 4: QUEERING PUBLIC PARTICIPATION: RECONFIGURING 
PUBLICITY FOR LGBTQ YOUTH 
 It is the first official day of Camp OUTdoors, and youths are arriving on a series 
of yellow school buses with youth and campers hailing from places as close as Arizona, 
and as far away as Kentucky. The welcome wagon for youth at camp is alive and vibrant. 
As they are pulling into the campgrounds, youth on the buses are video-recording staff 
and volunteers cheering for their arrival. As night approached, some youth started 
wearing glowing hula hoops, and the staff started playing LGBTQ anthems as youth 
made their way off the bus and into the registration cabin to be “sorted” into their cabin 
color by age range. Many of the youth were striking up jovial conversations, while many 
of them already knew each other from past years of camp or through previous 
connections at One n’ Ten. Nonetheless, there was an overwhelming sense of community 
that emerged from the welcoming party; youth were complimenting each other on their 
fashion sense. The youth were gleaming with excitement upon learning that the camp 
theme was to be centered around Comic Con and Comics, and cheering people on as the 
emcee for the welcome party continually announced each camper’s designated cabin. My 
fellow volunteer and I were responsible for overseeing the Plum cabin, which consisted 
of the older youth ages 20 to 22. We were excited and nervous for the task of establishing 
an environment of already wise and sage youth, but seeing the faces and delight of 
younger youth (as young as 11) getting to live in a liberating space for the weekend made 
us all the more eager and excited for what was to come. 
I share this vignette as a way of providing a glimpse into what the space of Camp 
OUTdoors would be like for over a hundred LGBTQ youth who will be taking part in an 
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experience where their queerness is embraced and liberating. This is not the case for 
many youth in their other pockets of life, such as in their home or public school. Such a 
community is also imagined and made possible for the youth who take part in the 
program’s many locations that offer programs and resources for them to come into their 
queer identity.  
This chapter marks the beginning of my analysis. Throughout the entirety of this 
chapter of analysis, I will be addressing the importance of One n’ Ten as a counterpublic 
space and how it generates forms of meaningful participation for queer youth. On a more 
general level, the next chapter will address my research questions pertaining to how 
current theories of public sphere scholarship address the inclusion and possibilities for 
youth-based participation and youth agency. In this chapter, I will address my third 
research question: how do LGBTQ youth imagine themselves as members of public life?  
 As noted in the previous chapter, the discursive spaces that queer youth move 
through are politicized far more than youth broadly as a result of intersecting identities by 
way of age, gender expression, and sexual orientation. From the wide range of legislation 
that limits gender expression in public schools to their lack of support in family 
structures, queer youth are subject to far more exigencies than youth who are not marked 
by identities such as race, gender, sexuality, and socioeconomic status.  I see it as 
necessary to begin this analysis from the vantage point of LGBTQ youth as opposed to 
youth writ large for two distinct reasons. First, I believe it is crucial and necessary to 
begin addressing the lived experiences of LGBTQ youth before youth broadly since, 
above all else, the experiences of LGBTQ youth are remarkably different than that of 
cisgender youth, especially since they are subjected to legislation and norms that 
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politicize their bodies and identities. Given that LGBTQ discourses of youth are also 
marked by intersectionality (along lines of class, race, sex, gender, and so forth), the 
experiences of LGBTQ youth cannot be meticulously transferred to all youth. Second, the 
claims I am positing about youth participating in a queer space can be transferred and 
made about youth and their rhetorical gestures, enactments, and everyday talk broadly 
Put more frankly, all LBGTQ youth are still youth, but not all youth are LGBTQ. In 
recognizing this tension, I still find it important to make arguments in support of all 
youth, but I intend to do justice and care to LGBTQ youth as an accomplice11 for them.  
 Three scholarly arguments from studies in the public sphere contribute most 
significantly to my analytical framework here. First is Nancy Fraser’s (1992) claim that 
historical trajectories are necessary in order to rise above the bourgeois conceptualization 
of publicity. If we are to understand the claims laid forth by Fraser and similarly-oriented 
scholars, we must begin from the premise that not all public spheres are built in a way 
that will uniformly address the needs and perspectives of all individuals. From a 
historical standpoint, Fraser notes that there are various exclusions that characterized an 
“official constitution of the public sphere” (p. 113). Ranging from (but not limited to) 
economic class and gender to the matter of culture and youthfulness, such exclusions play 
a significant role in whether or not individuals get to converge on matters of mutual 
interest and association (Dewey, 1954). 
 Second, Robert Asen’s (2000, 2002) argument for critical imagining in (counter) 
public life informs the analytical attention I pay to critical publicity for LGBTQ youth. In 
                                                 
11 The use of the term “accomplice” was derived from my time as a volunteer for Camp OUTdoors, which 
resignifies the term “ally.” This will be explained in the concluding chapter (Chapter 6) of this dissertation.    
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addressing the model of counterpublicity and how it is constituted, Asen (2000) notes that 
counterpublics “illuminate the differential power relations among diverse publics of a 
multiple public sphere” (p. 425). Further, he argues that counterpublic spheres and spaces 
are best characterized by their capacities to address and posit arguments to societies 
broadly (p. 429). However, he warns of potential reductions or the “watering down” of 
counterpublic spaces, especially by way of persons, physical spaces, or topics. The 
constitution of counterpublic spheres, which is by and large a socially driven endeavor, 
must remain open to possibilities of how publicity is shaped and posited against more 
dominant, wider publics. This is especially the case with Asen’s (2002) notion of 
imagining in the public sphere, which “engages a particular power of discourse: a power 
of representation” (p. 353). To this end, representation functions as an entryway into the 
creation of counterpublics that are made for representing varied human interests and 
conditions. 
 Finally, I invoke Catherine Squires’s (2002) work on black public spheres in a 
heuristic fashion for this analysis. Although this project does not squarely focus on the 
human condition of race in the public sphere, I incorporate the spirit of her work by 
examining how LGBTQ youth, as a marginalized community, work to form a vocabulary 
and vernacular that will serve them in the constitution of critical publicity. Squires notes: 
“Blacks could circulate and discuss more freely the significant social, economic, or legal 
obstacles that remained, and use their newfound resources to attack the problems” (p. 
461). During my time in the field of One n’ Ten, I have come to realize that the youth and 
volunteers involved in this space do a great deal of critical work to shed light on the 
various modalities and resources used to share the experiences of queer youth. Thus, I 
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invoke Squires’s work to address how various counterpublic materials, resources, and 
forms of knowledge can help communicate their publicity.  
To complement her work, I also draw from scholarship pertaining to queer 
counterpublics and conceptualizations of how discourses of gender and sexuality are 
circulated in more private and intimate settings (Chávez, 2011; Morris, 2013; Warner, 
2002b). In her work on queer and migrant coalition building, Chávez (2011) posits the 
claim that social movement rhetoric not only unfolds through public acts, but behind the 
scenes as well. Another way to phrase this is by way of “counterpublic enclaves,” which 
she argues in the following way:  
Although in counter-public theory, enclaves and spaces of withdrawal typically 
refer to groups who withdraw because they are suffering from especially harsh 
treatment in public, I maintain that such spaces are always a necessary part of 
movement activity regardless of the level of oppression or crisis that groups face. 
(p. 2)  
Framing counterpublic spaces in this way is necessary for illuminating how rhetoric is 
augmented by dimensions of identities such as gender identity. In a similar vein, Morris’s 
(2013) scholarship on the queer rhetorical pedagogy of Abraham Lincoln underscores the 
importance of how rhetorical scholarship can be augmented by examining numerous 
forms of practices and gestures that can be constituted as rhetoric. In arguing for the ways 
that “rhetorical texts, rhetorical bodies, critical and rhetorical engagements and 
performances, such are the vested interests of rhetorical scholars” (p. 398), Morris posits 
for an orientation to scholarship that is performative and conducive to the pedagogical 
potential of rhetorical criticism. In this spirit, I also seek to contribute to this potential by 
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arguing for the ways that One n’ Ten works towards constructing a queer critical 
publicity for its youth. Having woven these strong theoretical claims together to frame 
my study of the queering of public participation, I now account for the services and 
resources that One n’ Ten sponsors to queer youth. 
One n’ Ten: Background 
 Founded by Babe Caylor, Gina Read, and Toby Urvater in under the name 
“Valley One in Ten” (VOIT for short) in 1993, the program started as a grassroots 
movement in Phoenix, Arizona in order to address the need for spaces well suited for 
LGBTQ youth. In an interview with a longtime staff member of the program, I learned 
that in the valley at the time, there were not many spaces for LGBTQ youth to congregate 
or participate in. As evidence, they noted, that the one way you would find out about the 
LGBTQ community was by hanging around gay bars. The staff member cited the 
“exploitative” concern with LGBTQ youth in environments like this. To this end, the 
organization became known for providing queer youth with the opportunities to meet 
other youth who have gone through similar experiences, to provide outlets and activities 
that are relevant to their identities, and to encourage them to take on positions of 
leadership within their communities of influence. VOIT made the switch to One n’ Ten in 
2004, with the organization having recently celebrated 25 years of service to the LGBTQ 
youth community in February 2018. 
Located in the heart of Downtown Phoenix, One’ n Ten is open to LGBTQ youth 
ages 13 to 24. Four distinct “pillars of service” characterize the organization’s 
programming: housing and homelessness, education, leadership, and health and wellness. 
For example, one program offers workshops and initiatives pertaining to sex education 
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and healthy relationships for LGBTQ youth. Issues of housing and homelessness are 
addressed through the initiative known as Promise of a New Day (or P.O.N.D.), where 
youth without stable housing are given the opportunity to live in studio-style housing 
while working with an assigned case manager to develop life skills, many of which are 
helpful in numerous contexts beyond the P.O.N.D. program. Other initiatives include an 
online high-school program for youth and mentorship programs where youth are paired 
with adult mentors over the age of 25. The youth center offers a variety of programs that 
ranges in topics, such as (but not limited to): “Workout Wednesdays,” “Tea Time,” 
LGBTQ history, trans* support groups, and talent shows. As my analysis below will 
dramatize, the structure of a given program leaves open the possibilities for how youth 
can participate and envision various forms of public engagement (Asen, 2002).  
One of the most significant programs that One n’ Ten hosts is Camp OUTdoors, 
which is an annual camp hosted during Labor Day weekend for LGBTQ youth ages 11 to 
24. One of the few programs of its kind in the U.S. for queer youth, Camp OUTdoors 
accepts LGBTQ youth across the nation for a weekend of activities, programming, and 
opportunities to youth to express their sense of self and queer identities with youth. 
Programming is largely comprised of educational workshops relevant to articulating 
LGBTQ identity, recreational activities such as hiking, and artistic classes where youth 
are given instruction in arts and crafts. In addition to my time as a volunteer at the 
Phoenix location of One n’ Ten, I also had the opportunity to participate as a cabin 
counselor during the 2017-iteration of Camp OUTdoors, the camp’s 10-year anniversary. 
I was among 20 other volunteers selected by a committee of youth who significantly 
helped shape this camp.  
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 One n’ Ten also sponsors numerous satellite locations that youth can attend in 
distinct parts of Arizona, which include: Mesa, West Valley, Queen Creek, Scottsdale, 
Tempe, and Flagstaff (which was opened during the Summer of 2017). These locations 
all meet on a weekly basis and serve youth who not only live in these neighborhoods but 
are accessible to youth who cannot easily visit the Phoenix location. Each satellite 
location is led by a distinct program coordinator and facilitator who vary programming to 
address participants’ needs. For example, the Downtown Phoenix location is more likely 
to sponsor workshops pertaining to substance abuse that are facilitated by external 
organizations. On the other hand, the Mesa location is far more likely to host talent shows 
for youth to showcase their art or other talent. Youth are also provided with monthly 
calendars highlighting scheduled programs at all One n’ Ten locations that they can 
choose to attend. 
 Regardless of location, the organization aims to promote a safe space for all 
youth, regardless of their social backgrounds. Specifically, One n’ Ten is a safe space 
where LGBTQ youth ages 13 to 24 can draw upon a variety of activities, resources, 
programs, and most importantly, people to augment their identities and experiences as 
queer youth. In addition to serving LGBTQ youth, the program is also open to youth 
from numerous social backgrounds. Through both my volunteer experience and 
commitment to participatory critical rhetoric, I have been witness to youth who hail from 
various socioeconomic backgrounds, faiths, cultures, and orientations. The program is 
also open to straight allies who seek to become involved alongside the LGBTQ 
community. In forging relations of strangers (Warner, 2002a), One n’ Ten is conducive as 
it works to cultivate positive relationships and connections across youth and adult staff 
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members. Although they may be complete strangers upon entering the organization, 
youth and staff at One n’ Ten are brought together by their queer and youth identities. 
Such “stranger relationality” (Warner, 2002a) marks the precursors for counterpublic 
spaces such as One n’ Ten, which aids in the forming, creating, and circulation of 
relevant discourses and practices for youth. 
 Having described the background and history of One n’ Ten, I now review the 
specific methods that I use to chart out my analysis of experiences and time spent with 
members in the organization. There are a few important elements to note regarding the 
field of One n’ Ten. First, my time as a volunteer is comprised of having volunteered at 
both the old location and the new location in Phoenix. During the summer of 2017, a fire 
broke out at the old youth center along 3rd Street. A great deal of items (such as 
perishable foods, electronics, and clothing) were lost in the blaze, subsequently leaving 
the youth without a center for them to visit during the hottest of days in the summer 
months of Arizona. In September of 2017, the new youth center opened up in Downtown 
Phoenix (located along Central Avenue). With this opening came an outpouring of 
support from numerous communities (i.e., LGBTQ communities and donations from 
organizations) by way of material and financial resources. This new center is located 
along a public light rail stop, providing youth with more ease of access to the center 
throughout the week. A second part of my time in the field involves my role as a 
volunteer. In beginning my volunteer work at One n’ Ten, I worked primarily out of the 
Downtown Phoenix Youth Center, which served many of the homeless youth in the 
immediate area. I was also given the opportunity to volunteer at the satellite location in 
Mesa, which brings in thirty youth on average during its weekly programs.  
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As previously mentioned, I have been a volunteer with One n’ Ten since October 
of 2016. Beginning in May of 2017, I slowly transitioned from a volunteer role to the 
dual role of participant observer (Tracy, 2013). I utilize my role as a participant observer 
“to generate understanding and knowledge by watching, interacting, asking questions, 
collecting documents, making audio or video recordings, and reflecting after the fact” 
(Tracy, 2013, p. 65). Through this researcher role, I am invested in making sense of the 
practices, gestures, values, and beliefs that undergird youthful enactments of publicity. In 
addition to this, my volunteer role largely remained unchanged with the exception of 
seeking informal interviews with youth aged 18 and older, volunteers, and staff members. 
My responsibilities as a volunteer included (but were not limited to): passing out meals 
and snack packs to youth, giving tours of the center to new youth, participating in 
“group,” debriefing with staff about positives and negatives (referred to as “roses and 
thorns”), and simply checking in with youth and spending time with them before and 
after group. In addition to volunteering, I have also had a few occasions to help with 
facilitating programs at the Downtown Youth Center and assisted as a volunteer for the 
Mesa satellite location once a week on Mondays. Across the entirety of my volunteer 
experience, I met a large number of youth, witnessed numerous forms of programming, 
and forged relationships with many staff, volunteers, and youth. Building from Pezzullo’s 
(2003) theorizing on counterpublic and cultural performances, I was also privy to 
numerous cultural practices and values that not only characterize LGBTQ youth 
communities but reveal how LGBTQ youth position themselves in relation to broader 
forms of public life (to be discussed more succinctly in the next chapter). In assembling 
texts and rhetoric that are worthy of criticism, (McGee, 1990) I look to construct my 
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analysis of One n’ Ten and the space afforded to youth for critical enactments of 
publicity.  
Analysis 
 In analyzing my fieldnotes, interviews, and experiences during my time in the 
field, I searched for broad themes, patterns, and practices that characterize critical queer 
publicity. Specifically, I employ coding and data immersion (Tracy, 2013) as my primary 
and firsthand approach to making sense of said themes that help to characterize different 
enactments of publicity. Given that youth visit One n’ Ten for more than just one 
resource or reason, I was open to the ways that this space could be critically viewed as a 
site of enclaving. First, One n’ Ten provides a safe space for self-expression and critical 
towards moving youth closer towards publicity (largely through informal conversation 
and talk) that queer youth can take comfort in. Second, the program (comprised by the 
activities and the space itself) serves as a literal site of enclaving as defined by Squires 
(2002). Finally, the critical queer publicity in this space provides an opportunity for youth 
to embody and thrive in their LGBTQ identities, which also serves as a response to much 
of the heteronormative publicity that youth frequently encounter outside the program. 
This contention that One n’ Ten serves as an enclave matters to this project because 
youth are broadly assumed to have access to public spaces that take on many forms; 
however, this is not the case for youth who are marginalized and denied access to such 
spaces. In regards to the queer youth of One n’ Ten, they greatly benefit from the 
organization in both thriving in their queer bodies and developing a sense of rhetorical 
agency (to be discussed in more detail throughout Chapter 5).  
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Safe Spaces and Cultivating Critical Publicity 
 During my first official “group” as a volunteer at One n’ Ten back in 2016, I sat 
in a circle made up of numerous youth from various parts of Phoenix. One youth came 
from as far as Flagstaff for the weekend, while others took the light-rail to get to group 
(which for some youth, would typically take about an hour). The volunteer coordinator at 
the time called group to order and called on youth to start reciting and explaining some of 
the rules for participating in group. Being new at the time, I steadily learned about these 
previously established guidelines and expectations for youth and adults who would work 
to curate a space for all to participate in equally. I heard youth exuberantly yell “One 
Diva One Mic” and “Sober Up Before You Show Up,” which were just two of the 
various rules that guided the creation of a safe space. They are also reminded to show up 
to the space without having used substances, as the staff would rather see the “real you” 
and not the “drunk or high you.’ The work that is done here is to create an equitable 
space for youth to share in one another’s identities. As I continued witnessing the 
enthusiasm by which youth recited these guidelines, I began to think about the reasons 
for some of these rules and how they could lead to the safe space they desire as an 
LGBTQ group.  
The goal of cultivating a safe space is pursued primarily through implementing 
“safe space guidelines,” which are framed as “community guidelines” rather than “rules” 
in order to encourage youth to take part in the program in their own way, rather than in a 
rigid or highly structured approach. The following guidelines from 201212 until 2017 (see 
                                                 
12 Some of the Safe Space guidelines at the Phoenix Youth Center have long since been amended or altered 
for the opening of the new Youth Center, which replaced the former one that burned down in a fire in June 
of 2017.  
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Table 1) were used for all enrolled youth, staff, and volunteers while taking part in the 
space.  
Table 1 
One n’ Ten Safe Space Guidelines 
Safe Space Guideline Brief Explanation 
One Diva, One Mic One person speak at a time. 
Step up, step back Step back if you enjoy speaking up, and 
allow others the opportunity to participate 
and share their stories or thoughts. 
Don’t yuck my yum Respect the opinions and values of others 
if they are different than yours. 
One n’ Ten is a safe space, not a hookup 
place 
Sexual activity is not allowed during 
group or One n’ Ten activities (forms of 
protection, including condoms and dental 
dams, are available to use outside of the 
center). Consent is required between two 
parties. 
Sober up before you show up If you have used drugs, alcohol, or other 
substances outside of the space, sober up 
before entering the center. 
Personalize, don’t generalize Use “I” statements rather than “they.” 
Say it to my face, not my Facebook Don’t underhandedly talk about people on 
social media sites, and bring up all issues 
with a staff member or volunteer. 
Confidentiality13 What happens at One n’ Ten, stays at One 
n’ Ten. 
Don’t put the label on the record Don’t make assumptions about the 
identities of all involved with One n’ Ten. 
No haters, weapons, or violence No physical/verbal violence or hateful 
speech allowed. Weapons are not allowed 
in the space (can be checked in at the 
front desk if used for personal protection).  
It’s always sunny where there’s no shade No backhanded comments towards others. 
                                                 
13 In honoring the guidelines as a volunteer and advocate for One n’ Ten, the names and personal 
information of all youth and staff will remain anonymous throughout this project. 
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Be your selfie, not your cell phone Stay present at group by not being on 
your phone. 
 
I introduce these Safe Space guidelines, which will come to bear on this analysis, as 
one of many aspects of how One n’ Ten opens up platforms and opportunities for 
speaking and acting in a youthful public. Specifically, these guidelines impact the ways 
in which critical publicity unfolds for many youth, especially since they have not been 
introduced to such an open space  
Another reason for the importance of these guidelines is that they are both a 
retreat from some forms of publicity familiar to youth and an opening to other forms not 
often available for youth to emulate (Brouwer, 2006; Fraser, 1992). Specifically, this 
program serves a youth population along intersecting identities of gender, sexuality, race, 
and socioeconomic class speaks to the ways that youth programs are tasked with 
addressing exigent needs and circumstances and preparing youth for encounters that are 
likely to occur in heteronormative public spaces. Though some of these rules are distinct 
to queer culture (e.g., references to “diva” and “shade”), I argue that they are helpful for 
youth in cultivating spaces of discussion and interaction that can extend beyond this 
community. It is important to situate the organization in the context of addressing not 
only queer youth, but all youth regardless of their gender identity, sexual orientation, and 
socioeconomic status.  
The concept of a safe space is one of, if not the most, immediate and pervasive 
elements that one is met with upon entering the realm of One n’ Ten. As framing devices 
and ways to structure or orient interactions that are meant to be positive and constructive, 
Safe Space Guidelines work to constitute a distinct arena of influence in the spirit of 
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counterpublicity (Brouwer, 2006). In terms of cultivating a sense of critical publicity for 
queer youth, I look back to Middleton’s (2014b) notion of substantive citizenship. In his 
research on homeless activists, he argues for understanding how “marginalized 
communities reclaim meaningful forms of citizenship and political participation” (p. 
124). Indeed, the context of One n’ Ten exposes youth to rules such as these as a way to 
generate a critical form of citizenship within the confines of the youth center and satellite 
locations. 
 These guidelines are more commonly produced as forms of meaningful and 
substantive citizenship by way of their constant recitation and repetition during every 
“group.” From seasoned One n’ Ten youth and newcomers to staff members and 
volunteers, everyone in the space takes it upon themselves to highlight a key rule that 
must be honored and followed to uphold the space. One of the more fundamental rules 
that speaks to this space is “Don’t put the label on the record” (which has now been 
rephrased to Don’t assume in this room). The rule essentially serves as a reminder for 
youth to not automatically assume that all who participate in the space identify as gay, 
lesbian, trans*, or anywhere on the broad LGBTQ continuum. As a strand of out-law 
discourse, which Sloop and Ono (1997) posit in terms of using judgments towards the 
goal of making “all decisions ‘good decisions’, according to the definitions implied by 
the logic of the out-law’s discourse community” (pp. 51–52), rules such as these are 
instrumental in orienting youth towards self-expression. For example, when a youth who 
recite and articulate the guideline “Don’t assume in this room,” he or she not only stops 
themselves from labeling others, but they help to create a space and world where others 
might stop labeling them. As a vernacular gesture, this orientation moves youth toward a 
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sense of expression that they would otherwise not find due to their marginalized identities 
as both youth and being LGBTQ outside the program.  
Another guideline that helps to create a space of critical publicity for LGBTQ 
youth is “One n’ Ten is a safe space, not a hook up place.” This rule is distinct in that it 
discourages exclusive relationships (namely any sexual ones) from happening during One 
n’ Ten related events. In participating in various groups, I have heard this rule invoked to 
also remind youth that sexual activity must be practiced in safe and consensual contexts. 
Specifically, youth are told that if they are to take part in sexual activity outside of One n’ 
Ten, there are condoms and dental dams at the front desk. In addition to this, youth are to 
be mindful of the age of consent in the state of Arizona (both parties must be under 18, or 
both are to be over 18). As a youth organization, One n’ Ten creates a context that youth 
must not only adhere to, but one that they also find a sense of emancipation in. To be able 
to discuss topics pertaining to sexuality in the LGBTQ community in a welcoming 
environment is eye opening and potentially freeing for youth who lack the opportunity to 
do so in formal institutions in Arizona. Specifically, Arizona’s deployment of “No Promo 
Homo” laws prevent positive discussions of health and sexual education with a focus on 
LGBTQ people (Gay, Lesbian & Straight Education Network, 2018).  With this in mind, 
One n’ Ten’s guidelines are instrumental in reminding youth that there are spaces open to 
them where their identities and practices are, indeed, welcome. 
Critical publicity through these guidelines is not only practiced via recital in 
group, but as youth move through the space of the youth center. At numerous times, 
youth have come to police their fellow youth for not adequately living up to the 
guidelines set forth in the center. It is likely to happen not only among youth new to the 
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program, but even to youth who have been in the program for quite some time. This was 
indeed the case during a recent group where a relatively new youth was taught the 
importance of honoring these guidelines. 
Such was the case during the beginning of a group session when one youth was 
taken to task for failing to honor the safe space guidelines. On a night at the center 
designated for youth eighteen and older, we gathered together to recite our guidelines. 
When prompted for his personal gender pronouns, one black youth went on to state that 
he goes by “dude, bro, and my friends call me nigga.” Confused looks dart around the 
safe space circle as the program manager informs him to use something else. When 
responding to his talent, he notes that “his stroke game is on fleek.” A youth leader 
immediately chimes in, “that’s not One n’ Ten appropriate!” In pushing back, the youth 
exclaims that he doesn’t feel like he can “talk like a black man.” Another black youth 
chimes in, “there is a difference between being black and being ratchet!” The situation 
gets defused for now, and we awkwardly move on from this exchange and finish up our 
introductions.  
Shortly after this, I accompany both of the youth who confronted the comments of 
the other participant. I commend them for stepping in and handling the situation with 
great finesse. One asks if what they said about being ratchet or black was appropriate. I 
affirm their decision to step in and uphold the guidelines that allow other youth to 
participate in group on their safe terms. When I come back to the center, I learn that the 
youth in question had a sit down talk with the program manager about the effect his 
comments had on the safe space, and was understanding of how he had to get better at 
communicating with the spirit of One n’ Ten guidelines. We catch him using the n-word 
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a few times near the end of the night, to which he immediately apologizes and promises 
that he is going to improve in his language choice. 
As both a ritual and distinct practice, reciting and honoring safe space guidelines 
are important in that they constitute distinct site of rhetorically salient meanings (Hauser, 
1999). Specifically, participants in a public space who consistently adhere to 
“communication that is conducive, where possible, to the formation of shared judgments” 
(p. 63) cultivate a space that works to encourage participation, rather than dissuade others 
from the space. Such communication is crucial to the values and perspectives that make 
publicity and participation possible for individuals who may not benefit from other 
spaces of influence. In the case of this youth’s awkwardly timed speech acts, long-time 
participants and devotees to One n’ Ten find it in the best interest of the organization and 
safe space to honor these guidelines so that all individuals, even the youth in question, are 
invited to participate. As a form of vernacular discourse (Hauser, 1999), the guidelines 
are crucial to follow in that they are one of the first forms of discourse that all 
participants encounter when coming to learn about the culture and rhetoric that 
characterizes One n’ Ten.  
One of the other characteristics of cultivating safe spaces as an element of critical 
queer publicity is that of preferred gender pronouns. Preferred Gender Pronouns (referred 
to hereon as PGPs) are used in the One n’ Ten community (and broadly in LGBTQ 
discourse) by individuals to designate what pronouns they are most comfortable with. 
PGPs that are used include but are not limited to: the he series (he/him/his), the she series 
(she/her/hers), they/them/their, two-spirit, gender neutral, and broadly, “anything 
respectful.” As another distinct set of speech acts in the organization, PGPs are used to 
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affirm the identities of LGBTQ youth who constantly face marginalization and 
discrimination in heteronormative spaces outside of the program. In her articulation of a 
black public sphere, Squires’ (2002) argument on satellite public spheres fits in the sense 
of how “a public seeks separation from other publics for reasons other than oppressive 
relations but is involved in wider public discourses from time to time” (p. 448). I connect 
Squires’ line of reasoning to that of Chávez’s (2011) work on counterpublic enclaves to 
argue that enactments from satellite public spheres are used to both respond to oppressive 
environments and to further articulate the importance of framing for alternative 
vocabularies and additional public spheres (Fraser, 1992; Campbell, 2006). Moreover, 
Sloop and Ono’s (1997) conceptualization of outlaw discourses and judgments shed light 
on the purposes of PGPs being used by and for LGBTQ youth: 
The notion of the out-law carries with it the baggage of a history of romanticism, 
the image of the gun-toting cowboy with the soft heart. Out-law, as we are using 
it here, should be taken as a description, not of individuals, but of discourses. The 
task is not to seek out the ethics of Charles Manson or judgments and sentences 
based on the Book of Dahmer. Instead, we are suggesting that critics look toward 
an entire body of discourse in which speakers are situated and constituted. (p. 61) 
Youth who make use of PGPs as a distinct type of rhetorical practice speaks to the 
significance of an out-law discourse, which is to affirm their identity (which they do not 
experience in more heteronormative publics) in spite of how mainstream publics exclude 
them. In other words, the ways in which vernacular communities make endeavors to seek 
discourses that are affirming of their identities and unique subject positions. For the case 
of cultivating safe spaces, queer youth are not presented with enough opportunities for 
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participating in other public spaces (i.e., in the family or school) that respect their 
identities. Whether it is their preferred nouns or gender identity, vernacular discourses 
such as PGPs do important work in being able to signal the presence of a much needed 
community for LGBTQ youth. 
 During my first day of orientation as a volunteer for Camp OUTdoors in 2017, the 
entirety of camp staff and volunteers were invited to brainstorm what the ideal 
community guidelines would be for our time together during camp (by way of what we 
should bring to camp, take from camp, and leave behind before camp). One such 
guideline we thoroughly addressed was the use of respectful pronouns to acknowledge 
the identities and positions of youth. In doing so, a seasoned camp volunteer noted a 
strong disdain for using the phrase “it doesn’t matter.” We all nod and snap our fingers in 
agreement, acknowledging that just because one person is not affected. In our next 
orientation session, a different volunteer states that their “pronouns do not matter,” 
drawing the ire of the seasoned volunteer who spoke their peace previously.  
At the youth center, many of the youth leaders are entrusted with being role 
models and key figures in upholding norms and discourses such as using proper PGPs. 
When giving an overview of the program to a visiting community member, a youth 
leader noted, “I am always careful about calling someone by their right pronouns. I 
always used to assume what people went by. But in learning about LGBT people the last 
year and a half I realize people deserve to be called by their right names.” Similar to this 
youth leader, I have also found myself hastily assuming the PGPs of youth and adult 
volunteers, immediately correcting myself and apologizing for not checking in with them 
about their proper pronoun use.  
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As an outlaw and vernacular form of discourse, the use of preferred gender 
pronouns works to continually remind members of this queer space of the marginalization 
that queer youth face on a regular basis (i.e., school instructors saying first names out 
loud to call roll on the first day of classes). The fact that youth encounter marginalization 
by way of not being properly acknowledged for their LGBTQ identity in professional, 
medical, and educational settings (Asakura, 2016) speaks to the prevalence of enacting 
outlaw discourse elsewhere. Sloop and Ono contend that outlaw discourses don’t have to 
be necessarily progressive (p. 62); it stands to reason that the progressive practices of 
PGPs are still fundamental in countering more dominant forms of judgments that LGBTQ 
youth face on a daily basis. Take for instance the use of the term “anything respectful.” In 
numerous engagements and group activities, youth are often encouraged or guided to use 
this term, and not the less appealing version, “it doesn’t matter.” As a nonmainstream 
logic, PGPs (the “he” series of pronouns) in this space are conducive for bringing in more 
youth into the folds of self-expression and acceptance. On the other hand, mainstream 
logics (i.e., it doesn’t matter) function to uphold spaces of expression and discussion 
where most youth may not feel welcome or free enough to express themselves in a more 
authentic manner. In affirming gender identities and performances, both youth and staff 
members are instructed to be mindful of how PGPs function as distinct discursive 
practices that help all in this space move through with more affirmation than in other 
heteronormative iterations of public life. 
Enclaving for LGBTQ Youth 
 In her essay on enclaving as a form of counterpublicity, Chávez (2011) describes 
enclaves as groups that typically withdraw and shy away from suffering and public 
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marginalization (p. 2). She further notes that enclaves develop “rhetorical strategies to 
publicly challenge oppressive rhetoric or to create new imaginaries for the groups and 
issues they represent and desire to bring into coalition” (p. 3). In the case of One n’ Ten, 
the organization serves a crucial purpose as a site of enclaving for youth who typically 
get less opportunities to enact public participation due to their queer identities. To this 
end, I proceed to outline a rationale for understanding the program as a space of 
enclaving and retreat.  
 Given the previously described section on safe space guidelines and cultivating 
opportunities for expressing LGBTQ identity free from negative judgment, the program 
has become an ideal place for youth to be themselves in a comfortable environment. This 
is the case with Camp OUTdoors, an annual camp held every September since 2008 that 
brings together LGBTQ youth and volunteers. In an interview with Echo Magazine prior 
to the 10th anniversary of the camp, camp director and creator Kado Stewart noted that 
the purpose of this camp was to provide queer youth with the opportunity to not only gain 
leadership skills, but to do so in an environment that is encouraging and safe for all 
youth. She noted: “I wanted to bridge the gap between outdoor education and LGBTQ+ 
programming to create quality outdoor safe spaces. When we first started, I did not 
expect the level of engagement and support we received from the community” (Juarez, 
2017). In the time since the camp started, hundreds of youth across the country, and even 
in countries such as Canada and Mexico, apply with the hopes of securing one of the over 
160 spots allotted to youth for the Labor Day weekend. The camp has grown in both 
scope of youth served and in social relevance, so much so that it has been featured in 
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National Geographic’s Gender Revolution: A Journey with Katie Couric, a documentary 
that covers the constantly changing landscape of gender and sex identity.  
I was able to see the impact and reach of this camp first hand as a volunteer. 
Specifically, I was selected by a committee of seasoned campers (known as the 
OUTscouts) who had a significant say in which volunteers and staff would be coming to 
assist at camp. In addition to this, they also had the opportunity to select the theme for 
camp, which for this year was “CampCon” (modeled after the likeness of Comic Con). In 
programming the theme, both OUTscouts and staff members reached out to a comic book 
shop in Las Vegas for any donations and materials to use for this camp. As a result, they 
received a variety of comic books that featured LGBTQ characters and storylines that 
most of the youth may not encounter in more traditional comic stores. Thus far, the camp 
has made significant steps in being able to open up a welcoming space for queer youth, 
and more importantly, to thrive in an environment where their gender and sexual identity 
are to be celebrated, even through discourses and interests in popular culture. 
In addition to seeking out Camp OUTdoors as a resource for articulating their 
LGBTQ identity, both youth as well as staff members find it necessary to have spaces 
such as camp to push through in their existence. In other words, most who came to this 
camp have this place as the one time out of the year where they can thrive. I conducted an 
interview with a FTM trans* volunteer, who states that having spaces such as the youth 
center and camp are valuable, especially if they are “geared towards LGBT youth and 
creates that safe place for them, especially if it’s their only safe place. On a real side, it’s 
sometimes all that’s keeping them alive. So I think that’s very, very powerful to have.” 
Such a space proves to be beneficial not only for the youth, but for adults as well. 
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During our volunteer training preceding the start of camp, many of the adults 
gestured toward camp being the “one time during the year that feels like a fresh start,” or 
camp being “like the start of my new year.” For others, camp meant being able to escape 
from the rigors of work-life, political climates that were threatening and harmful to 
LGBTQ individuals, and family that otherwise engage in harsh judgment toward their 
identities. In a closing circle activity at the end of our first orientation day, many of my 
fellow volunteers stressed that being at Camp OUTdoors is their home and being here 
gives them the strength to keep fighting for our youth, or as one volunteer noted, “to keep 
fighting for our babies.” Although referring to youth as “babies” may seem infantilizing, 
there is a distinct work being done by employing this term in queer and relational 
sensibilities. For these adults, being able to take part in the queer space of camp meant 
being able to exist in a space alongside youth who are also forced to “grow up” sooner 
than most other youth do. It was eye opening to think about how vulnerable adults could 
be in a space such as this, and to think how this is a similar environment that must 
cultivate for our youth so that they may be empowered in embodying their queer 
identities, even if for just a weekend.  
 As previously mentioned, One n’ Ten is comprised of both the main youth center 
in Downtown Phoenix and by numerous satellite locations around the Arizona valley. In 
noting this, each location provides distinct types of programming for distinct youth 
populations. On the one hand, the Phoenix center is the main hub of One n’ Ten, 
providing resources and services to wide swaths of youth. For example, homeless youth 
are more likely to come to the center for snack packs and meal distribution, whereas 
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youth at the Mesa location are more likely to attend for the more discussion-based 
programming and activities that take place.  
 In the case of the latter location, Mesa is comprised of over 30 youth on average 
every week. The satellite director notes that attendance of youth under twenty is typically 
an anomaly for a Monday night. During one of my recent visits, which featured a group 
titled “Trans* and Small Group Discussion,” approximately 35 youth attended a night 
where they could just come and talk about any topics that were on their mind. In my 
group setting, we play a game of “hot-seat,” where volunteers can be asked up to five 
questions about any aspect of their life (within reason and according to established 
boundaries). Questions range from “what’s your favorite thing about your partner?” and 
“what’s your favorite place to hang out at?” to “what’s your dream place to live?” and 
“where do you get your hair products from?” From what I can see and make sense of, the 
youth thrive and laugh in being able to share with one another their likes, dislikes, 
aspirations, and other interests that are shared in a network of strangers (Warner, 2002a), 
comprised of youth both seasoned and new to the program. 
On the other hand, the trans* group goes off to a different room to discuss life 
updates, developments, and anything on their minds that they wish to share with their 
peers. Although I was not present for this group, providing trans* youth with an outlet to 
share in conversation with one another is a necessary component not only for this youth 
group, but would be helpful for any youth group where informal talk is not a primary 
component of engaging in public discussion (Hauser, 1999). This is especially the case 
with providing LGBTQ youth outlets to describe and name their experiences, which is 
not so common in other youth spaces. 
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 In an interview with a Camp OUTdoors volunteer, one of the things we came to 
discuss is the need to learn from the younger generation about gender identity and 
sexuality. He stated:  
The younger generation, they’re bringing more names to existence that’s already 
there, but we didn’t have names for it. It’s just learning what they’re going 
through. Still similar with what I went through which is said because there’s so 
much in going through that pain, but also seeing what they can try out in life and 
how they can get better from that.  
As I will discuss in the next section on sexual health, bringing names to the experiences 
of queer youth is important in facets not covered in public spaces outside of One n’ Ten. 
McKerrow (1989) asserts that the power of naming, which “fits well with the contingent 
nature of the social reality in which humans are both subject and subjected” (p. 105), is 
fundamental towards a critical rhetoric that is emancipatory and grounded in praxis. In 
connecting this towards the significance of counterpublic enclaving through resonant 
discourses (Chávez, 2011), queer youth are moved to participate in naming their 
experiences in such a way that allows them to return to more dominant (or 
heteronormative) spaces that discourage such experiences.  
Fraser (1992) argues: “the public sphere, in short, is not the state; it is rather the 
informally mobilized body of nongovernmental discursive opinion that can serve as a 
counterweight to the state” (p. 134). In reconfiguring the public sphere for queer youth, 
as well as thinking back to the volunteer’s thought on how safe spaces potentially keep 
these youths alive, I distinctly recall my time in other youth programs before One n’ Ten 
(as a participant and adult volunteer), and it was not just the actual labor and work we did 
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in our communities that was so impactful. It was moreso the fact that we are able to share 
in one another’s presence and company to vent, share, tell stories, and open ourselves up 
to one another. Anytime I’m with youth, I wonder if other programs allow these same 
opportunities for youth to “just talk.” As we finish our time in small group, the youth are 
reminded of the talent and variety show for next week, which elicits the excitement of 
many youths who get the chance to showcase their talents to a crowd with similar or 
mutual interests. This sense of publicity is not only apt for queer youth in their everyday 
expressions, but also helps them prepare for numerous challenges that mainstream 
publics fail to prepare them for. This preparation comes in a variety of ways, be it more 
material (i.e., nutrition and sustenance) or more internal and personal (i.e., chances to talk 
and catch up). 
LGBTQ Discourses: Responding to Dominant Publics 
As a newly minted volunteer in February 2017, I was taken aback by the 
resources and outlets available to the youth here at the center. From the condoms and 
dental dams available at the front desk, to the pamphlets and literature with phone 
numbers to hotlines on suicide awareness, the resources cultivated by One n’ Ten 
promote an understanding of how LGBTQ youth are tasked with moving through distinct 
problem spaces. Specifically, any public spheres outside of the realm of One n’ Ten do 
not directly reflect or address the exigencies that queer youth face, such as bullying or 
communities that do not thoroughly accept them. As previously mentioned in Chapter 3, 
many LGBTQ youth face roadblocks in school and personal settings, especially when 
they have trouble being “accepted by their family, trouble at school/bullying, and a fear 
to be out/open” (Human Rights Campaign, 2017). Couple this with the fact that queer 
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youth face further constraints by way of intersecting identities in addition to their sex, 
sexuality, and gender (class and race among others), it is necessary to address the ways 
that One n’ Ten generates opportunities for queer youth to embody their LGBTQ identity.  
In an interview with a longtime staff member, she notes that one of the purposes 
for the program’s existence was to provide youth a place where they could be out without 
fear of judgment. Prior to this, she notes that there is a difficulty with coming out in 
public places, like in the workplace or to your family, which made it difficult for queer 
youth in earlier decades to maneuver through public places. The staff member goes on to 
say: 
I think that giving LGBT youth the voice to say how they are going to come out 
and then giving them a voice to fight for their rights and what needs to be changed 
is important. Because once again, when I was 17 I could be arrested. So it was a 
much different thing. 
This staff member also shared her experience in wanting to volunteer with a youth 
organization in the early nineties, which was about to come to fruition until the point 
where she revealed her sexual orientation and was effectively banned from volunteering 
by the organization. In contextualizing the political landscape and its impact on LGBTQ 
communities, it bears recognizing that public spaces are not consistently welcoming of 
queer folk and youth to express themselves in their own light. In a separate interview 
with a volunteer who recently joined One n’ Ten, he noted:  
Especially for the political sphere that our country is in right now, it’s really 
scary. I think when Trump came out with the CDC that the word transgender was 
banned, that’s scary. That’s essentially, you’re erasing an entire group of people 
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out of existence when it comes to scientific studies, medical studies things like 
that.  
This is in reference to the recent development at the CDC, which was ordered by the 
current presidential administration to cease from using certain words that align largely 
with vulnerable populations, including “diversity,” “fetus,” “vulnerable,” and 
“transgender.” Although in two different time periods, both participants’ experiences and 
connections toward the political landscape point to the continued need cultivate dialectic 
spaces of retreat from, and a return to, publics that are otherwise not inclusive of queer 
individuals (Brouwer, 2006). As a result, many of the spaces that queer youth encounter 
outside of programs such as One n’ Ten can be characterized as heteronormative publics. 
Similar to Habermas’s (1991) treatise on the bourgeois public sphere, I contend that 
many of the public spaces and opportunities for public engagement are adequate and 
ready for cis and heteronormative individuals by default. On the other hand, many youth 
are left to navigate and hurdle through youth programs, schools, and family structures 
where their queer identity is not completely embraced or welcome. To this end, One n’ 
Ten is a counterpublic space that embraces distinct identities in the hopes of expanding 
our understanding of “actually existing democracy” (Fraser, 1992) and taking dominant 
publics to task for undercutting the capacity of queer youth to thrive.  
One part of LGBTQ identity that is important in responding to dominant publics 
is that of trans* youth. Trans* youth in the LGBTQ community face distinct challenges 
in being accepted for who they are, especially in their families and school settings. The 
National Center for Transgender Equality (NCTE) notes that 75 percent of trans* youth 
do not feel safe while at school, and 59 percent of students are denied access to restrooms 
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that align with their gender identity (NCTE, 2018). Considering that there are an 
estimated 150,000 youth who identify as transgender in the U.S., as well as over 1.4 
million adults who do so as well, these staggering numbers give rise to organizations 
such as One n’ Ten in their role of empowering trans* youth to find their way into public 
life. The organization does so by way of their trans* group initiative, which helps trans* 
youth in their ability to express themselves by way of both their gender expression or 
transition in professional and personal spaces. Part of the program’s mission “focuses on 
providing a base education and emphasizes the fact that being trans* is a part of nature 
and there is nothing wrong with fitting anywhere along the trans* spectrum” (One n’ Ten 
Trans* Group, 2018). Some of the services that the trans group in Downtown Phoenix 
has offered include inviting legal experts to assist with name change on government 
documents, creating vision boards, and developing coping skills. In creating a context 
where youth can come to embrace their queer, trans*, and even their non-conforming or 
non-binary identities. 
In addition to providing youth with a space for self-expression and embodying 
their trans* identity, One n’ Ten works to create opportunities for youth to engage with 
activities and programming that speak power to LGBTQ discourses that are not found 
outside of the program. This is most certainly the case with education on sexual health 
and safe sex practices, which are largely characterized as “abstinence only” approaches in 
the state of Arizona. During my first few months as a volunteer, the program was in the 
middle of its “making prideful choices” campaign, which set out to encourage queer 
youth to take part in sexual education for LGBTQ youth (which was also not taught in 
public schools). The program plays a significant role in providing youth with access to 
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queer discourses such as sex-ed; given that more heteronormative spaces do not provide 
this resource, youth can find comfort in being able to access these discourses. One of the 
current youth at the Mesa satellite noted that the “lack of sex-ed for queer folk is 
horrible…leaving us to look for things like this on the internet, and we have to be careful 
about that still.” Through the implementation of the program “making prideful choices,” 
youth are given a chance to learn about and connect to a topic and problem space such as 
sexual education that they may not be able to do as succinctly in straight spaces. 
 Another moment where LGBTQ expression comes to rise out of the One n’ Ten 
space is through sexual health for trans* youth specifically. In a workshop on 
“transcending sexual health,” youth 18 and older are provided with the chance to ask 
questions of a trans* program facilitator about how sexual health pertaining to trans* folk 
works (i.e., how sex works for trans* people, the process of transitioning, and the effects 
of hormones on sexual health). In beginning this workshop, the facilitator informs all of 
the youth that “although we are adults, will start off the workshop by introducing 
ourselves, our PGPs, and shouting out a word that makes you laugh” (i.e., penis or 
vagina). From this point on, the youth get into the spirit of the workshop, asking about all 
forms of sexual health, ranging from how sex works after surgical transition, to how 
hormones effect sex for trans* individuals.  
 In the context of this specific program and group, LGBTQ youth (and trans* 
youth specifically) are provided with the platform necessary to dispel and shed light on 
the assumptions of sexual health that are not covered in more traditional sex education 
curriculum. To this end, Robert Asen’s (2002) conceptualization of imagining in the 
public sphere comes back to bear on how individuals who are usually disadvantaged in 
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their public participation are given a chance to speak their truth. From imagining 
individuals to whole collectives, he argues: “collective imagining takes shape through 
discursive engagement among interlocutors in contexts of varying structure, scope, and 
formality” (p. 349). In the case of this workshop, youth are provided an empowering 
setting where self-reflexive discourse is exchanged in order to bring immediate attention 
to trans* lives.  
In his essay on the constituting of publics, Warner (2002a) argues that “all 
discourse or performance addressed to a public must characterize the world in which it 
attempts to circulate, projecting for that world a concrete and livable shape, and 
attempting to realize that world through address” (p. 81). In addition to these workshops, 
youth feel encouraged to speak out and claim their voice that is unique to their 
experience. Queer youth, often stifled in their attempt to express their identities in 
broader publics, challenge oppressive structures not only by attending “group” and One 
n’ Ten sponsored programming, but by sharing stories and experiences that empower 
them to remain true to themselves when they are not at One n’ Ten. This has been the 
case with many youth marking grand milestones. During one group at Mesa, a few youths 
shared during announcements that they had just marked the celebration of coming out to 
their parents a year ago, as well as one youth having recently come out to their mom 
(noting that it went surprisingly well). Finally, one youth shared with the group that they 
were finally able to get onto a health insurance program, and as a result, start hormone 
treatments as a part of their transition. Many of the youth smiled, snapped, and clapped 
gleefully upon hearing these bits of news. Workshops and opportunities for youth to 
share these milestones prove to be necessary in shaping a world of sexual health fit for 
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trans* youth who do not get the opportunities to have their experiences and lives 
acknowledged. 
 An additional opportunity to expressing one’s LGBTQ identity is through drag 
performances. Drag, which is the act of dressing in the clothing of different than one’s 
“normal” sex assigned at birth, and enacting choreographed or highly stylized 
performances, is a performance and opportunity for One n’ Ten youth who may not be 
able to find this outlet outside of the program. In analyzing the importance of drag 
performances, I operate from Warner’s (1991) assumption that:  
Every person who comes to a queer self-understanding knows in one way or 
another that her stigmatization is intricated with gender, with the family, with 
notions of individual freedom, the state, public speech, consumption and desire, 
nature and culture, maturation, reproductive politics, racial and national fantasy, 
class identity, truth and trust, censorship, intimate life and social display, terror 
and violence, health care, and deep cultural norms about the bearing of the body. 
(p. 6) 
With regards to drag as a distinct performance, youth are provided with chances to enter a 
space that is free from the stigmatization of the body that they would encounter in other 
places. This was the case during my time volunteering at the former youth center. Prior to 
the building burning in a fire, many a youth would visit the center not for program or for 
activities being facilitated by staff, but to try on various items of clothing for drag shows 
in the Phoenix community. Quite a few of the youth made a name for themselves, so 
much that they announced drag shows that they would be performing in for all to come 
visit.  
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Drag shows were also central to the former youth center. At least once every two 
months on Fridays, youth were given the opportunity to stage, host, and build a drag 
show for youth and staff to attend. They even had notable drag stars from the Phoenix 
area come out and emcee the event. As a cultural performance, drag empowers youth 
(both as drag participants and observers) to add to the broader importance of youth 
coming into their LGBTQ identity. In her work on cultural performances, Pezzullo 
(2003) argues that “public sphere scholars may affirm the importance of cultural 
performances unrecognized by mainstream culture and, in the process of interpretation, 
offer a record of them” (p. 350). She traces this from Conquergood’s (1992) performative 
turn to ethnography, advocating for the importance of being with people whose “cultural 
knowledge is embodied in gesture, action, and evanescent event; it is powerfully 
experienced, tacitly understood, but hardly ever spelled out, and if expressed, then more 
often than not in highly allusive, elliptical, and indirect ways” (p. 85). In the case of drag, 
youth are afforded a unique opportunity in a community established by an imaginary 
representation that highlights the “symbolic materials of specific cultures” Asen, 2002, p. 
354).  
Drag was also represented significantly while at Camp OUTdoors last summer, 
where youth had two separate nights to perform in a variety show where drag would be 
featured. In hearing the news that a drag and variety show would be taking place, a few 
youths interested in participating flock to the signup sheet in the hopes of taking part in 
the show. The variety show took place at the outdoor amphitheater, where in addition to 
signing up as participants themselves, camp staff invited three drag kings and queens to 
make an appearance at camp. One by one, youths took the stage to perform to their 
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favorite songs, planned and improvised routines, and donning different outfits. “This is 
the first time I’m doing this so it might not be that good,” noted one youth before they 
gave a rousing performance. A staff member, who is active in the drag community in 
Phoenix, performed to Sia’s “Scars to Your Beautiful,” drawing cheers and standing 
ovations from campers left and right. Finally, the invited guests took to the stage to close 
up this night. The youth, those who performed and those who got to witness such 
performances, were in tears (even one of the drag kings was in tears) in being able to 
witness performances from figures who were near and dear to their hearts.  
At the conclusion of their performances, the drag kings and queen proclaimed 
their appreciation for the youth and staff at having them as guests for the night. “You 
move me! You are all so powerful!” As we leave the amphitheater, all four drag 
representatives line up at the exit and greet every person on their way out. For many of 
these youth, it is not often that they get to meet with a person in the LGBTQ community, 
or drag community for that matter. While walking back to our cabins, I overhear many of 
the youth talk about how cool it was to see this, and some youth even raved about getting 
into drag themselves (which would be a possibility with workshops at camp devoted to 
teaching youth how to get into drag). In the end, being with these youth as they got to 
meet their idols was a night I won’t soon forget.  
Implications 
 During my time in the broader field of One n’ Ten, I have witnessed a broad 
range of values, practices, conventions, and discourses that serve as a response to more 
dominant public spheres that would otherwise reject LGBTQ youth on the basis of any 
segment of their identity. In my analysis, I covered three distinct areas of reasoning that 
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addresses the overall idea of queer youth and the creation of critical publicity. First, I 
described the ways that critical publicity is possible through cultivating both a physical 
and felt sense of a safe space. Second, I articulated how the program provides activities 
and contexts that lend towards Karma Chávéz’s (2011) concept of enclaving as a distinct 
form of counterpublicity. Finally, I described how One n’ Ten gives rise to opportunities 
for youth to embody and thrive in their identities, which can also be framed as responses 
to more dominant or heteronormative publics. My experiences in the field and being 
accomplice (a concept I am adopting in line with my work as a rhetorical critic and 
advocate) to the youth and volunteers who participate in spaces of critical publicity yield 
the following implications. 
 First, a critical orientation towards the public sphere provides a much-needed 
glimpse into the need for alternative forms and displays of publicity. In developing his 
theory of a critical rhetoric, McKerrow (1989) argues that “the materiality of discourse 
focuses attention on the sense of ‘praxis’ utilized in a critical rhetoric” (p. 103). It would 
behoove critical rhetoricians to consider how marginalized communities must resort to 
developing and curating distinct forms of critical publicity that are not directly linked to 
or serve as specific responses to the state. During my time in the field, I was audience to 
acts of queer publicity that encouraged performance and expression that is affirmed and 
validated in this respective community. For youth who engage larger public spheres 
beyond One n’ Ten, it stands to reason that opportunities for queer and critical publicity 
serve as a germinal opportunity for building confidence and agency that would be most 
helpful in taking larger publics head on. A critical eye towards publicity for populations 
such as LGBTQ youth would necessitate conceptualizing distinct practices and 
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conventions for individuals to engage problem spaces, which they may not get in more 
traditional public settings (e.g., schools or the workplace).  
 Second, I focus more acutely on the material ramifications of discourse and how 
outlaw judgments must also take into further account the experiences and perspectives of 
youth. As an alternative form of judgment, activities through the context of One n’ Ten 
give rise to models of outlaw discourse that “allows for the radical possibility of the re-
presentation of alternative systems of judgment in politically performative terms” (Sloop 
& Ono, 1997, p. 65). Whether it is having access to a physical space where their bodies 
and identities can be affirmed, or having access to food and a space of respite from more 
heteronormative publics, youth reside in this counterpublic space in order to surround 
themselves in spaces of judgment that are both politically and personally affirming 
(Sloop & Ono, 1997).  
As a result, opening up different avenues for expressing public and political acts 
prepares youth for engaging the publics that would otherwise pay no heed to them or 
reject them. From performing drag to the use of gender pronouns and meticulous naming 
practices in “safe spaces,” it is essential to rethink the qualities of counterpublicity in a 
way that informs Asen’s (2002) caution of reducing counterpublicity to topics, persons, 
places, and in this case, specific acts (p. 444). As a result, youth taking part in outlaw 
discourses, specifically queer discourses such as drag, contain political ramifications that 
represent how members of vernacular communities carry out their lives despite rejection 
from dominant publics (Sloop & Ono, 1997).   
 Ultimately, critical rhetoricians and public sphere scholars can be better informed 
in their approaches to public spaces and moments of counterpublicity by expanding their 
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objects of inquiry and the values that are associated with them. Indeed, the grandest 
gestures and acts that can be deemed political or “counter” to what dominant publics 
espouse have been indispensable to our continued study of the public sphere. More 
specifically, the continued efforts of One n’ Ten to strategize on behalf of youth to teach 
them how to respond back to dominant publics speaks to the affirmation of their identity. 
When the youths’ identities are affirmed and celebrated after attending One n’ Ten 
programming, they are better able to respond to dominant publics outside of the 
organization with newly acquired knowledge and confidence in their identities and 
rhetorical practices as queer youth.  
Overall, we can better serve the communities of influence that we are an 
accomplice to by taking more seriously and reflecting on how cultural performances and 
gestures can be resonant and affirming to members of one community without having to 
utilize them as direct responses to the publics that exclude them. In the case of the youth 
who are a part of One n’ Ten, I have been challenged to think about how youth programs 
must be in service to youthful individuals who seek the resources and opportunities 
needed to face dominant publics, and to imagine new possibilities to not only become 
vibrant public actors, but to embrace their queer identities well beyond their youth. As I 
previously mentioned, giving youth safe spaces for speaking and articulating key parts of 
their identity (i.e., preferred pronouns) is a unique opportunity for them to “train” in 
public expression, and more importantly, to do so in an environment that speaks to their 
voice and identity. 
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CHAPTER 5: THE CONSTRUCTION OF RHETORICAL AGENCY FOR YOUTH 
 Throughout my time as a volunteer for One n’ Ten, I have become far more aware 
of the ways that youth converge toward, diverge from, and generate new ideas and 
capacities necessary to maneuver through distinct problem spaces. As a member of 
previous youth programs, I was often enculturated into various structures and practices 
that conditioned how I spoke to my peers, adult volunteers, and staff members. In the 
case of a program such as One n’ Ten, the youth here are encouraged to practice and train 
in their symbolic identity as LGBTQ folk. If youth lack spaces to engage in their queer 
identities, youth programs that attend to marginalized subjectivities become important in 
helping youth realize their potential and agency. 
 As I have discussed in the previous chapter, youth who engage their queer 
identities in a withdrawn counterpublic through different modalities (i.e., workshops and 
everyday speech) are in a better position to gradually realize their rhetorical agency. 
Queer youth face significant obstacles in the form of discrimination, harmful legislation, 
and inequalities that require them to locate a space of affirmation and withdrawal (Asen, 
2000), with One n’ Ten being the conduit for youth thriving in their queerness. In the 
continued spirit of Chávez (2011) and her positing of discourses that are interconnected, I 
also came across resources and opportunities provided by One n’ Ten that were not 
limited to “group” and programs that tended to their instrumental needs. In addition to 
these, there were moments and occasions that spoke to the ways that youth depended on 
fundamental and rudimentary resources needed so that they may live to the best of their 
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ability. The need for basic resources, such as food and shelter, must be addressed so that 
youth can feel empowered to live meaningful and agentic lives.14  
These structures come to mind with an interview I conducted with a youth who 
has since left the P.O.N.D. program, which provides initial forms of housing to youth 
seeking to overcome homelessness. During the course of the interview, we came to 
discuss the question of what youth (particularly trans and homeless youth) expectations 
are set for youth to live up to. What follows is an excerpt from this interview, where the 
youth offers a salient moment of reflection in our conversation when painting a picture of 
how youth tackle these expectations: 
Youth: I think…okay…think of it this way…Peter Pan, remember the one with 
Robin Williams? When he went back to Neverland, his disbelief when he sat 
down to eat. Put that scenario in your mind when I say this…okay. You’re a staff 
member and you’re approaching a youth. Obviously they’re homeless, you don’t 
know if they’re lesbian, gay, trans, whatever. But you want to go and start a 
conversation with them. How would you do that? You don’t know anything about 
this person. They’re obviously not a people person, but it’s still your job to 
approach them. Right? How would you do that? 
Me: Hmmmmm….I mean…the one I can think of…hey how’s it going? What’s 
your name? Pronouns? 
Youth: Nope…food. Water. Is there anything I can get you? Cause like I said. 
What’s on our mind is food…where are we gonna sleep? How are we gonna get 
                                                 
14 Much of this language emanates from the concepts by Abraham Maslow’s “hierarchy of needs.” 
Although I invoke such language in this relevant context, I am not seeking to develop or extend this 
hierarchy.  
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clean? It’s like…finding a stray dog. It’s a terrible analogy…and I don’t mean it 
in the way its going to sound. But it’s like finding a stray dog. You just don’t go 
and grab a dog. You give it either food, water, or your hand outstretched. And let 
them come to you. It’s the same thing with youth. Myself included. 
Although I have gained significant experience as a volunteer thus far, my interview with 
this youth was a much-needed reminder of how basic needs such as food and 
nourishment are crucial if youth are to thrive in more public contexts and lifeworlds. 
There is no doubt that the programs, initiatives, and efforts undertaken by staff, 
employees, and volunteers in the program are invaluable to helping youth thrive in their 
queer identities. However, One n’ Ten and similar organizations are central in helping 
youth utilize resources, practices, and values that are not readily available to them (Ono 
& Sloop, 1995; Sloop & Ono, 1997). When discussing whether or not organizations 
similar to One n’ Ten (e.g., Central Arizona Shelter Services) in structure and mission are 
preparing youth to take on public life, a program manager stated the following: 
Let’s face it, until you have a roof over your head. You can’t be asking for all 
these other things and being prepared when we can’t even find most of them 
housing. So tonight a 1,000 kids…homeless or couch surfing, within our age 
range, and we have less than a 100 beds for those kids. I think that’s also another 
thing, most of these other organizations are now…we tend to see more of the 
youth that are coming to us because they don’t have anything, we’re a last resort. 
Whereas before we saw…if we look at our satellites in Mesa, west valley and 
such. They have kids that…very little homelessness. Those programs are good in 
that they are able to take in these kids that have a place to go.  
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 The harsh reality echoed by this program manager rings true with the need for 
organizations to not only cater to the personal growth of youth, but to also cater to their 
basic needs as well. Although the rhetorical agency of youth is an ideal to be realized by 
incorporating the perspectives of youth in a public sphere, one would be remiss to 
conceptualize it without other fundamental capacities and necessities that make this a 
possibility. To this end, I articulate the rhetorical agency of youth through a series of 
phenomena central to One n’ Ten. As a counterpublic space, the program encourages 
agentic practices and speech acts that not only welcomes LGBTQ youth, but helps youth 
realize their agency.  
I borrow from Karlyn Kohrs Campbell (2005) to situate agency in the corpus of 
this chapter. Campbell begins to define agency in the context of rhetoric as follows: 
“Rhetorical agency refers to the capacity to act, that is, to have the competence to speak 
or write in a way that will be recognized or heeded by others in one’s community” (p. 3). 
Further, she states that “agency is communal, social, cooperative, and participatory, and 
simultaneously, constituted and constrained by the material and symbolic elements of 
context and culture” (p. 3). In the context of One n’ Ten, I highlight the ways in which 
agency can be enabled or held back for youth especially as it pertains to the material and 
symbolic conditions (or lack thereof) they may face (Ono & Sloop, 1995; Sloop & Ono, 
1997). The ideal through programs such as One n’ Ten is to help youth realize their place 
as meaningful agents of change through different activities geared toward citizenship 
(Asen, 2004). If the ideal is to help youth realize their agentic capacities, both through 
their youthful and queer bodies, then one primary assumption is that the most 
fundamental of needs (i.e., nourishment and well-being) must be met in order for them to 
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achieve the following: engage in world-making and identity making with one another, 
take up training in distinct skills and practices, and ultimately, realize their rhetorical 
agency as young individuals.     
Scholars have conceptualized counterpublics as spaces that retreat from and 
succinctly respond to the discourses of more mainstream and dominant public spheres 
(Asen, 2000; Asen & Brouwer, 2001; Brouwer; 2006; Chávez 2011; Squires, 2002). As I 
argued in Chapter 4, building counterpublic spaces are crucial for queer youth so they 
may respond to circumstances and conditions that are not of their making. Moreover, 
they utilize this space as an intimate and withdrawn resource to train in their queer 
identities, with the hope that they can eventually use these strategies in the realm of wider 
publics.   
Indeed, strategies that are associated with counterpublicity are immediately 
thought of to be in line with direct political action (i.e., political activism and organizing), 
which can be a pitfall in essentializing the idea of counterpublic spheres (Asen, 2002). 
Although direct political action is not any less a valued form of counterpublicity, it is 
important to consider how counterpublic spaces such as One n’ Ten work to provide 
resources, strategies, gestures, and practices that help youth navigate problem spaces that 
are not open or well suited for them. This navigation must begin with the premise that 
youth must have distinct needs fulfilled in order to actualize rhetorical agency. Such 
strategies and practices come from sites of vernacular discourses, which Ono and Sloop 
(1995) posit as a way for members of marginalized communities to work through their 
subjectivities and lived experiences.  
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 In its 25 years of devoting resources and efforts towards the well-being and 
agency of LGBTQ youth, One n’ Ten serves as a key instance of how models of 
publicity, speaking, and performing are invaluable to expanding public sphere theory to 
account for additional vernacular voices. As a space where critical practices are helpful in 
highlighting meaningful social relations (McKerrow, 1989), youth programs such as One 
n’ Ten serve as a model that must be thoroughly considered if the public sphere is to be 
opened up to young individuals’ experiences. Specifically, these experiences cut across 
intersections of queerness, social stigma and the precariousness of homelessness to quite 
simply provide a space where youth are encouraged to be themselves when other 
structures and spaces deny them such opportunities to do so. It is a given that youth are 
subject to various structures, practices, and material judgments that more or less allow 
them to come into their own as youthful agents (Ono & Sloop, 1995). When they are not 
afforded programs and opportunities to do so, the chances of being acknowledged and 
affirmed as more than “a youth” become increasingly less attainable.  
 The previous chapter of analysis addressed how platforms of counterpublicity 
give rise to material realities, judgments, and perspectives that youth face as a result of 
their queer and LGBTQ identities. This chapter will address my first and second research 
questions: Where are youth located in theories of the public sphere?; and How do youth 
imagine themselves as members (or aspiring members) of public and counterpublic 
spheres? Generally speaking, LGBTQ youth in programs similar in structure to One n’ 
Ten are provided with platforms for enacting critical publicity that empowers them in 
their queer bodies. In terms of this chapter, I will be accounting for the structures 
provided to youth that move them to enact meaningful and agentic forms of publicity. 
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Additionally, I will also evince the ways in which young individuals take on unique 
practices and forms of talk that highlight informal and vernacular forms of public 
membership. In doing so, the overall goal of this chapter is to further draw out the 
rhetorical agency of youth, as well as explore how such agency can be built for them. 
As mentioned earlier in Chapter 2, vernacular rhetorics work toward expanding 
and problematizing rhetorical problem spaces that provide collectives with more or less 
opportunities to articulate their interests, subject positions, and values (Enck-Wanzer, 
2006; Hauser, 1999; Ono & Sloop, 1995; Sloop & Ono, 1997). Sloop and Ono (1997) 
take on the critical project of vernacular discourses as “out-law discourses,” which are 
used to “transform dominant notions of judgment and justice and build inner-group 
solidarity” (p. 52). In doing so, they also affirm that vernacular communities are 
characterized by being in consistent states of transition, so as to not essentialize them and 
objectify them as only being marginalized (Ono & Sloop, 1995). On the other hand, 
vernacular communities may be constituted by way of sharing mutual interests and 
salient rhetorical meanings. Hauser (1999) argues for a “reticulate public sphere” 
characterized by discursive practices that lead to meaningful and shared judgments. In 
other words, this model of the public sphere highlights the importance of human activity 
(both mundane and extraordinary) in a similar spirit to what Dewey (1954) argued for in 
his work on publicity and democratic life.  
Through my time spent in service to One n’ Ten, witnessing rhetorical practices 
and gestures enacted by youth participants, and critically reflecting on the varied 
constitutions of a critically vernacular community, I discern the following themes of 
analysis in arguing for the rhetorical agency of youth: the fundamental needs for youth to 
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live, the relations they foster with one another, and the enactment of rhetorical agency. In 
regards to fundamental needs, I share excerpts and moments in the field that allude to 
youth needing crucial resources to even rise to positions of enacting rhetorical agency. 
Following this, I describe the opportunities that youth have to enact relations with one 
another once such needs are fulfilled. Finally, I discuss the fruition of rhetorical agency 
by way of extraordinary rhetorical practices brought to being by youth. Before 
proceeding with this analysis, I do not seek to offer a linear or essentialized model of how 
publicity proceeds in One n’ Ten (Asen, 2002). An openness to the forms that agency and 
rhetorical invention take in a field of youth is an important condition for youthful publics 
to take shape; to reduce youthful publicity to a linear or simplistic model would go 
against the variety of ways that charismatic and engaged youth emerge from 
organizations such as One n’ Ten.   
Fundamental and Material Needs of Youth 
One of my frequent responsibilities as a volunteer for the Phoenix youth center is 
to help serve food, snack packs, and drinks to youth who visit the center. Although the 
center is open for four hours every day, it is not uncommon for some youth to stop by for 
just an hour to get their fill of nourishment. “Are you staying for group today?” I ask one 
of the youth if they are staying for today’s session from Safeout, an outreach group that 
facilitates workshops in the areas of substance use and health and wellness for LGBTQ 
youth groups. The youth states, “No, I have to take the light rail home. It’s about an hour 
and a half trip.” I come to find out that they live in the Glendale area, which is further 
west and significantly out of the way for them in coming to the Phoenix center. Two 
other youth, who have been an item long before coming to One n’ Ten, shared with me 
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that they travel anywhere from an hour to three hours via public transportation, all while 
navigating through homeless shelters and couch surfing. Unlike many of the other youth, 
these two do not enjoy the same luxuries of housing and sustainable resources. 
Combining this with the fact that one of the youth has a child and has another on the way, 
I often take for granted how many of the youth don’t desire curriculum or programs, but 
just need a place to clear their minds and nourish themselves before going back out into 
this mean world. 
I look back on another moment in the field where I took this assumption for 
granted. At the start of 2018, one of the program coordinators hosted a workshop on sex 
trafficking, which consisted of a short video and Q&A immediately after. There were 
only seven youth in attendance, with very minimal participation all throughout the 
discussion. Throughout the entirety of this group, I noticed two of the youth, who had 
been coming to the center for about two months at this point, falling asleep and not 
paying attention to the day’s material. I was concerned that they were not paying 
attention to what the workshop had to offer them. By the end of this session, the youth 
did not contribute any takeaways or suggestions on the topic of human trafficking, which 
I brought up in our evening debrief among other staff.  
Fast forward to the following week, and I got a chance to formally meet one of 
the youth who dosed off during the workshop. I asked them, “How long have you been 
coming to One n’ Ten? What are you up to when you aren’t at the center?” I come to 
learn that this youth has been back and forth between sleeping on the streets and shelters, 
oftentimes connecting with their romantic partner whom they have been with for a year. 
This youth, who has a child they visit under supervised child protective services, has also 
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dealt with having to avoid certain pockets of Phoenix, where a pimp who took advantage 
of them resides. Although I have previously met and gotten to know many homeless 
youths in the program, this was a stark moment and reminder that not all youth come to 
the center for programming, and maybe they just need a place of respite and recovery 
before heading back out into their everyday lives. 
As I previously mentioned at the beginning of the chapter, rhetorical agency is 
predicated on the assumption that it is a participatory characteristic of rhetoric that allows 
individuals to participate and be encouraged to meaningfully perform in a community. 
The previous vignette highlights some of my more recurring encounters with youth at the 
Phoenix center, Indeed, the ideal for youthful counterpublics such as One n’ Ten is to 
cultivate spaces that are conducive towards elevating youth to being agents of change. 
However, such agency is difficult, if not impossible, to realize if youth are not provided 
with material resources and conditions necessary for their day to day lives. In the case of 
One n’ Ten, food, shelter, transportation, and clothing are examples of resources that 
youth largely draw upon prior to agency becoming part of this conversation.  
One time where the case of food was most prevalent was during a volunteer shift 
where I assisted with a “Point in Time” pizza party. Each year, major cities across the 
U.S. are tasked with conducting a thorough count of homeless individuals. I come to the 
Phoenix center on the day that a “PIT pizza party” is being hosted for homeless youth 
(generally and those directly involved with One n’ Ten) who took part in the PIT count. 
In conversation with one of the newer program coordinators, I learn that in order for a 
homeless person or youth to fall under this count, they must not have stable housing, 
which precludes the following conditions: incarceration, couch surfing, or utilizing 
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shelter services. In other words, individuals who seek to be a part of the PIT count must 
not fall under these conditions during this annual event. Interestingly enough, the staff 
member noted that this is the first time that youth in the Phoenix area have been a part of 
this count as well.  
As the center opened up for youth at 4 p.m. that day, I start seeing many 
individuals come in who are new to the center, some who I will never see again, and even 
some who I have not seen in over a year at the former youth center. Whereas most other 
evenings at group are marked by vibrant conversation, art-based activities, and 
facilitation of discussion groups, there was a remarkably quietness that permeated the 
space. Many of the youth appeared worn down, battle tested, and just needing a quiet 
space and food before heading back out into their lives marked by disparity and lack of 
adequate resources. 
In understanding the ways in which youth are brought to spaces such as One n’ 
Ten, an organization that seeks to guide queer youth to their fullest potential, the 
relationship between material and discursive dimensions of vernacular rhetoric comes to 
bear on moments such as what I previously described. Through Sloop and Ono’s (1997) 
consideration of out-law discourses, the politics of material judgment must be made 
central to the practice and elucidation of communities like that of youth. They state: “we 
are suggesting that if judgment matters at all to rhetorical theory, and we are convinced 
that it does, it is material judgment, not a history of the ideas about judgment. In the first 
place, then, out-law discourses concern judgments made in the practice of everyday life” 
(p. 60). For queer youth of One n’ Ten, their everyday experience involves searching for 
resources such as food and shelter in order to sustain themselves for the next day. For 
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youth generally, their realities are marked by the material conditions that they may or 
may not be afforded in settings such as family or school. These material judgments and 
everyday discourses of youth are seldom considered in discussions of agency (Middleton, 
2014a; Middleton, 2014b; Sloop & Ono, 1997), serving as a reminder that the rhetorical 
agency of youth writ large is grounded in material realities.  
To this end, One n’ Ten helps to address the material conditions central to youth 
being able to live day to day. Such resources they provide in this endeavor include snack 
packs from a local food bank, home-cooked meals on certain nights of group, toiletries, a 
shower facility, donated clothing, and bus passes that youth can use to travel to and from 
the center. Throughout the past year and a half volunteering for the organization, I have 
met a great deal of youth who also identify as homeless. This is without a doubt made 
more problematic by the fact that youth might have become homeless as a result of being 
kicked out of their homes by family who rejected their queer identity. More specifically, 
some of the youth to this day have frequented numerous housing and shelter services in 
the broader Phoenix area, with many of them having to re-up their registration at such 
shelters due to overcrowding and other systemic obstacles. One of the youth I 
interviewed, who experienced homelessness for some time before making amends with 
their parents, stated:  
Most of the youth at One n’ Ten… they generally experience homelessness more 
often than I can say any other adults might have. Some of them are even born into 
it. They’ve already witnessed being forsaken and forgotten about and they won’t 
let that get them down.  
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In addressing the plight of youth homelessness in the Phoenix-metro area, youth 
programs such as One n’ Ten have not only made efforts to provide housing programs 
such as P.O.N.D., but by providing youth access with basic necessities which may be 
taken for granted by others. As a result, One n’ Ten is not only a “youth program,” but it 
is also a space for respite and retreat. In finding such a space for material retreat, the 
youth are able to resituate and replenish themselves in order to live another day. In 
addition to visiting the youth center for food, youth also visit Downtown Phoenix to draw 
upon needs such as clothing, hygienic needs, and bus passes. On some occasions, youth 
have requested fresh pairs of undergarments and warm clothing to get them through cold 
nights while traversing the Phoenix area. Homeless youth also have access to a shower 
facility that they can use during the hours the center is open and operating, which they 
may not have as much access to in other shelter services.  
Finally, the center also provides bus passes for youth who may need to travel 
from one part of the valley to the next. Upon closing of the youth center, staff and 
volunteers offer youth the chance to acquire a bus pass in exchange for helping to clean 
some part of the youth center (e.g., wiping down the kitchen or mopping the shared 
space). One youth I have gotten to know over the past year and a half relies heavily on 7-
day light-rail passes to travel across distinct parts of the valley. From the center in 
Downtown Phoenix to a shelter for members of the homeless population, this youth is 
one of many experiencing homelessness who depend on bus passes to make their way 
through the city, to places of importance, and back to the youth center again for the same 
resource.  
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At the center of this program’s aim to help youth is one of the most crucial 
elements: youth rely heavily on material resources in order to thrive or live day to day. 
The tension between the material and discursive enactments of youth are made more 
complicated as a result of the challenges they face by way of their subjectivities in 
homelessness and LGBTQ identity. In highlighting the experiences of youth through an 
out-law perspective (Sloop & Ono, 1997), it is important to remember that youth largely 
begin their journey towards rhetorical agency through material means. Without positing a 
linear approach to exigency for all youth, it would be ideal to consider how youth are 
more primed for a pathway to agency if they have fundamental needs, such as food and 
transportation, met with regularity. Should this not be the case, it becomes difficult for 
them to take part in rhetorical capacities and resources (i.e., programs and group) where 
their voice can be amplified.  
The exigence of youth in need of fundamental resources become all the more 
apparent in attending One n’ Ten’s “Fresh Brunch,” an annual event where members of 
the Phoenix and LGBTQ communities and donors come out in support of the programs 
offered by the organization. I attended the event, which was comprised of well over 1,200 
attendees. During the portion of the program titled the “State of the Agency,” the 
executive director highlighted a variety of programs that One n’ Ten offers in order to 
facilitate the well-being and care for youth.  
One such program is the Promise of a New Day (P.O.N.D.), which offers studio-
style apartments and transitional housing services for youth seeking to transition out of 
homelessness. The amount of LGBTQ homeless youth (at 40%) outnumbers the entire 
number for homeless youth generally, which led to the creation of this program that 
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provides transitional housing services to LGBTQ youth. In doing so, youth not only have 
access to a studio apartment, but they also have access to a myriad of services (i.e., how 
to build financial credit through bank workshops, budgeting, cooking). When speaking of 
this program, the executive director shared an anecdote of a conversation with a P.O.N.D. 
participant, asking the youth what he liked the most about the program thus far. The 
youth then pointed to the doorknob and said, “It’s this. I can lock my door and not worry 
about having my stuff stolen from me or having to wake up throughout the night scared.” 
A program like this is indispensable for the youth, and even more so since 109 youth 
have gone through this program. With 96 other youth on a waitlist for this program and 
29% of One n’ Ten youth having experienced homelessness at some point, the P.O.N.D. 
program is a much-needed structure in helping queer youth to escape homelessness.  
The youth who I quoted at the beginning of this chapter spoke significantly to 
how one might identify in their youthful identity when lacking basic needs like a home 
and food. He noted:  
For me to identify as a youth it just means that I have a safe place to go when 
everything else around me is crumbling. And I don’t have you know… youth are 
described as those who don’t have a family, who don’t have homes. That’s what I 
started to notice. The majority of the people at One n’ Ten have been booted from 
their homes, have been outcast by half their friends if not all, so they have to kind 
of learn to re-group and build new relationships. But when you’re worried about 
what to eat, where to live, basic survival, it’s a lot harder. 
Although many of the youth served by One n’ Ten may not benefit from stable 
resources such as housing and food, the fact that they proactively seek such resources 
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(and hopefully new friendships and connections) in places such as One n’ Ten speaks to a 
gradual construction of agency. In noting the relationship between material and 
discursive enactments of rhetoric (Sloop & Ono, 1997), youth who actively seek such 
resources at the center are exercising an agency in their own right in order to sustain 
themselves. Should the material conditions of youth be addressed with care and thorough 
attention, the hope is that they come into moments of meaningful participation with other 
youth, and in moments that extend beyond the realm of One n’ Ten. Having described the 
material and fundamental needs central to youth realizing their agency, the next area to 
address is how youth forge relations with one another where their youthful and queer 
identities can be celebrated and augmented further.  
The Construction of Youthful Relationality 
One of the core values and components undergirding the landscape created by 
One n’ Ten is encouraging youth to express themselves in safe spaces free of judgment. 
Many of the youth first encounter this through reciting and articulating safe space 
guidelines during group. As I mentioned in the previous chapter, the safe space 
guidelines are conducive for youth to engage in public communication and speech 
without the pressure that typically characterizes formal speech settings. This is especially 
the case for many new youths who attend group for the first time and are not familiar 
with certain speaking protocol, such as the guidelines or preferred gender pronouns (or 
PGPs). During a group at the Mesa location, it came time for a new youth to introduce 
themselves and present their preferred gender pronouns. When they expressed their 
uncertainty with that process, the program director called upon returning or seasoned 
youth to help explain the process. One youth (who has been with the program for close to 
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a year) stated, “It’s how you like to go by, like masculine or feminine,” while another 
youth exclaimed, “You can go by he/him/his, she/her/hers, they/them/theirs, ze/zem/zir, 
or no nouns at all.” All of the other youth snap their fingers in agreement and approval to 
the explanation by the “veteran youth”; returning youth play an integral role in helping 
youth acclimate to new surroundings comprised of distinct rhetorical practices. 
Many of the returning youth are especially inclined to suggest how to maintain 
and sustain safe spaces for expression. During a meeting prior to group in Mesa, one of 
our program coordinators brought a concern from a youth who felt that many others were 
engaging in too many self-deprecating and passive aggressive commentary (i.e., I feel 
like dying, I look ugly today). In turn, comments like these can be perceived as alienating 
and off-putting to old and new youth alike. In bringing this issue to light, she proposed an 
amendment to the safe space guideline “Be Awesome,” which would then be changed to 
reflect being uplifting towards others and more importantly, to yourself. The program 
director brought this change to the attention of all the youth, which was met with positive 
responses by way of finger snaps and nods of approval. Although there are still some 
moments of self-deprecation, this has at least been brought to the attention of everyone at 
Mesa in order to continue sustaining the safe space that characterizes One n’ Ten’s 
rhetorical work.  
This vignette shows a moment during group in Mesa where youth contribute to 
creating a space that is relationally rich and conducive inviting more youth to participate 
in group. Specifically, explaining and articulating the purpose for preferred gender 
pronouns and reinforcing safe space guidelines for the benefit of including more youth 
are such examples that point to the ways in which youth train in their symbolic identity. 
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Such training in their identity is important in cultivating a broader sense of youthful 
relationality, which is the next theme I will be evincing. I come to define and articulate 
youthful relationality as the moments and practices that encourage youth to be in 
connection with one another. The previous section addressed the fundamental needs that 
youth should have before the fulfilling of agency can even be possible. Once these needs 
are placed in the purview of youth, the next phase in carving out publicity for youth 
comes by way of providing opportunities for youth to practice their capacity for publicity 
with one another. I take largely from Warner’s (2002) theorizing to describe how such 
intimate enactments of youthful relationality are made possible by the youth of One n’ 
Ten. Warner argues that although counterpublics carry many of the same dimensions as a 
public (i.e., reflexive discourse and constituting attention), members of a counterpublic 
are highly aware of their subordinate status (p. 86). Such an awareness, as I will argue, 
leads members to become intimate with one another’s identities as they form a discursive 
space largely alienated from more dominant publics. 
In an interview with a Mesa youth, who is on the verge of leaving the program 
due to the age limit (or “aging up”), I began to learn about the ways in which youth help 
one another in constructing their youthful relations and sensibilities that characterize the 
counterpublicity of One n’ Ten. This particular Mesa youth occasionally refers to their 
peers as “their children,” which elicits laughter from both volunteers and staff alike. 
However, they presented a unique perspective in how they have personally grown as their 
time in the program comes to a close:  
I think for me specifically, I’m in this strange perspective where I’m getting some 
of the adult stuff where like...I’m seeing things the way an “adult” would, but I’m 
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also seeing things the way a youth, especially since I volunteer with youth and I 
hear the things that they say. And I pay so much attention to the things they say, 
that it’s...being in the age that I am I feel like I’m learning so much more from the 
kids that are younger than me, and... I’m learning and growing faster because of 
them.   
The notion of a youthful relationality is predicated on the assumption that youth 
work to co-create discourses and spaces of rhetorical practice that are conducive for 
youth to develop intimate connections in a counterpublic space. This particular youth’s 
experience speaks to the ways in which a counterpublic setting such as One n’ Ten is 
built by many members who seek meaningful and empowering connections, which may 
not be available to them in more dominant or mainstream publics.  
Another example of a space that is affirming and meaningful as a counterpublic 
space is Camp OUTdoors. Camp OUTdoors was also a place where campers would meet 
and be in connection with each other over their queer experiences and subjectivities. 
Although camp only lasted for three days, its constitution as a counterpublic space and 
enclave allowed youth to build meaningful connections with one another. One youth will 
never know each and every person who may have attended camp, yet it is nonetheless a 
reflexive space for stranger relationality based on Warner’s conceptualization of public 
spheres. Indeed, the youth already are connected to each other’s worlds by virtue of their 
queer and youthful relationalities. 
Such was the case during the closing activity for Camp OUTdoors, which was 
facilitated by two of the camp’s directors. They began assembling campers and 
volunteers from the different colored cabins into the “closing circle.” Amidst the cloudy 
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skies and impending rain that loomed over the campgrounds, this is the final activity 
before camp formally ends, which provides both campers and volunteers with the 
opportunity to reflect upon the experiences they gained at camp with one another, as well 
as the growth they experienced in this short time together. For the next hour, we got to 
share in one another’s appreciation and affection for the memories we created and the 
bonds we forged. 
The entire camp, more than 200 youth and adults combined, sat in a circle located 
in the middle of a large grassy plain with their eyes closed as the directors called two 
cabins at a time to walk around the circle, and in response to a series of questions, tap the 
shoulders of a person who impacted them during camp in some way. Such questions 
included: “This person has changed my life for the better;” “I want to keep in touch with 
this person once camp is over;” “this person helped me come out of my shell;” and “this 
person made me smile.” These and many more questions were posed as every camper 
anonymously shared their appreciation and gratitude to those the circle. I saw alongside 
the older youth from my plum cabin, arms interlocked with tears streaming down our 
faces as we heard a great deal of youth sobbing during the course of this parting activity. 
I slightly open my eyes and see my fellow volunteers and youth sobbing freely, letting 
themselves go and embracing one another. This was an opportunity for us to express 
gratitude for the memories we created, the strength we cultivated, and the resilience we 
have come to build as we leave this safe space and return to our lives beyond camp.  
The closing circle marked both the end of one chapter and the beginning of 
another for youth. As they had the opportunity to affirm their support and solidarity for 
one another, Camp OUTdoors served as one of many spaces and discourses afforded to 
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youth from different locations. Many of the campers, much like the youth of One n’ Ten 
in the greater Arizona area, came into this experience as complete strangers to One n’ 
Ten and a thriving LGBTQ community. The one thing that helped to bring the youth 
together were their queer and youth-based identities. It is because of this connection that 
many of the youth established were able to build community and camaraderie with one 
another.  
 At the end of the closing circle, one of the camp directors invites any youth 
turning 25 in the coming year; these youths attended what would be their final year of 
Camp OUTdoors, as they have approached the age cap for participation in One n’ Ten 
programs. The director speaks to how important it is that these youths are not “aging out” 
of camp, but rather, are “aging up,” noting that it is more empowering to “move up” than 
to “move out.” They invited the youth to share how many times they came to camp, with 
one youth having attended for eight years, and other youth only having attended for one 
year. The director then noted, “it doesn’t end for them there since they can come back as 
volunteers like many former youths have done in the past.” This was indeed the case, as a 
few of our camp volunteers were also former youth enrolled in One n’ Ten, who came 
back to help in hosting and facilitating camp, as well as another volunteer at the Mesa 
satellite, who assisted with presenting a workshop on Black LGBTQ history during the 
month of February. Having youth-turned-volunteers be a part of the broader rhetorical 
landscape of One n’ Ten helps to establish a continuous pathway for youth to return to 
their community with rich experiences and perspectives that can benefit future youths.  
For both the Mesa youth and the camp youth who are “aging up,” they not only 
gained meaningful experience as members of the program, but now they have also gained 
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phronetic knowledge and wisdom (Hess, 2011) they can pass on to future youth in queer 
communities. Since these youths are now transitioning t adulthood, they now carry 
distinct sets of life experience and perspectives that can be conducive to mentoring 
current and future LGBTQ youth. Moreover, the experiences that former youth have can 
help them appreciate being able to learn from young people as well.  
Other moments where youth get the chance to practice their youthful relationality 
is when they can also articulate their queer identities with one another. In further 
addressing the intersections of youth and queer relationality, one of the ancillary groups 
that collaborated in programming with One n’ Ten is Safeout, an initiative in the Phoenix 
area that provides education to LGBTQ youth in areas such as substance abuse, wellness, 
and self-care. Across the span of two months (January to February 2018), Safeout visited 
the Phoenix location to facilitate sessions on the aforementioned topics and others such as 
analyzing media messages, knowing the significance of the pride flag, and sexual 
education. Many of the youth had opportunities to express and speak about issues that 
meant a great deal to them. 
 During the first workshop, youth were asked to describe what makes LGBTQ 
youth so different than youth generally. Many of them chimed in: “we’re resilient,” “we 
are artistic and creative,” and “we’re really forward thinking and considerate of other 
people.” In describing what is admirable or special about the LGBTQ community, the 
facilitators encouraged the youth to think about their own unique strengths and how they 
helped to build one another up. One of the facilitators built upon the last comment, 
remarking how LGBTQ people can be thoughtful of other people, and that we should 
“treat others like we want to be treated.” To this, one youth replied, “I don’t know, I feel 
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like it should be the other way around...treat others better than myself.” This statement 
elicited positive reaction and snaps from everyone in the workshop; it doesn’t seem like it 
dawned upon everyone that treating others better than we would treat ourselves would 
even be an option. The facilitator briefly thanked this youth for sharing this characteristic 
of themselves. 
Shortly after, we got to discussing the history behind numerous pride flags that 
represent these and many other descriptions of LGBTQ people. From the original pride 
flag of the 1970s, to the trans* flag (which made its debut in 1999 during a pride parade 
in Phoenix), the youth were given an opportunity to not only learn about the histories of 
the queer community, but to also color their own flag that represents their unique queer 
identities. When given the chance to share their flags, they expressed what their personal 
flags meant to them, what it meant to be a part of the LGBTQ community, and how they 
feel empowered to share with one another feelings of empowerment, artistic ability, and a 
sense of camaraderie that they often do not get to experience outside of the youth center. 
The flags they drew were quite artful, yet many of them were shy and hesitant to share 
what they created. As we were cleaning up the center, I hear a group of three youth (who 
were all attending for the first time) praise one another for the way their flags came out, 
with particular fondness for the colors that represented their sexuality, a cause they cared 
for, and people who lifted them up.  
When it comes to queer youth expressing their unique identities, safe spaces are, 
once again, crucial towards encouraging youth to speak their minds and say what is most 
meaningful to them, rather than what is expected of them. During my interviews with 
youth and staff, I inquired about the expectations that youth generally are required to live 
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up to. A longtime program coordinator with One n’ Ten noted that the expectations for 
queer youth are far different today than they were during their time when LGBTQ 
discourses were making their way into the world. She noted: 
Once again, I’m 60 years old. Who knows how much more time I have. But, I 
shouldn’t be dictating the way, or saying that I have all the answers of what 
politically, we need to do, and how far we need to go to become equal with 
everyone else. It’s this new generation, plus this new generation like I said, they 
are growing up in a totally different world than I did. And so they’re the only ones 
that have to speak to it and it’s going to be the world they inherit. 
The program coordinator’s focus towards creating a world and place for youth to speak in 
is much in the line with how public spheres and spaces are characterized by “poetic world 
making,” (Warner, 2002), which involves the creation and spread of meaningful and 
reflexive discourse. If youth are given an opportunity to articulate their identities in a 
relational context, it is likely they feel more empowered and uplifted toward moments of 
publicity.  
 Such was the case during a scheduled night of group at the Mesa satellite, where 
one of the seasoned youth was given the chance to lead a program for group. The group 
would be titled “self-love,” which is appropriate leading up to Valentine’s Day. As a 
preface to the group, the youth in charge told her peers that love doesn’t “have to be 
about romantic love or having a partner. Love is about appreciating the relationships you 
have with not only other people, but more importantly yourself.” The youth spread out 
into a large circle in a tiny room housed in a local church, where several balls of rainbow 
yarn would be tossed around. In posing a series of questions, those holding the yarn 
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would toss them to a peer who they felt embodied the essence of the question. Such 
questions included: “this person has a great smile;” “this person has really cool hair;” 
“this person has a great warmth to them.”    
As the activity got underway, what was a large circle of youth gradually ended up 
becoming a colorful tapestry of rainbow yarn, connecting youth with one another and 
rapidly forming a sense of community. We laughed as some of the youth had to crawl 
under numerous lines of string to retrieve balls of yarn that were not tossed far enough. 
Youth who came for the first time to group were pleasantly surprised when they received 
a round of yarn. Veteran youth were holding more than four strands of yarn, a testament 
to their influence in Mesa. By the end of the night, everyone was basking in love and 
admiration for one another, thanks to the efforts of a dedicated youth who beams with 
pride as she refers to the youth every week as “her children.” 
  Indeed, a youthful relationality prevails throughout One n’ Ten, and all of the 
youth who contribute to this relational sense of publicity. When it comes to investing in 
the relational strength in publics, there are other dimensions to consider in how the 
relationality across the program is structured. As previously mentioned, One n’ Ten 
offers services and programs not only within its main center in Downtown Phoenix, but 
across a variety of satellites in the greater Phoenix area (i.e., Mesa and Scottsdale). The 
extent to which stranger or youthful relationality permeates throughout One n’ Ten 
largely depends on the youth being served at distinct geographic locations. One of the 
reasons for this is the public space in Phoenix is more expansive in the services and 
resources it provides for assisting youth who battle issues and constraints that keep them 
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in their marginalized subjectivities. On the other hand, Mesa provides activities and 
programming that serve youth who have resources such as stable housing and food.15 
Across both sites, a sense of both youthful and stranger relationality are inherent 
for two reasons. First, youth who seek supportive programs do so with the hope that they 
will be acknowledged and affirmed despite the constraints that set them back, be it age or 
homelessness. One youth leader who has been with the program for a year and three 
months noted that it was the “welcomeness” of the old youth center (located on 7th 
Avenue). She noted that:  
Generally, the people that worked there or the youth… they were so welcoming 
and kind. In my life I haven’t normally been dealt that. I’ve been normally dealt 
with strict and structured homes. There was no compassion, no love there. So 
when I became a part of One n’ Ten I finally felt that there. 
A safe space where youth feel welcomed regardless of their identity as a queer youth is 
crucial, especially if programs that serve queer youth must help in “reshaping the most 
intimate dimensions of subjectivity around co-membership with indefinite persons in a 
context of routine action” (Warner, 2002, p. 57). I have met youth who have been a part 
of the program since I started volunteering, youth who have been attending for more than 
four years, and youth who return after being away for some period of time. Regardless of 
their status or time spent in the program, youth who have more or less intimate 
connections with the program and one another as members are brought together by the 
subjectivities they share. 
                                                 
15 I do not claim to know the socioeconomic status or whereabouts of all the youth, nor do I seek to make 
broad and generalizable claims about said whereabouts.   
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 A second reason for the youthful and stranger relationality comes by way of their 
queer identities. It is far more likely that youth will be ostracized from their families, 
social circles, and places of influence. Thus, it continually bears mentioning that the 
formation of this public is predicated on the fact that youth have significantly less options 
(if any at all) for safe spaces outside of One n’ Ten. When such a space is available, it is 
necessary to acknowledge that queer youth rely on it not as a means of challenging the 
state, but just as a way to survive and continue bearing agency. In his final thoughts on 
the formation and spread of alternative publics, Warner (2002) argues: 
This is one of the things that happen when alternative publics are cast as social 
movements – they acquire agency in relation to the state. They enter the 
temporality of politics and adapt themselves to the performatives of rational-
critical discourse. For many counterpublics, to do so is to cede the original hope 
of transforming, not just policy, but the space of public life itself. (p. 89) 
It is indeed important that spaces such as One n’ Ten exist in order to bring 
attention to issues of social disparity among queer youth, and more specifically those 
youths who are impacted by lack of housing, resources, and social support. However, to 
frame One n’ Ten as a space exclusive to that goal misses the larger point. Youth come to 
this space to be in relation to one another through conversation, catching up with each 
other, and just needing a space that is for them. A camp colleague and fellow volunteer 
shared that it is  
powerful enough just to have a youth center that is geared towards LGBT youth 
and creates that safe place for them, especially if it’s their only safe place. On a 
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real side, it’s sometimes all that’s keeping them alive. So I think that’s very, very 
powerful to have.  
Ultimately, conceptualizing rhetorics of youthful and stranger relationality must 
be predicated on the fact that young individuals challenge dominant discourses connected 
to the state in ways that do not involve direct political action (e.g., protest). Specifically, 
there is a great deal of power and agency being enacted by the youth simply because they 
are in a space that utilizes distinct rhetorical practices (e.g., PGPs), affirms identities that 
are not mainstream (e.g., being trans*), and emphasizes the history of LGBTQ people for 
youth who may not be as well connected or aware of queer people in history. Whereas 
the experiences and histories of queer people and youth are under erasure in dominant 
publics, One n’ Ten exists as a space of affirmation and resistance that youth gradually 
become acclimated to in their efforts to be recognized as rhetorical agents invested in 
challenging dominant discourses on their own terms. 
Generally speaking, young individuals are primed with inheriting conditions and 
structures that are of the making from previous figures in positions of authorities. Indeed, 
identifying as LGBTQ in spaces that are relational and professional requires a great 
finesse that the youth have demonstrated in the workshops and activities I have been 
witness to. It is a daunting task for many youth, new and old, to come to terms with their 
gender expressions and identity in a space that is both familiar and strange to them. From 
the workshops and activities that are held in both group and camp, to the repeated 
practices of preferred pronouns, the youth of One n’ Ten are presented with opportunities 
to craft their voice and agency through moments of vernacular speech that help to re-
situate their queer and youthful identities. 
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Being able to learn from and grow alongside youth signals a significant shift in 
how participation is afforded in both public and counterpublic spaces. Moreover, the 
broad range of relational and identity work being done by and for youth in the program is 
not only in conflict with dominant and mainstream discourses about LGBTQ youth, but it 
helps to remind youth that they still have spaces available to practice such work. When 
youth have the opportunity to practice this type of work, it is far more likely that they can 
realize their potential as rhetorical agents, which will be unpacked as the next theme of 
analysis.  
Creating Youthful and Rhetorical Agency 
During the second day at Camp OUTdoors, many of the youth were congregating 
into their workshops for the day, many of which promoted subjects for discussion that 
were relevant to queer youth. One of the workshops, titled “LGBTQ politics,” was 
facilitated by a volunteer and well-known politician in the state of Arizona. Over 35 
youth were in attendance and shared a variety of social issues and ills that effected them 
and their queer bodies outside of camp. As the workshop continued, the youth were asked 
if they were 18 and of age to vote (only 8 of them raised their hands). Although a large 
majority of the youth were not yet of voting age, they still demonstrated a knack for 
political activism and getting involved in their community. One youth described how 
they showed up to a school board meeting to protest the “bathroom bill” in the school 
district. Another youth expressed how much respect they were losing for politicians who 
are now ugly people. Finally, another youth shared their frustration with how politics 
tend to favor cis and able-bodied people. LGBTQ politics, let alone the political process, 
were made far more accessible for youth regardless of their age and queer identity.  
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This workshop is one of many outlets afforded to One n’ Ten members as a way 
to become more informed about political discourse as it pertains to their LGBTQ and 
youth identities. Specifically, spaces such as this are in line with what Asen and Brouwer 
(2001) describe as “alternative, nondominant publics amid wider publics to elucidate the 
complex discursive practices and constellatory relations among these realms” (p. 6). 
Once this workshop concluded, youth were provided with knowledge that they could 
make use of outside of camp, and such knowledge may not have been available to them 
had they not been a part of this experience to begin with. Moments like these are 
quintessential in how youth work toward and achieve youthful and rhetorical agency in 
public spheres, which is the next theme I will be arguing for. For this section, I primarily 
draw from scholarship in critical rhetoric (McKerrow, 1989), vernacular rhetoric (Ono & 
Sloop, 1995; Sloop & Ono, 1997), and rhetorical agency (Campbell, 2005) to describe 
how rhetorical agency is enacted by the youth of One n’ Ten. 
In many ways, the youth of One n’ Ten are encouraged to take advantage of 
opportunities central to their professional, political, and personal growth. The fact that 
youth are encouraged to do so is crucial towards their ability to name and label doxastic 
forms of knowledge (McKerrow, 1989). Much like the youth I discussed in Chapter 3, 
the youth of One n’ Ten often seek to make change in their communities of influence 
amidst perceptions that they are incapable of doing so. In an interview with a Mesa youth 
(who has been with the group for the better part of a year), they shared their outlook on 
how it feels being both LGBTQ and young:  
Oftentimes when I express a will to change things or to make changes in my 
community, I get knocked down. People tell me “you’re too young to know these 
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things” or like “everybody’s a social justice warrior in their youth and it’ll fade,” 
and they say you shouldn’t get too deep in it because it’ll change your future life 
and eventually you won’t be interested in this anymore. But I personally think 
that’s silly on so many levels...even if I did my achievements would be something 
that I was proud of. 
Indeed, this youth has much to be proud of as they have been spearheading an effort to 
write a photojournalism book on LGBTQ couples. The youth shared this project during 
the annual One n’ Ten Fresh Brunch, where over 1,200 attendees got a chance to hear 
about their efforts. During their presentation and slideshow, the youth talked about 
having had the great fortune of being a part of structures such as One n’ Ten, as well as 
having close family and friends, who love them and appreciate them for who she is. 
However, they note that not many other people are so fortunate to have a youth center or 
program like One n’ Ten, and are not fortunate to have such programs or relationships so 
readily available. “Well, I want to be that hope for them.” They share their effort of 
creating a photojournalism book on the stories of LGBTQ couples. “All too often, 
LGBTQ people and their love stories are underrepresented in media, and I want to show 
other youth that it is possible to find love, and that it does get better.” In an attempt to 
complete their book, the youth was passing out fliers in the lobby prior to and after the 
banquet. They recognize not only that other youth don’t have access to programs such as 
One n’ Ten, but that a large disparity in representation persists for LGBTQ youth and 
people. To this end, their project is one way of speaking against powerful discourses that 
do not adequately represent LGBTQ people writ large (McKerrow, 1989).    
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 Another youth took on a similar project in creating artwork in order to break past 
common stereotypes of LGBTQ youth. Recently, One n’ Ten announced that the youth 
center would be open to the public for First Fridays, a monthly event where a small area 
of Downtown Phoenix is host to a variety of independent artists and food trucks. To this 
end, the organization has called for submissions from youth that can be presented at First 
Friday. This Mesa youth took it upon themselves to create a picture collage with their 
peers holding up a whiteboard with the phrase, “I am...” This collage contained various 
pictures of youth holding up a version of the whiteboard with different phrasings, such 
as: “I am not mentally ill;” I am proud of who I am;” and “I am trans and proud.” Over 
sixteen individual youths helped to create this collage of pictures, representing a 
communal and participatory effort (Campbell, 2005) to highlight the ways in which 
LGBTQ youth are not that different from youth construed broadly.   
The unique discourses, practices and values demonstrated by One n’ Ten 
participants represent a crucial need to listen to the voices of youth if their agency is to be 
realized. In an interview with a fellow volunteer who I have worked with for the past year 
and a half, he stated the importance of being open to how youth are bringing their 
experiences into public (and counterpublic spaces): “we need to make sure we’re 
representing their concerns and their voices. They are the next generation that is coming 
up and so…we need to listen to them, we need to hear them.” Similarly, a young adult 
member of the program asserts the value of youth being able to express themselves: 
Now with young adults we have this tendency to see the bigger picture. And we 
might see with issues in the world today we even have our own opinions and we 
might state those facts through social media and keep it brief. But some of the 
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older folks, they talk about it over tea or coffee and keep it at that. With us we try 
to figure out how to change it by maybe, when the next voting season comes by 
we’re gonna vote again and keep trying to change things, trying to change 
people’s point of views and what not. 
Given the contextualization of youth across different current events in chapter three, 
many of the youth from One n’ Ten who are becoming more attuned to the political and 
social landscapes that may not recognize them as rhetorical agents. Whether it is the 
LGBTQ politics workshop from Camp OUTdoors or a youth’s art project to break the 
stigmas of LGBTQ people, youth are becoming cognizant of their ability and potential to 
enact agentic and meaningful forms of rhetorical practice in order to stake their positions 
as meaningful members of society and to carve out spaces for their unique participation.   
In relation to creating spaces for such agency, a longtime volunteer, who often 
visits to give workshops on LGBTQ Black History since the program’s inception, 
touched upon the importance of youth being able to share their stories and perspectives 
with one another. This is carried out in the spirit of out-law discourses, especially since 
communities that have been threatened find some way to continue existing and striving 
for change (Sloop & Ono, 1997, p. 63). This volunteer stated in an interview: “I think the 
importance in that is all youth have stories to tell. The good the bad and the ugly. They 
don’t always feel comfortable with adults…or with sometimes their peers because no one 
has listened to them before.” The need to hear these stories came to light during a 
different workshop at Camp OUTdoors, which was titled “Your Invisibility Mask.” In 
this workshop, a volunteer incorporated public speaking with the chance for youth to 
create and decorate masks. Youth could then present a speech behind the mask as a way 
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to combat any anxiety they might have over standing up in front of large crowds of 
people. The youth identified many fears commonly held by traditional public speaking 
students in a university or classroom setting, ranging from fear of judgment and messing 
up your words, to possibly offending someone. Pairing these anxieties along with their 
queer bodies and identities made this workshop a more than worthwhile opportunity for 
them to engage in speaking about meaningful and heartfelt stories.  
 What would follow in the aftermath of creating masks was a space where youth 
could share unstructured speeches and stories that they felt would resonate in the queer 
community. One youth shared their story about having a romantic interest in school, only 
to be broken up by a mother who disapproved of same-sex partnerships. A few youths 
shared their battles with anxiety, depression and mental health, many of which were often 
brushed off or discarded by parents or authority figures. Near the end of the workshop, 
one youth shared their hardships they were experiencing at home with family, which 
unfortunately required mandated reporting.16 Out of respect for the youth, I will not share 
what they talked about in this workshop. On the one hand, it was a powerful moment for 
this young individual to get this story off their chest to a supportive group, yet it was 
crushing to think that they would have to be reported on. The youth in attendance were 
supportive simply through listening and giving being witness to this individual shedding 
light on this experience and was taken by many as an opportunity for strength and 
resilience. As far as how this was reported by my colleague, I do not know what the 
outcome was. I hoped that the youth would find their way through their struggles. Not 
                                                 
16 As is required in many forms of public work with youth and students, Camp OUTdoors volunteers and 
staff are required as mandated reports to report stories shared by youth pertaining to forms of abuse that 
may be suspected in the home or within families and close relationships. 
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having an outlet outside of camp is difficult enough as it is, so having the chance to be 
heard and embraced may have meant the world to them.  
 In opening up platforms for youth to speak and be listened to, workshops like this 
one and many more cultivate a sense of community and action that queer youth are not 
privy to in traditional structures of public participation. A volunteer at the West Valley 
satellite of One n’ Ten shares in an interview the importance of opening up spaces for 
youth to be listened to: 
They’re super in tune with what’s going on in the world. What needs to change, 
like how they need to change and things like that. Always bringing that different 
perspective. At least how I was raised it’s like, “oh you get older and wiser.” But 
really that’s not the case…even on a weekly basis I’m learning so much about 
different life experiences and how to treat people, even people who are younger 
than me. 
Indeed, queer youth carry many experiences that help in breaking the stereotypes of them 
as naïve, uninformed about the world, and selfish. Since One n’ Ten functions 
rhetorically in not ascribing negative judgment within safe spaces, youth have the chance 
to engage in both formal and informal acts of speech that embrace their experiences 
rather than spurn them. The stories shared by youth in various workshops or in 
articulating the safe space guidelines are generative in providing a better look at how to 
open up spaces where youth can share stories that mean something to them, articulate 
their identities to like-minded others, and largely, help to realize their agency as queer 
youth.  
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One n’ Ten offers programming and activities that open up youth to different 
bodies of knowledge, as well as skillsets that may be of use to them in what is often 
referred to as “the real world.” A practice that is encouraged and emphasized repeatedly 
in the organization is for youth to “make prideful choices,” which largely revolves around 
encouraging youth to practice safe and consensual sex outside of group. This is 
highlighted through the safe space guideline, “One n’ Ten is a safe space, not a hookup 
place.” At the Mesa location, the rule is framed as “we come to hang, not bang.” Across 
both locations, youth are reminded to engage in sexual relations outside of the center, 
ensure that both parties are either over or under the age of eighteen, and to use protection 
(e.g.., condoms and dental dams) that are available to youth after group. The youth of 
One n’ Ten have access to opportunities, resources, and moments in “group” where they 
feel more prepared and encouraged to speak and act in ways that are true to their 
individual identities and the identity of their community (Campbell, 2006).  
During a night of “group,” a staff member facilitated a discussion titled 
“transcending sexual health,” which is a sex-positive workshop geared toward trans* 
youth ages 18 and up who miss out on such content due to Arizona’s predominantly 
abstinence-heavy curriculum and practices in public schools. The facilitator led an 
unstructured discussion about things to know regarding sexual education and health for 
trans* youth. Many of the youth asked a range of questions, ranging from the availability 
and access to necessary hormones, to how sexual intercourse can happen between a 
trans* and non-trans person (or as the facilitator noted, “how it works down there”). Both 
staff and the youth generated a variety of topics needed to problematize and make sense 
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of sex-positive practices for trans* youth, which they would otherwise miss out on in 
spaces outside of the center and existing satellite locations.  
This was the case when one of the youth expressed a concern with their sexual 
education being characterized by “those who penetrate or are penetrated,” and how much 
of sexual health curriculum encourages a role of passivity between sexual partners. To 
this end, our facilitator encouraged discussions that used language to reframe how we talk 
about sexual intercourse for trans* and non-binary individuals. From describing 
intercourse as “enveloping” or “being enveloped” to challenging the heteronormative 
social constructs of “taking one’s virginity,” the few youths who were present grew 
excited and more intrigued at the thought of being able to create these neologisms. This 
opportunity to recreate knowledge on sexual health relevant to LGBTQ youth is not only 
invaluable, but signals that, especially for the trans* youth who are underrepresented or 
misrepresented in public places, that they deserve to have new vocabularies and 
nomenclatures (Squires, 2002) that speak to their lived experiences and remind them that 
they have the capacity to speak and enact rhetorical practices relevant to their lived 
experiences. Building off of Campbell’s (2006) notion of rhetorical agency, I reflect on 
workshops such as trans* sexual education as moments where youth are reminded of the 
capacities and agency they have while at One n’ Ten; in turn, this provides them with 
agency and the power to respond to broader and dominant discourses that have denied 
them their agency in the first place.   
 Across the entirety of my interviews and discussions with youth and volunteers, 
some of the topics we discussed included the expectations that youth are required to live 
up to and what opportunities there are for older individuals and adults to learn from our 
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youth. In terms of how rhetorical agency is cultivated by youth, such expectations are 
meant to be broken, and oftentimes these expectations linger. In one of my interviews, a 
program volunteer stated that youth are not given enough expectations today, citing the 
generational difference 25 years ago where youth she worked with were always setting 
goals for themselves. She went on to further state: “We need to start making more youth 
accountable to expectations, and I don’t mean we have to set the expectations. I think it’s 
sitting down with the youth and figuring out together, what is something they either need 
to do, or something that they’re wanting to do so that they go and meet those 
expectations.” Indeed, such expectations may largely emanate from a professional nature 
(i.e., exceling in school or finding employment), which is where programs such as 
P.O.N.D. can help to guide youth in establishing said expectations and goals.   
Many youths are expected to develop set goals and expectations for themselves 
that extend beyond their participation in youth programs; as previously stated, having 
fundamental needs such as food and clothing, along with a space to practice their 
identities and relationships alongside other people, are necessary elements for the agency 
of youth can come to more fruition. Between discussing the expectations youth have 
educationally and personally, a camp volunteer noted that queer youth go one step further 
in challenging learning expectations and fitting into distinct boxes of identity. He noted 
that “for LGBT youth I think a weird thing has happened because they have been able to 
give voice and so many names to all these identities now. They’re being forced to know 
those identities younger.” Another youth described how their position as a youth leader 
and questioning in their identity helped them realize that they are capable of taking on 
great responsibility that their adult counterparts did not feel they were ready for.  
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 During a discussion with a longtime volunteer of the organization, we discussed 
the role that adults, specifically parents, had to play in cultivating and sharping youth. 
When discussing our current political climate, they had this to say about the ways in 
which adults need to step back and let youth rise up: 
Adults have to be willing to let young people step out…step up and be. Just to be. 
Without always criticizing…you can’t, no this no…do it. Just like the Nike 
ad…do it. And I think that’s what adults have to realize. Kids are going to vote 
out there. And change is about to happen. 
This forthcoming change has been evident during various workshops and groups 
facilitated within One n’ Ten. Visitors from a politically active group were invited to the 
old youth center in early 2017 to teach them how to become politically active by way of 
contacting their political representatives, how political parties vote on certain issues 
pertinent to the LGBTQ community, and how youth can become politically active even 
though they may be under the age of 18. The facilitators handed out envelopes and cards 
for us to fill out, and one of the more vocal youth exclaimed, “I’m going to give Trump a 
piece of my mind!” Youth who had access to mobile phones and social media were also 
introduced to a service known as “Resistbot,” which allows users to text and send 
messages to their elected representatives in Arizona as an efficient way of 
communicating political discourse.  
 Similarly, at Camp OUTdoors, one of our camp volunteers was tasked with 
facilitating a workshop titled “LGBTQ politics,” which I introduced briefly at the 
beginning of this chapter. At the start of the workshop, the facilitator posed this 
icebreaker question was: “what is a cause you advocate for or believe in?” Youth started 
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listing off various causes and social ills that they were invested in or that they have been 
previously affected by. One youth proclaimed that “Black trans lives matter,” eliciting 
snaps and nods of approval and support. Many of the youth expressed frustration with the 
wide swath of bathroom bills that have come up in certain parts of the country. Another 
youth proudly expressed that a cause they believe in is “intersectional feminism,” 
drawing smiles and laughter from their peers. Finally, another youth voiced their 
advocacy for causes pertaining to sexism and discrimination in the military and sports 
contexts.  
The issues these youths listed indicated that they are already practicing significant 
agency in their own lives. For some youth, many expressed a great deal of anxiety over 
the current political climate. “I feel scared that I will have no rights in the future…like 
they’re slipping away.” Another took issue with how politics and the political process 
actually work: “I don’t trust politicians…my trust in politics is eroding.” The facilitator 
agreed, noting that it is like “looking at a burning garbage heap that we don’t want to 
have.” Another youth immediately quoted Dr. Cornel West when asked about why it is 
important for politicians to listen to the experiences of marginalized people: “The 
condition of truth is to allow the suffering to speak,” eliciting snaps and agreement from 
their peers. Gradually, the facilitator provided youth with strategies for them become 
politically active despite constantly being pushed to the margins. When the workshop 
facilitator asked inquired about everyone’s voting age, less than half of the youth raised 
their hands to indicate whether or not they could vote. Yet the majority of youth shared 
ways they have been involved with politics by way of going to school board meetings, 
attending town halls sponsored by government officials and city council members, 
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writing to their congresspeople through letters or ResistBot, and even volunteering at 
local chapters of organizations such as Planned Parenthood. The youth in this workshop 
expressed a great fervor for political activism, and a willingness to engage in issues of 
importance, amidst the institutional constraint of legal voting ages. 
Through these workshops and events through One n’ Ten, youth are given a 
platform to be heard and fight against the perceptions that they are lacking life experience 
and don’t know any better. Members of One n’ Ten not only have to battle these 
stereotypes as youth, but they must do so against the larger backdrop of their queer 
identities. An adult member of One n’ Ten, who has been with the organization for 
almost seven years, noted that they have observed many of the youth take political issues 
to task in Arizona, especially through proposed “bathroom bills” and the “no promo 
homo” legislation that asserts public schools cannot program lessons or material that 
discuss LGBTQ topics (i.e., sexual education) in positive ways. To this end, youth are not 
to be taken lightly in their ability to engage in positive and constructive change. If youth 
are to become members of public life, the structural conditions and systems of democratic 
life must be reframed and reconfigured to reflect a more up to date democracy (Fraser, 
1992). Workshops such as these enable youth to speak up and demand that there by new 
vocabularies and discussions that can represent their interests and experiences, which are 
often marginalized by mainstream publics (Squires, 2002).   
 This particular youth leader, among a few others, speak to the next idea of youth 
enacting extraordinary rhetorics that characterize counterpublic spaces such as One n’ 
Ten. Through this next section, I will shed light on the ways that the program works to 
elevate and mold youth into agents of influence and change, both through formal and 
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informal practices and structures. In extending Middleton’s (2014a) conceptualization of 
substantive citizenship, I argue for the ways that youth cultivate and enact their own 
extraordinary forms of citizenship and rhetoric by way of their involvement with One n’ 
Ten. 
  Another context where youth are provided with a chance to exercise their agency 
is through the youth leaders program, where youth over the age of eighteen can apply and 
become more involved in the program. Typically, youth leaders serve as one of the first 
faces you see at One n’ Ten and are generally tasked with assisting staff members and 
volunteers in the downtown center’s kitchen area, upholding and enforcing safe space 
guidelines for new and old youth, and can even volunteer to facilitate topics and activities 
for group. In the previous chapter, I shared a moment in group where a youth was being 
taken to task by another youth leader for using a racial slur to describe their preferred 
gender pronouns. When this occurred, the youth leader and several of his peers were 
quick to take this individual to task for not abiding to the set of mutually agreed upon 
guidelines that characterized this public space (Hauser, 1999). Additionally, a veteran 
youth leader who I have known for a year takes it upon himself to give a thorough tour to 
anyone new to One n’ Ten. He never hesitates in being the first to step up and orient new 
youth to the center, especially if they are more reserved or uncertain about how to 
navigate this new space. During one such night, I notice some of the youth at the kitchen 
counter scoff and roll their eyes, remarking at how much he talks and how long his tours 
are. Not realizing that there are other youths snickering behind his back, he continues to 
proudly guide his new peers around the space, which is the welcoming feeling he 
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experienced as a newcomer to the program two years ago. He shared the following with 
me in an interview:  
I am proud that I am at One n’ Ten. I am fully…not fully involved, but really 
productive with them. My job as a youth leader is to step up and make sure they 
have a voice when they can’t speak or when they don’t feel comfortable to speak. 
It’s like having that one friend you know is gonna have your back.  
This youth leader, among a few others, in particular not only looks after the space, but 
also goes out of his way to orient and look after other youth who will hopefully become 
part of a public space marked by distinct rhetorical practices and conversations that allow 
queer youth to achieve this sense of agency, much as the leaders do. 
In addition to the youth leader positions, one other outlet afforded to the youth 
comes by way of the OUTscouts program. Open to youth 18 and older, OUTscouts are 
supervised by staff members in how they can experience outdoor recreation and camping 
in safe and ideal ways. More importantly, they are also instrumental in as a subcommittee 
for planning each year’s version of Camp OUTdoors. From selecting the camp theme, to 
handpicking volunteers and staff, the youth are placed in significant roles, allowing them 
the opportunity to give back to youth who were in their shoes at much younger ages. For 
the 2017 version of Camp, the OUTscouts decided upon the theme “Camp-Con” (similar 
to the pop culture phenomenon San Diego Comic-Con), which bringing a great deal of 
joy to the youth who reveled in various pop culture fandoms.  
An example of rhetorical agency, OUTscouts are handpicked annually by One n’ 
Ten staff in order to help in planning programs that would be central to the growth of 
LGBTQ youth. In an interview with one of the founding volunteers of One n’ Ten, they 
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note that programs such as Camp OUTdoors are instrumental as it gives youth “the skills 
that they can then take into the workplace, onto a college campus…in a volunteer type 
program to know what to do to help others.” The fact that these youths are responsible for 
coordinating the theme of the camp, picking volunteers, and working closely alongside 
staff members to bring camp to life once every year speaks volumes to how young people 
can significantly build public spaces for youth and by youth.   
On the last day of Camp OUTdoors, OUTscout representatives lead a workshop 
in survival skills, specifically in learning how to build a campfire using the materials 
around you. “Share your name, age, PGPs, and more importantly, what would be your 
number one survival tool out in the wilderness?” Many of the younger campers in 
attendance opted for tool such as knives and compasses, to flashlights and water flasks. 
“We’ll be learning some basic survival skills and getting our feet wet. One of the 
essential skills is building a campfire. Has anyone built one before?” A few hesitant 
hands go up, many of the youth anticipating what would eventually be a test of their 
skills in building a campfire. “Each person here will be responsible for finding large 
pieces of wood, some rocks and stones, and some shrubbery to build a mock fire. Anyone 
want to guess why we need each of these types of materials?” As the workshop 
continues, the OUTscouts ask for volunteers to take charge in constructing part of the 
mock campfire. “Who wants to step up? It’s okay if you don’t know the answer right 
away. It’s challenge by choice here to participate though.” Challenge by choice was a 
common saying at camp, which signaled to all youth that you should choose to 
participate if you feel comfortable doing so. Eventually, under the guidance of the 
OUTscouts, we all worked together to build a mock campfire while learning from them 
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about why our environments matter in camping and outdoor recreation. All throughout 
camp, junior campers remarked at how much they learned about camping in the outdoors, 
The OUTscouts were not only instrumental in this workshop coming to fruition, but they 
served as role models for the other campers, with many campers attending this very 
workshop as they hope to become OUTscouts for next year’s camp. 
Many of the youth are placed or elevated to extraordinary moments of rhetorical 
practice outside of camp as well. This is largely more prevalent with veteran or seasoned 
youth who are willing to show youth the ropes of the program or offer sage advice. As 
previously discussed with the veteran youth who claims her younger peers as her 
children, as well as with the youth leader who takes pride in his position as a youth leader 
and tour guide, young individuals in positions of change and leadership model embody 
moments of agent-centered rhetoric (McKerrow, 1989). Doing so paints a clearer picture 
of how they are central to the process of formulating spaces of public activity and 
discussion that are not often afforded to them in more dominant spaces. In the case of 
LGBTQ youth, they are tasked with enacting agentic discourses, many of which can be 
uplifting and empowering for youth who may come to feel ostracized from more 
dominant publics.  
An example of this uplifting and agentic rhetoric took place during a night of 
opening announcements at the Mesa satellite. After our round of introductions and ice 
breakers, the program facilitators opened up the floor for any announcements that youth 
wanted to make. The same youth who facilitated the self-love activity a week prior 
begins by sharing: “As you know, I work at a makeup retailer and we started a campaign 
called ‘Trans Rights Are Human Rights,’ and we have these pamphlets to pass out which 
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have information on how to be a good ally for trans and non-binary people.” She goes on 
to share that the pamphlets contain quotes and statements from trans* and non-binary 
people who are employees of the company, and that the story would also be selling bath-
bombs with all proceeds going to organizations such as the National Center for 
Transgender Equality and the Canadian Centre for Gender and Sexual Diversity. Upon 
hearing that this retailer is taking part in this campaign, many of the youth expressed their 
excitement and joy for this exposure, and more so to the youth who brought this to our 
attention. “Who here wants a pamphlet?” Many of the youth eagerly raise their hands 
seeking these pamphlets (as did I). It is always remarkable that this youth is so involved 
and looks after their “children,” but for them to use this opportunity to share a helpful 
resource with their peers, and to make trans* people visible, brought about much needed 
change and motivation for everyone else in the room.  
  With youth being constantly elevated to moments of rhetorical agency, One n’ 
Ten has established a critical framework which allows for rhetorical and doxastic 
practices to influence how youth can see themselves as having potential and power to 
significantly shape their lives. In doing so, youth become far more willing to put 
themselves out there as examples of how their everyday lives and experiences as queer 
youth (Ono & Sloop, 1995) can be sources of hope and strength. One long-time volunteer 
noted that a few youths have since gone on to participate in politics and run for elected 
office. Another volunteer shared their story of one of her “gaybies”17 she used to work 
with and mentor (who unfortunately was killed outside a bar in Phoenix) and how they 
                                                 
17 For context, this term is used by the participant who I interviewed and is not a term I invoke to describe 
youth. 
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grew into leadership roles, such as helping to plan One n’ Ten’s involvement in the 
annual Pride parade. In taking this youth to a conference in Oakland, she then learned 
that he had marched in a demonstration against police misuses of force. She shared: 
We’re marching down the street, and he was the first one right there when the 
camera went by. Before we got back from the conference it was already over the 
west valley. “Did you know Gabriel was on the news?” and he was marching with 
a bunch of gay folks so that was sort of like his “coming out…coming out story.” 
This late youth, among many others, have gone through the program and have taken 
advantages of numerous opportunities to become more involved both in One n’ Ten and 
in the LGBTQ community. What has been common in my time volunteering is seeing a 
great deal of youth interested in volunteering for the annual Phoenix Pride parade, which 
is held every April. Oftentimes, many of the youth first learn about One n’ Ten by 
attending the parade itself. Counterpublic and cultural spaces such as One n’ Ten provide 
youth with chances to rethink and reimagine how they view themselves in relation to 
broader publics.  Youth benefit significantly from access to material resources such as 
food, opportunities to practice their identities with other youth through casual 
conversation, and take on moments of agent-centered discursive practices such as drag 
(McKerrow, 1989). In doing so, youth can finally be recognized as powerful members of 
public life. 
Implications 
 Throughout this chapter, I have described the ways in the rhetorical agency of 
youth is gradually constructed through the counterpublic space of One n’ Ten. As I 
mentioned previously, the cultural performances and enactments of this counterpublic 
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space are conducive for youth to engage communal efforts to realize their agentic 
potential (Campbell, 2005; Pezzullo, 2003). Moreover, I also discussed how such agency 
must be preceded by fundamentals necessities in order for these youth to, first and 
foremost, live to see themselves as said agents. Thusly, I do not seek to essentialize or 
posit a linear model of agency. Rather, it is important to acknowledge that the 
experiences of youth, and their eventual inculcation into public life, are marked by 
vernacular conditions at the intersections of materiality, power, and everyday 
conversation (Hauser, 1999; Ono & Sloop; 1995; Sloop & Ono, 1997). With all of these 
taken together, One n’ Ten offers a variety of opportunities, practices, and structures that 
help to shed light on how it functions as a counterpublic space and imaginary (Asen, 
2000; Asen, 2002; Brouwer, 2006) conducive towards a complex imagining of youthful 
agency. It is all the more important (for both rhetorical critics and those who work 
directly with and alongside youth) that this serves as a reminder of how the experiences 
and values of youth are grounded in material realities and relational configurations of the 
public sphere (Dewey, 1954; Ono & Sloop, 1995). I now offer the following implications 
pertaining to the rhetorical agency of youth. 
 First, a dynamic conceptualization of both public and counterpublic spheres rests 
upon the fact that public spaces, as well as agency, are gradually episodic in nature, and 
should not rely upon one single activity or practice to help youth constitute and realize 
their potential as rhetorical agents. Through the vernacular conceptualizations of both 
Hauser and Ono and Sloop, public and counterpublic spheres are able to articulate their 
purposes and senses of belonging in a broader world marked by dominant and 
constraining discourses. McKerrow (1989) argued that a critical rhetoric must “provide 
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an avenue – an orientation – toward a postmodern conception of the relationship between 
discourse and power” (p. 109). In this way, youth are provided with both dynamic and 
nontraditional ways of responding to discursive structures and practices that do not 
adequately address their lived experiences, such as housing services and food, or 
programs that allow them to express their artistic capabilities. Moreover, as seen through 
the youth who both take on positions of leadership or reside in everyday rhetorics (i.e., 
visiting the center for food and snacks), they can be framed as active rhetorical agents 
who not only make the notion of an engaged citizenship more fruitful and dynamic 
(Middleton, 2014a), but are seen as being able to reclaim their voices and agency amidst 
trying and difficult moments in their lives.) By redefining the boundaries of public 
participation in a processual manner (Middleton et al., 2015), youth can be gradually 
accounted for in rhetorical and public sphere scholarship, supporting Fraser’s (1992) call 
for public spheres that more fully represent the experiences of people marginalized by 
more dominant publics and social conditions.   
 Second, it should never be forgotten that the inclusion of youth in the public 
sphere largely begins from the perspectives of material realities. Programs such as One n’ 
Ten are unique in their counterpublic functions by addressing disparities that both queer 
and homeless youth encounter in their day to day experiences. Indeed, Habermas was 
well known for identifying the public sphere as a space where critical discussion could 
take place among people in working classes, and such discussion could be used against 
states and state-like officials. However, such a space was only accessible to individuals 
who possessed the means to participate in them (i.e., the means to news journals and 
forms of economic trade).  In this present project, youth who do not have their 
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fundamental and material means fulfilled are less likely to engage in more agentic 
practices and moments of youthful relationality. The fact that a young person can come 
into the center and take a shower, fall asleep for a quick nap, and take food to go for the 
week, speaks significantly to how the cultivation of rhetorical agency is highly contingent 
based on these needs. Thusly, rhetorical agency is not a clear and linear path that all 
youth can take, but a dynamic process that is largely predicated on material conditions to 
begin with (Ono & Sloop, 1995). As a result, programs within One n’ Ten, such as 
P.O.N.D. and Safeout, help youth to be cognizant of their voices intersecting with their 
queer and youthful identities, remind them that their lives and existence matter (even in 
providing fundamental needs such as food), and ultimately, helping them to reclaim their 
capacities to act. 
 Finally, expanding the idea of a counterpublic space to include moments of 
relationality and intimate affirmation is also a worthwhile endeavor. One of the common 
threads I have encountered during my time in the field is that many of the youth thrive off 
being able to foster rich and substantive relationships and connections with participants 
new and old. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the safe space guidelines established 
by One n’ Ten perform a critical labor in orienting youth to express themselves in ways 
that are meaningful and authentic to their queer and youthful identities. In turn, this opens 
up opportunities for youth to be more affirming and supportive of one another’s 
expressions and identities along the lines such as gender and sexuality. From the 
Downtown Phoenix location to the Mesa satellite, One n’ Ten helps to cultivate youthful 
relationalities by encouraging youth to participate in and circulate meaningful discourses 
that help one another affirm their subjectivities in an intimate counterpublic. A notion of 
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counterpublicity, while largely carrying assumptions of dissent towards dominant and 
mainstream publics, must be expanded to include the ways in which meaningful 
relationships also serve as sites of rhetorical action and agency. These relationships, in 
turn, can also be considered as moments of training and practice for youth engaging with 
others outside this counterpublic space of withdrawal. Since counterpublic spheres are 
grounded in material, lived, and relational experiences, it stands to reason that there are 
numerous opportunities available to further understand how youth are constantly working 
to achieve and create emancipatory and liberating spaces of rhetorical practice conducive 
to their lived experiences.  
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CHAPTER 6: YOUTHFUL RHETORICS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR PUBLIC 
SPHERE SCHOLARSHIP 
 Public sphere scholarship proves to be a generative and fruitful lens to examining 
how approaches to public life are cultivated, shared, and contested. Since Nancy Fraser 
(1992) has taken Habermas’s germinal model to task for its exclusion of women in public 
spaces and discussion, subsequent rhetorical scholars have lead the charge in examining 
how non-dominant publics craft distinct and apt responses and strategies to counter the 
discourses of dominant publics. In a variety of contexts and exigencies, counterpublics 
and social movements have developed various strategies and practices they can utilize to 
contend with the values and discourses of broader publics. In the spirit of Fraser (1992), 
it should not come as a surprise that the quietude of youth in the public sphere has not 
produced sustained discussion and inquiry into their experiences and perspectives. Such 
experiences are crucial in order to produce realistic accounts of what the public sphere 
looks like for young people aspiring to become members of public spaces in their own 
right. To this end, this dissertation serves as a stepping stone towards discussions about 
rhetoric and the publicity of youth, and more importantly, how public sphere scholarship 
can be extended to reconceptualize conditions of public participation for youth in our 
current social and political climate. 
In this dissertation, the enactments, performances, and articulations of LGBTQ 
youth in public spaces serve to push rhetorical and public sphere scholarship to consider 
how the conditions and expectations for public life are not as well suited for youth. Given 
that One n’ Ten invests significant efforts to bolster and support queer youth in their 
efforts of self-expression and involvement in a queer community, other youth 
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organizations must undergo a significant shift if they are to undertake efforts to support 
youth in both their fundamental needs and to afford them more opportunities to realize 
their agency and potential as civically minded people. LGBTQ youth demonstrate a 
resilience that is often not seen in youth broadly (Asakura, 2016), which is a worthy 
subject of study for rhetorical critics, scholars invested in public sphere and civic 
engagement, and organizations and collectives devoted to the development and growth of 
youth. In Chapter 3, I contextualized current events and scholarship surrounding youth in 
moments of advocacy; this was a necessary and parallel gesture in exploring how One n’ 
Ten elevates youth to moments of advocacy, self-expression, and public participation in 
various forms. In my experiences with volunteering for an organization dedicated to 
queer youth, I learned about how both youth and their adult peers worked to cultivate a 
sense of publicity that affirmed one another’s queerness and youthful identities. 
Moreover, I sought to posit claims that would resonate beyond One n’ Ten and hopefully 
be transferable (Tracy, 2013) to other contexts where the agency and public participation 
of youth cultures can be augmented (Clark, 2015; Huffman, 2013; Huffman, 2017; Way, 
2012). These resonant claims are also necessary for informing the work being done with 
and surrounding queer-youth communities (Asakura, 2016; Chávez, 2011; Freundlich & 
Avery, 2004) that address the needs of youth in areas of homelessness, health and 
wellness, and knowledge-building. In doing so, the hope is that arguments being made 
about the experiences of young individuals can substantially inform how inquiries of 
publics and counterpublics should include the experiences of young individuals. As a 
result, programs similar in the spirit of One n’ Ten can offer youth a broad umbrella of 
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support so that they may explore various ways to express their identities and cultivate a 
sense of agency that can be employed in numerous public settings.   
This final chapter will offer up suggestions for future scholarship in the following 
areas. First, I will discuss how critical and vernacular rhetorics can be extended to 
incorporating more directly in public spheres. Second, I will share some thoughts on how 
LGBTQ youth must figure into discussions of publics and counterpublics. Finally, I will 
discuss practical implications, limitations of this study, and suggestions for future 
projects in order to bolster the inquiry of youth in the public sphere. 
Critical and Vernacular Rhetorics in Youthful Publics 
The public sphere and its counterpublic iterations are utilized by members and 
collectives to enact distinct values, ideals, and practices. In discussing previous case 
studies, germinal works, and my own research into the field of LGBTQ youth, I posit that 
there are some members of vernacular communities who are not necessarily brought into 
the folds of public life and deliberation to begin with. Indeed, the Habermasian version of 
the public sphere was not designed to account for the voices of anyone beyond wealthy 
European men, prompting individuals such as Fraser (1992) to make the concept more 
malleable for women and feminists. In this similar spirit, I put forward the claim that 
today’s current manifestations of publics are not optimally designed for youthful publics. 
This claim was addressed largely through critical and vernacular theories of rhetoric, 
which inform how youth can take part in public spheres. 
 In Chapter 5, I drew upon McKerrow’s (1989) theories of a critical rhetoric to 
evince how the program helps to reframe more emancipatory opportunities for the ways 
in which youth can participate in the public sphere. Generally, these opportunities prove 
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useful for rhetorical scholarship and the conversations surrounding how agency is a 
fundamental component of public life. Through analyzing multiple enactments of 
youthful rhetorical agency (from the material to the visible moments), the aforementioned 
chapter built upon the ways that agency can be experienced by youth in a variety of ways. 
Indeed, many of the youth rose to positions of leadership that enabled them to be 
exemplary members to more junior youth. On the other hand, there were youth who came 
to the center not for training in visible forms of leadership and participation, but instead 
as a means of getting away from the challenges they faced outside of the program, be it a 
lack of acceptance or physiological needs (i.e., food and shelter). No matter the reasons 
for youth coming to the center, I argued how the organization was instrumental in 
fostering agency for youth by way of their engagement in and use of programs and 
resources.  
In situating a focus on agency through the work of Karlyn Kohrs Campbell 
(2005), I explored the ways that One n’ Ten cultivated a communal and participatory 
approach to rhetorical agency that was not only undergirded by symbolic training in 
queer identities, but in material conditions as well (p. 3).  Although this conceptualization 
of agency came from her analysis of public address, I extend this line of reasoning to 
matter in the field where members of publics are afforded agency through a variety of 
methods, and not just one essential or ideal form. Since counterpublics are malleable, 
complex, and contingent on both discursive and material conditions (Asen, 2000; 
Brouwer, 2006; Sloop & Ono, 1997), it stands to reason that the youth of One n’ Ten take 
agency in ways that vary in form and degree. Youth who visit the center for daily 
nourishment and hygiene packs are not any less agentic than youth who help to facilitate 
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program, and vice versa.To be sure, theories of publics and counterpublics operate in part 
through abstract conceptualizations of how rhetoric is enacted in cultural, critical, and 
deliberative settings. However, they are successful to the extent that they both remain tied 
to and extend salient cultural practices. In their iterations of vernacular scholarship, Ono 
and Sloop argue that “vernacular communities, like all communities, are in a state of 
persistent transition” (p. 26); this persistent transition requires critics to be open to the 
ways that vernacular discourses help to shape a public or counterpublic space in creative 
ways. In Chapter 4, I shared how critical queer publicity brings One n’ Ten youth into the 
folds of the counterpublic spaces, and ideally, into public life broadly. the youth of One 
n’ Ten are able to engage in a series of vernacular practices that are both resistant to 
dominant phrasing and affirming of the counterpublic enclaves that sustain them. 
Practices like those of safe space guidelines, which help youth become more in relation to 
one another, help on the front of affirmation. On the other hand, more creative and 
expressive types of publicity shed a light on the ways that participation in public life can 
take many forms. Whether through drawing one’s own pride flag, participating in drag 
shows, and youth being able to draw upon material resources such as food and shelter 
programs, the discourses and practices enacted through One n’ Ten represent out-law 
discourses in the spirit of Sloop and Ono (1997). Those scholars argue that the “the out-
law always lurks in the distance and in the forefront, challenging us to rethink our ways 
of operating, our forms of judgments, our logics” (p. 66). In this sense, the shapes that 
youthful and vernacular discourses take are helpful reminders that life for youth can be 
dynamic and fruitful, rather than rigid and formulaic.  
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In utilizing critical rhetoric to further inform theories of both publicity and 
counterpublicity, one of the outcomes of this project was to examine how young people 
can participate in modes of publicity that not only highlight the complex and malleable 
characteristics of counterpublics (Asen & Brouwer, 2001), but how these modes inform 
the rhetorical agency of youth (Campbell, 2005). Chapter 5 explored the theorization of 
youth agency; when paired with theories of counterpublicity, outlets that are made for 
youth to develop new vocabularies and practice forms of rhetoric that they can enact to 
more dominant publics outside of One n’ Ten. With respect to engaging counterpublic 
scholarship, Asen (2015) argues: “Divergent norms and practices, social structures, 
material conditions, and backgrounds facilitate different opportunities and paths of action 
for social actors” (p. 139). In this case, a variety of structures and practices undergird One 
n’ Ten and its youth who come into their own sense of agency and identity. Being 
witness to a variety of programs, initiatives, and moments of publicity within the program 
speaks to the idea of different paths towards publicity and rhetorical agency, and broadly, 
towards the processual dimension that broadly characterizes rhetoric as it unfolds in situ 
(Middleton et al., 2015). Whether it is rhetorical agency that is visibly expressed or 
enacted behind the scenes, youth organizations such as One n’ Ten is provide a wide 
range of programs and curriculum that youth can draw upon in order to develop their 
present sense of agency and public membership, and ideally, develop the two even 
further in the future.  
LGBTQ Youth Publicity 
 One of the other areas that this dissertation sheds light on is the impact that 
counterpublics such as One n’ Ten have on the lives of LGBTQ youth who lack systems 
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of support and resources from more mainstream publics. In Chapter 3, I presented case 
studies and brief statistics pertaining to LGBTQ youth; this is pertinent when considering 
that LGBTQ youth face obstacles in the forms of homelessness, ostracism from family 
structures, federal regulations that discourage youth in their queer identities, and more. In 
spite of all the obstacles thrown their way, LGBTQ youth in programs such as One n’ 
Ten enact a resilience that enable them to identify sources of strength and encouragement 
that help them overcome challenges that mainstream publics do not prepare them for 
(Asakura, 2016).  
 Throughout the dissertation, I discussed how LGBTQ youth are subject to the 
crises of homelessness and housing disparities. As previously mentioned in Chapter 3, 
forty percent of the 1.6 million youth experiencing homelessness identify as LGBTQ; 
given that LGBTQ youth represent 7 percent of the entire youth population, this is a 
troubling exigence that significantly alters how publics are not even designed to address 
the issues that queer youth face on a regular basis. As a result, programs such as One n’ 
Ten serve as sites of retreat and enclaving (Chávez, 2011). Across both chapters of 
analysis, I presented accounts of how youth enact or take part in programs and practices 
within the organization as a way to prepare for engaging more dominant publics. For 
example, homeless and queer youth who participate in the P.O.N.D. program can 
experience pathways to stable housing, which are often not afforded to them due to 
encounters with unsafe shelter programs (Freundlich & Avery, 2004). Additionally, 
youth who have opportunities to take part in trans *support groups can gradually 
acclimate to contexts where it is difficult to come out as trans* (i.e., workplaces). Finally, 
youths regularly embody and rehearse safe space guidelines in an environment where 
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they can affirm one another’s experiences and unique positions. Rhetorical practices 
generated across both examples point to the significance that enclaves have in generating 
meaningful action that can contribute to the well-being of LGBTQ youth.  
Chávez’s (2011) conceptualization of a counterpublic enclave proves useful 
across these examples. As members of a queer counterpublic enclave, youth can surround 
themselves in values and conventions that they exercise in a withdrawn environment, 
with the possibilities or expectations of enacting them in broader public settings. In 
Chapter 4, I addressed the research question: how do LGBTQ youth imagine themselves 
as members of public life? Across contexts such as Camp OUTdoors, drag performances 
at the youth center, and utilizing pronouns that are gender nonconforming or nonbinary, 
youth in this field are encouraged to immerse themselves in a welcoming space. The hope 
is that programs similar to One n’ Ten can afford youth opportunities in vernacular and 
LGBTQ-focused speech that can prepare them for participation in more dominant or 
mainstream publics. In this project, One n’ Ten as a counterpublic affords youth the 
opportunity to withdraw from wider publics and perform in their enclaved settings. 
Another key aspect of Chapter 4 with respect to the publicity of LGBTQ youth is the 
emphasis on sexual education and health, which is not provided due to the “no homo 
promo” laws in Arizona. By equipping youth with the language and knowledge on topics 
such as sexual education for LGBTQ people, overcoming homelessness, and cultivating 
meaningful relationships, youth come into this withdrawn space and leave with the 
discourses necessary to take on a dominant public that may not be accepting of LGBTQ 
sexual education. In oscillating between spaces of withdrawal and responding to 
dominant publics, One n’ Ten proves to be a generative site of growth and realization of 
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agency for LGBTQ youth and youth who reside in other vernacular communities. In the 
long run, the experiences and bodies of youth are affirmed by participating in a space that 
exists as a direct response to dominant and state-like publics that, under the Trump 
administration and No Promo-Homo laws, are overtly hostile to them. 
Practical Implications 
 The framework and systems enacted by programs similar to One n’ Ten provide 
youth, and LGBTQ youth specifically, various opportunities to be accepted for their 
unique identities, as well as opportunities to engage in communicative skillsets that 
encourage self-acceptance, identity construction, and self-reflection. One of the core 
characteristics of One n’ Ten is that it provides a variety of programming that engages 
various skillsets in youth, be it in relational, instrumental, or self-reflexive dimensions of 
communication. As I outlined previously in Chapter 3, formal institutions such as the 
Land Grant University were originally designed to provide curriculum and content to 
students so that they may thrive in their civic settings using practical skills. Since it is 
becoming far more difficult for individuals to pursue a college education due to rising 
costs, youth programs play a significant role in providing resources, programs, and 
initiatives. Throughout my time as a volunteer, I have learned about the ways in which 
programs such as One n’ Ten can engage in programming that not only encourages youth 
to gain practical skills (e.g., cooking), but to encourage them to identify areas of strength 
and proficiency that they are interested in. In one of my interviews, a staff member 
looked back on her experience in working with youth in programs prior to One n’ Ten, 
where youth often came in without having a sense of what skills or proficiencies they 
were adept in. In remarking this moment, she cited the importance of reaching out to 
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youth and encouraging them to think about a skill or proficiency that they can build 
around.  
In the case of One n’ Ten, programs that are offered not only fulfill the needs that 
youth may have in acquiring necessary life skills, but to also offer ways for them to 
express themselves while they are fulfilling crucial needs such as food and housing. For 
example, many of the programs and curriculum facilitated by staff revolved around 
creating and showcasing forms of art that youth can take part in. On the other hand, some 
youth may not be inclined to participate in art-based programs. Nonetheless, the youth of 
One n’ Ten can draw from a variety of programs that speak to a skill they may have, be it 
in art, leadership, outdoor recreation, among others. Thus, the key component that youth 
programs modeled after One n’ Ten can employ is that of building up agency through 
different opportunities that youth can draw from. When organizations meet youth where 
they’re at (Asen, 2000), participating youth are better served. Further, as my study 
suggests, such efforts can forge a lively counterpublic that defies a linear model for 
becoming a member of a public.  
Limitations and Suggestions for Future Research 
 As I begin to gradually leave this field, I take stock on some of the limitations 
with this research. First, I present a methodological limitation with conceptual 
implications towards crafting a more nuanced articulation of youthful publics in future 
iterations of this research. In utilizing participatory critical rhetoric as my chosen 
methodological lens, an ambition I had was to place the experiences of youth at the 
forefront of this dissertation project. Although I was able to interview seven youth who 
had extensive experience as participants of One n’ Ten, there are many other youths who 
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could shed further light on how the program affords more opportunities for publicity. 
Given that I volunteered at two of the seven locations where One n’ Ten programs are 
offered, it is very likely that there are different enactments of publicity that I was not 
privy to. In Chapter 5, I discussed leadership outlets available to One n’ Ten youth such 
as the OUTscouts program, where youth were featured in more central roles for creating 
programming at One n’ Ten. Although I cited their centrality, I was not able to observe 
said youth in substantial moments where their participation and engagement was featured 
significantly. Indeed, the ways in which rhetoric and public sphere theory can benefit 
from vocabularies and perspectives significantly augmented by youth (Squires, 2002) can 
surely benefit from witnessing more succinct enactments of youthful publicity by youth 
in positions of leadership. A future version of this project could explore how different 
models of the public sphere (Fraser, 1992; Hauser; 1999; Ono & Sloop, 1995) are 
constituted by youth participants at different satellites of One n’ Ten. 
 Similarly, another limitation that I have considered is that there are facets of the 
program that I was not able to explore in my volunteer role. Being a volunteer, I was able 
to interact with and witness the publicity of LGBTQ youth a great deal during regularly 
scheduled activities (e.g., group). Had I taken the opportunity to adopt a more formal role 
within the organization, such as a program planner, it is very likely that I would have 
gotten more glimpses of the ways that youth take part in efforts to enact their publicity. 
Currently, the organization is recruiting youth for its forthcoming Youth Advisory 
Council, which will consist of youth who will meet monthly to discuss relevant 
programming and activities that can be implemented across all One n’ Ten locations. 
Another space that comes to mind is the Trans* Group at the youth center, which meets 
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bi-weekly at the Downtown Youth Center to provide a space of support for trans* youth 
who need resources to navigate their journeys of transition. Although I carried dual roles 
as both volunteer and a participant observer (Tracy, 2013), my findings and data largely 
came from regularly scheduled shifts at the Phoenix and Mesa locations, interviews with 
both staff/volunteers and youth over the age of eighteen, and from my participation at 
Camp OUTdoors. Although I was privy to meaningful moments of publicity, there are 
numerous dimensions of the program that I could not observe in my given volunteer role. 
To this end, future versions of this project could involve utilizing participatory critical 
rhetoric in a more sustained format alongside other youth. 
 Building off the previous suggestion, I can also envision fusing participatory 
critical rhetoric with research frameworks in youth participatory action research (YPAR). 
This framework has been utilized by researchers in the fields of education and social 
work primarily. Through this research design, not only are youth instructed and trained in 
carrying out research through a social justice lens, but they do so in the communities they 
represent and reside in. By adopting such a framework, youth can play a central role in 
creating findings and data that best represent their experiences and realities. Although 
participatory critical rhetoric represents a shift in how discourses are brought to light by 
the critic, I can envision interdisciplinary conversations taking place alongside the area of 
YPAR scholarship. Middleton and colleagues (2015) argue that rhetorical critics “engage 
closely and personally with participants in the field who create the texts they analyze” (p. 
177). While this is a hallmark in the development of participatory critical rhetoric, they 
do acknowledge concerns with how claims posited by critics would be drastically 
influenced by their close connections and relationships in the field, potentially losing 
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control over the quality of claims being made in the process (p. 178). Of course, 
implementing participatory and youth-based research would require a careful negotiation 
of situational, relational, and procedural ethics to an Institutional Review Board (Tracy, 
2013). Indeed, sustained conversations with both youth and adult staff members must be 
held in order to shape research findings and outcomes in a way that present a youthful 
community directly from the youths’ point of view, as opposed to solely from a critic or 
researcher who assembles fragments of texts (McGee, 1990) to argue for the ways in 
which a culture is constituted. To this end, the broad methodological umbrella of 
participatory critical rhetoric can help generate more sustained conversations on the role 
that audiences can play in the process of criticism grounded in field methods, which can 
be generative alongside a YPAR lens. 
 Another methodological opportunity in research on youthful rhetorics comes by 
way of discourse tracing (Tracy, 2013). In Chapter 3, I contextualized the broader 
discourses and current events pertaining to young people enacting or seeking publicity. 
Through contextualizing this project across discourses pertaining to LGBTQ youth, 
current events around the world, and even through the historicization of the Land Grant 
University, there are many significant moments (or in the language of discourse tracing, 
rupture points) where the rhetorical and material enactments of young people can be 
traced. Other opportunities to contextualize this project can come by way of how young 
people in public spheres are subject to significant policies and institutional discourses 
beyond the land grant institution, such as “No Child Left Behind” and “Deferred Action 
for Childhood Arrivals.” Although this is not an exhaustive account of other discourses 
pertaining to the framing of youth experiences, much work can be done in terms of 
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tracing how youthful publicity has taken on various forms and complexities (Asen, 2000; 
Asen & Brouwer, 2001). To this end, discourse tracing would be a strong qualitative 
supplement to further explore and expand theories of rhetoric and (counter)publicity for 
young individuals in numerous contexts. 
A final limitation comes by way of my own subjectivities as a critic. Specifically, 
the fact that I am a cisgender male serving as a volunteer for the LGBTQ community is 
an important point to acknowledge. Earlier in Chapter 4, I discussed the use of the term 
“accomplice,” which I was introduced to for the first time at Camp OUTdoors. In looking 
at additional outlets of popular press, the use of the term accomplice is a recent change in 
LGBTQ discourses. Typically associated with aiding criminals, an accomplice has been 
resignified in the LGBTQ community to mean the following: “it refers to someone that is 
actively helping a marginalized group, not necessarily the LGBTQ community. They are 
actually contributing to the community by fighting for us to gain equality, which is way 
better than normal allyship” (Ahmed, 2017). Accompliceship, rather than allyship, 
signals supporting LGBTQ people (and other marginalized communities) in person, 
rather than “on paper” (Howell, 2016).   
In terms of what this critical self-reflexivity means for the broader aspects of this 
project, I believe that implications exist in terms of practicing self-reflexivity as a 
rhetorical critic in emplaced settings of advocacy (Middleton et al., 2015). Although I 
identify as an accomplice for One n’ Ten and LGBTQ youth, I cannot lay claim to all of 
the knowledge that undergird LGBTQ youth communities. Looking back on this 
experience, I hope that I exercised an ethic of care when learning about the histories and 
doxastic practices within a community of queer youth (Hess, 2011; Tuck, 2009), such as 
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pronoun use and being able to listen to the needs of youth, rather than attempt to offer 
them advice or explicit plans of action. Although I exercised such an ethic, that still does 
not preclude the fact that I will never understand what the experiences of LGBTQ youth 
are like.  
Moreover, Middleton et al. (2015) argue that a rhetorical critic must be self-
reflexive in the ways they utilize their positions as both a scholar and advocate for the 
communities they serve. They argue: “Critics, following rhetoric’s ideological and 
critical turns, are both reflective of their own social positions and obligated to more 
closely attend to marginalized communities” (p. 11). Many marginalized communities are 
subject to material and social conditions of power and ideology (McKerrow, 1989), 
moving them to form counterpublic spaces of retreat where they can practice modes of 
affirmation and solidarity with one another. For rhetorical critics seeking to take on 
projects utilizing participatory critical rhetoric as a methodological framework, it is 
crucial that they consistently reflect on what it means to balance the roles of researcher, 
advocate, and accomplice. In terms of being an accomplice, I also strongly suggest that 
an accomplice adopt an orientation of being a “co-learner” in the experiences of members 
from marginalized communities. In my own subjectivity as a self-identified cismale, I 
have learned a great deal about the histories, complexities, challenges, and opportunities 
that come before LGBTQ youth. Following Hess’s (2011) account of phronesis, I do not 
doubt that I have made some missteps and mistakes as an accomplice, and I have 
gradually learned about what I can do to be more attuned to the needs and hopes of queer 
youth who have experienced significant obstacles and hurdles in their lifetimes. In 
acquiring and practice various forms of knowledge and wisdom as an accomplice to the 
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LGBTQ community, the one thing this project has taught me is to never claim a mantle 
of expertise surrounding queer youth. Instead, the youth have left me with lasting lessons 
that have impacted me on academic and personal levels. 
Ultimately, this project has been an experience in not only learning how to 
balance my commitments to rhetorical scholarship, but how to be an engaged volunteer, 
accomplice, and advocate for a community that is so invested in the growth and well-
being of its youth. Rhetorical scholars seeking to take part in participatory critical 
rhetoric should keep their balance of both scholarly and personal commitments in mind 
when taking on active roles as both researchers and advocates for communities that they 
are not originally from. This will make a substantial difference in being able to signal to 
marginalized communities that you not only acknowledge the exigencies they face, but 
that you are willing to be at their side and on the ground with them. 
Concluding Thoughts 
 Theories of the public sphere have undergone a great deal of revision, critique, 
and extension throughout the years. In order to account for how public and counterpublic 
spaces can coexist, scholars have paired various theoretical frameworks together in order 
to clarify how democracies and public life are better represented today. While the 
communication discipline has committed to research about youth, rhetorical scholars are 
in an ideal position to carry out inquiry alongside youth in order to augment existing and 
potential bodies of literature that describe and characterize what public life can be like, as 
opposed to what it should be like. In utilizing participatory critical rhetoric as a 
methodological framework, rhetorical critics invested in the field can stand to benefit 
from witnessing the values, utterances, and perspectives that young people can contribute 
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to the dynamics of critical publicity. Throughout my time spent in the field of One n’ 
Ten, I learned about the experiences of queer youth that must not only be taken seriously 
but also must be added to rhetorical scholarship as a way of affirming their political and 
personal desires to become members of a public. Whether through the positions of 
extraordinary publicity or residing in more ordinary and everyday rhetorical practices, 
queer youth and youth of intersecting identities merit membership in various publics, 
some of which they will come to lead and impact for years to come.    
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QUESTIONS (YOUTH) 
Semi-Structured Interview Guide 
 
1. What does it mean for you to personally identify as a youth? 
2. Is there anything that prevents you from being recognized as more than a youth 
(i.e., a young adult)?  
3. How does identifying as LGBTQ impact your identity as a youth?  
4. Is there anything we can learn from youth that can’t necessarily be learned from 
adults? 
a. FOLLOW UP: Personally? 
b. FOLLOW UP: Socially? 
c. FOLLOW UP: Politically? 
5. How long have you been a part of One n’ Ten? 
a. FOLLOW UP: What motivated you to join One n’ Ten? 
6. Do programs like One n’ Ten help to prepare you for any responsibilities in public 
life? 
a. FOLLOW UP: Can you describe a specific time or moment in One n’ Ten 
where you felt better prepared to participate in public life? 
7. Do programs like One n’ Ten help in expressing your identity as a youth?  
a. FOLLOW UP: Can you describe a specific time or moment in One n’ Ten 
where you felt empowered in expressing your identity that is not possible 
outside of the program? 
8. What advice would you give to youth such as yourself who seek to participate in 
public life?  
9. Is there anything else you would like to add or that I have missed? 
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QUESTIONS (VOLUNTEERS/STAFF) 
Semi-Structured Interview Guide 
 
1. How did you become as a volunteer / staff member with One n’ Ten? 
a. FOLLOW UP: For how long? 
b. FOLLOW UP: What is your degree of involvement with One n’ Ten? 
2. Why is it important to listen to the experiences of youth? 
a. FOLLOW UP: Personally? 
b. FOLLOW UP: Socially? 
c. FOLLOW UP: Politically? 
d. FOLLOW UP: Professionally? 
3. From your perspective, what expectations are youth generally expected to live up 
to? 
4. How should youth-centered programs like One n’ Ten respond to the needs of 
youth? 
a. FOLLOW UP: Personally? 
b. FOLLOW UP: Socially? 
c. FOLLOW UP: Politically? 
d. FOLLOW UP: Professionally? 
5. Do programs like One n’ Ten help prepare youth for responsibilities in public 
life? 
a. FOLLOW UP: Can you describe a specific encounter or time while 
working with youth where you felt they were prepared to take on “adult” 
responsibilities?  
6. What advice would you give to youth who seek to participate in public life?  
7. Is there anything else you would like to add or that I have missed? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
